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American instory is not something dead and over. It is always alive, 
always growing, always unfinished— and every American today has his own 
contribution to make to the great fabric of tradition and hope which binds ah 
Americans, dead and living and yet to be bom, in a common faith and a 
common destiny.
John F. Kennedy (Athe am 7)
Letters written in 1872 by Thomas G. Newnam to his sister Mary inspired the following 
manuscript. I discovered these letters in the personal archives of Ollie Mae Newnam Crawford, 
my grandmother, in 1986 while doing some personal genealogical research. These letters are a 
piece of history, thoughtfully preserved for unknown reasons. What is most important is that 
these letters, and others like them, were written by one of the millions of Americans who may 
have gone from the cradle to the grave unknown except to family, friends, and, sometimes, 
enemies.
The copies I found were typewritten, single-spaced and sixteen in number. The first 
page w as copied on the letterhead of the United State Post Office, Revere, Minnesota, dated 5 
July 1960. The man who transcribed them prefaced the letters:
To Whom It May Concern:
As an introduction to the following as  well as an explanation, I, Willard V. 
Newnam, Postm aster at Revere, Minnesota hereby state, [a]fter the death of my 
Aunt Miss Cora Newnam, Parshall, North Dakota, formerly of Knox County, 
Missouri, were found the letters which I will copy, verbatim, as I have them. It 
appears that the writer of these letters, a Mr. Tom Newnam of Pleasant Hill, C ass 
County, Missouri had kept a Diary of his travels during the years of the late 
1850s and then in 1872 wrote from the Diary to his sister Mary.
To begin the search I called the post office in Revere, Minnesota. Margie, a woman who had 
worked for Willard, gave me the information I needed to continue my search.
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Willard V. Newnam, Thomas G. Newnam’s grand nephew, w as born 20 Septem ber 1902 
at Rugby, North Dakota. Willard died 11 March 1989 after suffering Alzheimer’s disease.
Robert Diekmann, the man Margie told me to call, was Willard’s neighbor and friend who took 
care of Willard during his illness and disposed of his possessions to family members after his 
death. According to Diekmann, Scott (Sears) Newnam-Cordner was the relative who received 
the original letters. Diekmann also sent me a copy of the list of Willard’s heirs which was 
provided to him by the attorney who handled Willard’s estate.
Genealogical research has becom e very popular to many people who have ever- 
increasing opportunities to access information courtesy of the information super-highway, the 
electronic ag e’s equivalent to the invention of the printing press, the Internet. Clearly, major 
institutions are expending large amounts of funding on Internet access  to make this information 
accessible in response to its popularity. Through one of these genealogical Internet sites Betty 
Anne Dobberpuhl of Aberdeen, South Dakota, Willard’s niece, responded to a query I had 
placed. She was one of the persons named on the list of heirs, and with her help we found 
S ears Cordner, who graciously shared a copy of them with me. Not only had I found a potential 
family member, Betty Anne, but also I found a  friend who has provided additional information 
and support throughout the years of my search for Tom.
From this point on, Thomas G. Newnam, the author of these letters, will be referred to 
only a s  Tom. This is for a couple of reasons—not the least of which is that, having been 
studying his letters for so long, I have developed an affection for this character. I believe, after 
having been privy to his personal discourse with his sister, it would be difficult for one who reads 
these letters to maintain a formal distance. His charm, humor, and insight are endearing.
Tom’s letters will be introduced in the first section, in their entirety, so that the reader 
may encounter them as  I did, without any idea of who this person was, to whom he was writing, 
the places about which he was writing, or the people to whom he was referring. If readers share 
my knowledge at the time I first read these letters, I am certain that they will feel the need to
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read my research in order to have answered the many questions Tom’s writing stimulates.
There are som e readers, however, who will have a greater knowledge base than I did, and who 
will very quickly identify som e of that about which he writes. I hope this only serves to pique the 
reader’s interest to read my work to see  if I have analyzed it correctly. Either way, it is important 
to read the letters first.
Additionally, I have chosen to format this paper using a script font for all of Tom’s writing. 
First, in the research portion of this thesis there is a  need to differentiate his writing from mine. 
Second, it is an attempt to preserve the style of nineteenth century letter writing, and to remind 
the reader that these letters were handwritten. Anything else was not an option. A nibbed pen 
dipped into a  bottle of ink using a fancy, often flowery, cursive was the method of the day.
Tom’s handwriting was bold and consistent. His pen strokes were made with 
confidence, a s  though he had been writing much and often. He made very few errors where he 
had to scratch anything out and his need to commit words to paper while keeping pace with his 
thoughts w as evident in his punctuation. His periods look like his commas, a distinctive 
characteristic of pen and ink.
I have m ade only minor editorial corrections. I have m ade no attempt to correct Tom’s 
grammar. My knowledge of the grammatical structure of this time period and Tom’s native 
region is insufficient to make any corrections. Besides, there are many that enjoy the prose of 
the nineteenth century. Mark Twain m ade a fortune and a lasting impression giving us an 
accurate—though, at times, slightly exaggerated—documentation of the vernacular of his 
region. There is one downside to leaving Tom’s language untouched and that is political 
correctness. On occasion, Tom makes reference to people and ideas that may be considered 
offensive. If these  are viewed as  something common to his time and socialization and not to his 
beliefs or character, all could be forgiven.
Among the editorial changes I have m ade is the double “s ” construction. Tom 
occasionally used what appears as  an “f  “s” which is the archaic form of double “s.” Another
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change I m ade is deleting his practice of hyphenation when he cam e to the margin of the page. 
For example, in his letter dated 12 April 1872, he had to separate the words hum=/=ble, 
con=/=taining, and irregul=/=arity, among others. In transcription I reduced these to humble, 
containing, irregularity and so on throughout the entire document. In addition, today we write 
the words “wherever” and “another” as single words. Tom separated these: “where ever” and 
“an other.” I have left these  as  he wrote them. I feel it preserves the rhythm of his dialect.
Tom did not write focused or single-subject letters; he told stories. Through his obvious 
writing abilities in writing this story, he described real life that is always multi-faceted and 
complex. “History w as not m ade on the grand scale in which we can now view it. It w as not 
m ade all at once. It w as m ade by single individuals, performing only the feats which their 
lifetimes and circumstances would allow” (Svoboda).
After much research, I concur with Willard Newnam that these cam e from a diary. 
Unfortunately, I have not yet found the diary. Considering the fact that the letters spanned a 
fourteen year time period, it is doubtful that Tom would have remembered his daily movements 
this accurately—an accuracy that continues to be confirmed with each discovery—without 
referring to personal notes. I have, however, discovered several other letters written by Thomas 
G. Newnam and have been able to use them to supplement the information contained in the 
above mentioned letters.
Tom’s ability to tell a story only makes not having all of his other letters or his diary even 
more distressing. Thankfully, we do have these.
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.iPde-aAtond .'dftdd, ffa& ii  d 'o u n d y , tAdiAAotobi
.Y d fi/d i 42ddi 4 8 7 2
Sdt&deb fdeoeb:
^  d iexd  otdm ciAd d e r id e d  d /io d  ,dd use te d d  onetbdc- y o u  “d-a ltdy ” i u i  le id d  a e e e fid  
y o u A  eoceuA e, d ie ive  fo b i-n y  etobdieb d d itzn  w  odo-dddredie/tre teid d i y o u  td va d
ddie/oe id  a  f t /a c e  d o -b tn eyid fo b  d /ie  d d n  d io d /id -e  ”. “iJTo urdioid id ity -te  di d o  dd  
dredeny ?  ’ ,d  o tm  o n e  ddioAe d i& fiA ed fo d d o tve /iA  o f  d /ie  d ittm d d e  'A d y to b e-n e  ddbad 
dredonyA  to  diodA  dddu/bed- e o y ; ddioid o f  ddte “fd ie tn e  d d to m o m id y  ” a n d  i f  .dd uterA 
n o d  a f f io u d  to , dd  u to to d d  iron d y o u  owe- o f  m y - H dtediyiouA  fb o tfe b A , dd  te o to d d  n o t  
d u zee  iA tu  A ee o n e  fo b  o m y d d tin y  6o  f y o u  te td d fib o m iA e  do n o d  & diote id  do doeb ob 
dedd A eb  y o u - d tto ee id , dd  te id d  b e n d y o u  o n e  eo  n  d eiin  i n y  d o n in y  yneA A ayeA  fo o m  /d ie  
fjd n y e d iy . d d lttd  d f'd d  n o d  A en o d id  d idd y o u  dedd m e  d o o .
d Jeo b ye diotA odtmdddeAA b e c e d e e td rn y  dotAddry ddiiA d o m e, d d f ddA ueeeeod, a n d  
dd  d u fe  ddiebe i& n o  d o  a d d  adroud id , ddie/ie iA n o n e  in  m y  o te n  m o n o /, dd te id d  d ved f 
y o u  neacd tedndeb  i f  n o d  A ooneb , d io te e e e b , dd  dioove n o d  b eeeevecd  m y  f a f e b A  y e d  
o te in y , d /  ddiindc do /d ie  ibbeyudt& bidy o f  id le  m aedb  n o te  , dd  d o  n o d  id iin d c id  te td d  die 
d o n ye b  t/i-a  n  d teo  w eedtA  A efo b e  dd  to m  te e td y  do &d-a/t-i.
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ddene te id d y e d  d ietbdidy d im ed  o f  m y  e teed eid ieiyb efid iy  drefoibe dd a m  ddibo.teydi, dd  a m  
a ffia ie d fo b  ddiebe iA  n o  -m obe b o m a n e e  in  m e  ddiem  in  dotAd yeo tbA  a d m a b ta c  a n e d
y o u  w id d fin e d iA  otA td ty  a A  ,  fd /e d d y o u  te id d  fin e d d d io id  o tid  y o u b A e d f A eo n
e n e n ty d i Ac 'd  /d y e  o n  te itd i m y  “fid a in  u n n e tb n iA d ieed d a /e  ”. dd  d e fd  o f f  “a n e d  Ac 
A lien ed  ddie n iy d id  a w a y .  "
ed d ied  ed a y fo u o td m e  in  * A to n /io e  ddceendy d id /te d d d i a  d ieeeey  dieotbd a n o d  
Acted teiddioeed  a n y /d iin y  d ic f f ie n in y  do m e  do b ed ieee  ddie td u d d  m e m e d o e tn y  u n d id / 
dd teoiA  n e a b  SPeibiA, dd  m e d  a  dod o f  ed u tn d zen  m e n  td b ie in y  a  dad o f  Aodreb dioiyA to n ed  
d d tey  (/d ie  m e n  n o d  ddie d io yA ) dbieed do m a d e  m y  fio o b  o d e /fu m y  ddiboea m e , d d iey  
e d it/n o d  A eeoc-eeedlinedddw eeA  y d a td te d ie n  d d d ia td fia A A eed d d iem .
ddn  dPabiA dd m e d  a n  a c y e e e tin d a n c e , deed eo u d o d yed  n o  teendc, d ie doded m e  
ddioid 4 8  m ideA  fu b d d ieb  dd  coeededyed  id , Ao ddfu A d ie ed  o n  a n /i/d  n iy d id  etn ed fcn eed  
deddeb ddiam  dd odiodddie n iy d id  d e fo b e . rA ex d  ed a y dd abbineod e id  /d ie  ft/a e e ^ -d / / / r o d /  
id  ded/edbow d ”  - w d ieb e Aetbe e n c e ty d i ddy o d  teobdc, a n o d  id  w aA  y o o e d  ddioid dd  edied fo b  
in  m y  f o c d e d  dd  edied n o d  diorr-e a  “ffoiee .A ta b d e e  ” do drdeAA m y A e d f te id d i. dd  
teo b d eo d  ddiebe 2  ojb 74 teeedtA , id  teeeA a d d  dd coeeded, ein cd  m eenexyeed do A a ee a  f e te  
edod/etbA (d  etb 5  f d d  b em em d eb  b iyd id ) ew eb a n e d  a d o e e  a / /  e fie 'n A eA , a n e d  eon a  
" /iiy d id  a n ed yd o b io etA  ”  dP u neday m o b n in y , fP o n y  a n ed  dd d efd  “dded/edibccdi ” 
fo b e e e b  etn od doodt u f  a  d in e  o f  m etbcd i fe n  dodaA yaee in  dddow eibtd d d o u n d y.
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•v/tcat, 3 (0 t/ct/e d.d/t. teciived a t dot. i-fCd/nebA 4 miteA feicm O/CantAeitte 
i/ian dtdfedi bounty- and A/aged titt next dag, feittAAed on info dCtentAeitte Stef 
tcu/dget no u:oit, 6c tmteceidfed Ci/tiAgow- wtie/te d  aViived dtteAt/teg 3tf.iAt., 
ccee/d notget tcceA 6c d  tcent to dagette tend Atteged a t/ nigAtt, next 3$. ait. 
met dgAcn Oti/neA, (dice. d  A/ioutd dag) tu t Ae did net ten etc me, d  made 
mgAe/fe Cnoten ic Aim Cut “'jO/Aem, aA fdttiem toxcuAe me, d  Aitove /c ctdt ten
deoA.  OT/tii td. ait. todag, good dag. d  Atiatt Aee gott damn tcmn d  Acfeie,
cat/ again. (<tCe waA a t Acme) tendget Ae did net fen tAeAe icaA nc u6e cfe 
6/aging in dagette, (ext>u6e /Ai/a) Acte difefeeAont waA tAe greeting to tAat udiio/i 
d  Aad teen 6c ofeten greeted Sg eaeA man on a/tiding fetom dat/ieAA tatte,
“tei/A tafia tie a A feiauneA witA geed eafetcnA tined” tAieg /aid /Aieit dteweAend 
AiandA on mg Aieadtend6aid “te a geedteg, dAcmaA
d/Cg next deAiination t&aA “tdetcw CRcct ” dti/ine <Cctentg 38 miteA 
dcutA cfe dagette and on tAe 6catA tan A cfe tAe “dfigAitg t^itiAAcuAi ” aeAien d  
aetieed a t tAe feeAAg d  Aadfeu6t mcneg encagA tc fetag tAe feetAgmten, ttet 
fedtane 6mi/ed tend dfeotend meet, dong fecund a ida/de in asdiicA tc AeAt, d  
a/6c feotend a tteveln tette/ie tAieg tccte/d tiuAt me feoA a meetcA Scteld tend next 
mcAning went tc tcciA tei/A ccmfetaAitvetg a tigtit tietclt. dAe mten d  ment tc 
uhcaA fern tcaA dete dAiine-Aia/d, d  mention it fed gca tc Aetnem/ei, tend A) ad fed
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a Aliefi mate one ffeacol dm idt toAc unaA a fugitive fetcm tub “dade^dand” 
tecauAe tie waA a died idefiul/iean and tie Aeemed to te  fnoud o f the lodge tie 
woAo (a left I  an dan a IandteAcAiefe alouh tuA ttiAcat) d ill Ae Aad liaeelledalt 
oeeA OeAmang and dwitgedand and mang a time Ae AaA held me Afiet/lotcnd 
aA Ae Aecited dodeA cfe tiiA tdandeAingA. d  haee feo'igotten neadg ait, andtlieg 
would te  oat o f fdaee heAe, leAideA tAieg m ight not inteAedgou, to me ttieg 
teeAe intenAetg Ao, gou mag lethene when tie fiictuAedin AiA liclen  long-lidi, 
which left imagination to do itA led, tow Ae Aad clim led tAe mountain A o f 
dwitgellan d  tend Atood on the tantcA o f ttie date deAmon o f hiesnewa, ctimte 
lAtont •lilano and teen in tAe dcdteAA o f toAlenleieighh, and tern Ae Aad 
eAcafiedtc d , A to to ’d /lttp d id to d . - dandon me, dideA 0)eaA feoA Aaging heAe 
fieMentheniccillg ttia t toe jdmedcanA can not do without ttiiA (So eeA/nment 
eeen ifefen no olhet ■zeoAon than ttiiA: “dtie dVctle and (ft cod cfe tie  (Odd Modd 
can fetg to uA feicm undei the dgAantA heel andfendfiAotecHon 
t t  w ill digZeAA again and tellgou the dingutaA end cfe ttioAe tone men tu t fetid 
i t  mudfiichc aft the lliiead and te ll gou tAal t f  Aad {dented 8 cn 9 monttiA a 
fiatl ofe tAe time loading with ’tihin chad and again a t the davein until/ 
tAe AUAnmeA ofe 3858 in fefeulg, I t flin t, t t  tea A e,liAcliaAged, tu t waA A titl 
Ateefiing in the Aloft when the fee/housing ca/aAhefile lefeeht dthinediad.
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d  waA Aiding in fewnt ofe the daAneAn awaiting lAeahfeabt, hatfe annate, and 
hatfein dieamtcond, in the cootAtvade ofethe houAe in the eaztg morning, 
duddentg dm idt coming iifi to wheAe d  anaA billing and baging, “ dcm, 
deteA iA d o t” (gone) “Uliat'l ” 6a id  dfeoA the man A manneA feAightened me, 
“tOli ’deteA iA du ll’, “(Oh ,/it,ine Holt” —  “K'liat iA the matleA, dm itli? ” d  
abted. “tOh deteA iA dal, iA gone, iA dlownd ” “ OK heAe f  J)ihen '* and dCow 0 d  
aAhed in a heath, w it ho til giving him time to anbweA, d  Aon down to <jHaa . 
dthinehaAt ’b and fecund leA and heA Iteo Ainall chitdien almobl cAaged with 
gAiefe. d  had heA te ll me the feaetA and imrnediatelg collected a cAoad to dive 
and dtag and feiAh, Sat it  waA no ttAe he waA diowned in an eddg in the OHiveA 
ta t had teen bwefet oat into the caAAeAit an d  tliA waA the laAt eeeA been ofe 
O/ilinehaAl Isg ang ofe lib aegaaintaaceb. d ie  wag it la ffien d  a: a A I lib aA 
gatheAed tg  dthinehaAt’b wifee and dmidt. ihh in eliatl had a Amatt lafi dog 
that he thought aA much ofe aA he did ofe one ofe hiA c hitdien and he foo t  the 
dog along when he and dm idt we n t to lathe veAg eonlg on the moining in 
guebtion. dhe feizbt thing Hthin cha d  did waA wabh hib dog, which he did  
white dm idt waA lathing and when dm idt came out Ohlin eh a ll went in 
which waA hib labt. dm idt bagb he waA bhanding with hib loch to the tdiveA 
when dhinehaAt went in and when he came ufi the labt titne he gaee a
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giean that attbacted tub attention and on tooting abound he bow the tofi of 
Pllhinehabl’b head going undeb. Ate betidhe toab bcabedtut comfibehending 
the biiuatie n, he ftlunged in hut alab too late, the tubhid toatebb had hid thi eib 
victim fobeneb.
dVow fob a bingutab fiabt o f the bad btobg. i t  wab, ab d  baid hefobe, 
bteefiing in the bhofi with dmidt. d  bobe one mobniag, 2 ob 3 dagb fvbiob to the 
one on which PRJiinehazil wab dbowned and dm idt told me of a, to hib, 
bingutab dieairi he had. Ate baid “d  cheamed labt night that d  wab in 
diarilcfoii on the .Alain, and that d  went out in a hoot with a little dog, and 
that dfilched it  uft and thbew it  ovebhaabd tilt i t  wab dbowned” and “he 
added, bomething ib going to hafifien ”, dVow wab he wabned o f that which 
hafifieaedontg 2 ob 3 dagb afteb? dbhallalwagb lelieve he wab. PThebe ib 
tittle mobe to tell, fioab dmidt, afteb Pdhinehabt wab dead hib bad befiain wab 
eveb “d  w ill he the next ”, J)thg, baid d , then he told me that anotheb man 
PRJiinehabt and himbetf had wo tted  bhofvmateb in a boom in d t. douib that 
ahout a geab hefobe the fibbt wab dbowned in the Pdiveb aheut (Sbaflon and 
now P&hinehabl hebe and baid he, “d  bhall he the next. ” dn vain d  
tidic uled him, in vain d  Ictughed a t him, it  wab alwagb the batne bad bo ng, 
“d  bhall he the next”. Pfhib waA in ffalg 2858, the 28th o f .jdugubt d  bta/ited
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fob ./Yea}. lAtexico, the next gea/t 2859 in Hecemleb d  came ta c t to lilabgow 
whebe d  teamed that in the bummeb dm idt had come aft thebe and 
deltlebalelg went tnto the biveb and dbccened himbelf, tub todg was fcttnd a
few dagb afteb anddecenllg- hubiedfob he hadmoneg.------------
PMat to betubn to mg blobg, white in .jdbbow PRach d  tecame acquainted 
with H^labhobn dox ffactbon and bevebal o f hib bonb, Unce/rd lAlabmathihe 
and neabtg fitt the notatteb of that vicinitg. Phhebe d  blood td  the gbave of 
otd d)b. dafifiinglon and hib wife and bead the inAcbifdioa that adobned the 
blah that covebb theib dabeofagab. d o t the man that wab otebtined to m ate 
the gbeatebt change in mg life wab one whom d  met hiebe hg the name o f d i l l  
dlatcheb. 3d gieal bed-headed man, whobe face had hee/n deefidg flitted  hg 
Small fiox and who wab angthing hot handbome, d  abbwbe gou, hut whobe 
head wab ab tig  as hib fiebbon and ab flexible to the touch of bobbow ab an 
evening fefdigb is to the gbanite.
hded he came in ficm  dVew Alexico ab a/n agent o f a Hoatfiang to hug 
idmebican bheefi fob that PTebbitobg. die hought alout 25, 000 head and wab 
collecting them ftAefiabitobg tc a btabl. dfobmed hib acquaintance in .dbicw- 
PRach hg tbghng to engage with him to go oat. die baid to me “&o gou beallg 
want to go to ,Aew .Atexico ”? lOf coubbe d  do. “ Hell ” he baid, gou abe not
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al/e (o bland the Irifi with me, fob d  can not get ang fublheb /hart the 
.AbhanSab PRiveb this beabon and the/re dbhall dtbchiabge a ll mg /lands and 
get Alexicanb to helfi me winter mg sheefi 200 mileb t/ub bide o f Aew Atexicc 
ftbcfieb. d  exfiobluhaled w ill turn to no effect, he bald “d t w ill he a hard 
bhavibh htifi to mg men, hut d  shallhave no mobe than (20 d  helieve) hut d  
can and with halte it eabg, gou could not do it i f  gou went with -me, bo, “he 
continued d  ’I t te ll gou bomething heller - ffebbe PTtibleg ib going out, and i f  
gou bee him gou can go with hum ab an ox dbiveb and, baid he, “dell old ffebb 
that d  bent gou ”. dn a few- dagb the old man came into totem and he wab 
fidn ted  out to me, d  introduced mgbetf and told him to hat d  wanted, die 
eged me ctobetg and questioned me mobe ctobetg, hut afteb mg telling him a 
f i t  ab to mg alilitg  to drive, 4 ob 5 gohe o f oxen ob w ild cattle acbobb the filainb 
hitched to a fibaibie bchooneb he engaged me a t 025. CO fieb month and hoard 
to he discharged in Aew Atexicc. dgbahhed the. offeb, fob, whg d  could not 
tell, d  had ttn ttncomfoblahle feeling hut an unco h tie italic debibe to cbobb the 
gbeal wildetnebb o f the tvebt, and bo on the 28th o f idugubt 2858 dgout 
hbotheb P/om, wab heaving .dibow PRod, Ptaline. Doanlg, AtibSoubi fob a tbifi 
acbobb the then w ild “fetainb ” driving a gohe o f oxen, d  who had never fta l
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/Ae gotce c m  an Ox 'b nee/c and did not i/now “(fji/ee feiom Stow ” toab on mg 
'load fen a to ng tiifi.
t /  /law  a notion to btofe /tebe and mcbaiige, ta t d  gaebb d  toon/, d  t t  
bimfiig half fia t d  wAo /tad tAoug/it tefeine t/ia t d  wab a wandebeb, tegan to 
beatige t/ia t d  /tad /eon mibtaAen, tu  t  wab debtined to boon tecome one, and 
gou cannot imaging mg feeeOngb ab t/itb t/oag/i came into mg mind, coafvted 
wit/i, b /a tt d  omoi get t/iteag/i ? H id d  eee/t. get tac/c f  and a tun  died 
otAebb, u tt commcnfitace and not wodA befieating. dbom rdnow StocA to 
SCanbab ^Oitg we wow emfetg and toe went to iSialb/aAt 48 miteb (tie feiibt 
dag, and t/iub feab (Dtd dudeg went w it/ ab, and t/ion tie went diieet to 
SCanbab %itg and directed ab to go to “Stone ^ acA ” and fecm t/iole to SC. to. 
bo next rd. .At. we patted oat and d ta d  not gone titbee miteb tefeobe mg cattte 
ban down a tan/e fen watei andufibet t/ie wagon, diettg goodfen t/e  becond 
dag baid d  to mgbeife, ta t d  tAen tet a fettow tg  t/ie name o f SCagb tote t/e  
tead wit/i tub team and ttungb went totten eaccefet t/ia t we aitgobt tobt and 
wan do led abound bix dagb wit/oa f  Anowing w/iebe toe webe titt t/e  owning ° f 
t/e  bixi/ dag we webe 46 miteb tetow t/e  SCexington, we Aad made feom 20 to 
30 miteb fie/i dag and webe t/ien not bnobe t/an  30 miteb feom .deww StocA.
DCe aitbttiobe borne, f/ia t ib Stagb, /coo/iei andd, feoi we we/ie- on t/ie wieng
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bide of a tip  c/teeA toitA no map pe/tinp tmeA except/ en a Aictcetp id</ tnidpe
//tatpieopite to/d  « d  toaA not bafe, and it toab not, /a t aA it toab neoA/p n iff tit 
and a tip  btoAm cominp u/t toe e/e/elmin ed to dbtc- it, / /  Aad tc cAobb filbt 60 i t  
toot off a t/ ta t one pcAe of oxen fiom tAe toapon and ooeA tf toent bafe anct 
bound tu t “pien v ntp meld if  tooutd net tie it apain foA a tt tAe monep in 
3/afopette t/euntp.
STAtee ttapA mote too tear tied CtCanAaA toi/p ant/ teaded w it it an aAbotted 
bteeA o f inxlcAandibe cenbibtinp pi/iincipiattp o f bapal, coffee, ctotAinp, 
t/anAe/b, Acctb W bAoeb, toAibAep, totacco tenet Aome ottieA ttiinpA baitatte foA 
tAe matAet toe toeAe ttebtinedfoA, tendpoa toitt bee toe toe/ie toaded wAen /P te tt 
pea toe Aad 45,300 ttb on tAlee toaponA dtaton tp  43 pcteA of oxen a/tepetAel, 
4t pote eaeA to tioe totzponA, and 5 to tAe etAet, one, andpet toe platted tmoetp 
outflom, C/C. H. /Aieup/i /ttebtpicAt and on to i/ndian t/beetc mAete toe eatnpied 
Aeeaube toe tvad to, t/ocfieA te t tub team btatt in a m ad Acte and ab it  toaA 
neat/p nip/it me Aad to let i t  btap titt meininp, mindpea e/d  feAb Aad 
btepipied /a c t in CtCanbaA ct/itp.
dVext motninp, tuc/ci/p /el ab pAeeneAb, a penaine /lain came aienp, of 
Aome 30 toaponb a tt of tAem “ctd  btapeAb ” ttia t icnete to/lot ttiep toeAe ate at, 
and on tAe toapon Aebb lidinp o f te toAeAe toe toeAe tie ab/c ab, “ tCh a t ale pea
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deinp tAeie ”? (tte  Aad tAe lead tdeeAaded) Si exftained, tend Ae baid “newe>i 
mind d  'tt Aetf pea eat ”. die pane diAectienb andbttceebbiweip btlucic eacA 
ex, “fabt te ataie them ttf, ” Ae baid then Ae catted beweAat o f tub etan diiitetb, 
and baid, “a tt leadp ” “peb ” “po ahead then v and bar hi a pett and bcAeatch 
and haitah ab thebe fethetob bet apt d  newel Aeaid iefeAe, neA didpea eitAeA 
d/taAp, ta t the cattte watted ttie wapon eat in tebb time that it Aab taie n te 
tett it. ‘Mai pettinp btacA in the mad, o f tel a few dapb tiaweh, teebeb att itb 
excitement and ieceme, to me, ab thebeme ab thib ib te pea, (dhawe net a 
death), ta t with thib diffc ie ne e in ea t bituatiextb, d  Aad to pe on a'hiie pea 
can f/t ietc thib abide, an d  it as it/ te no male than d  can exfiect. .Aetitinp 
meAe Aaffened titt ate Aeactied ttoancit A/lowe, tieAe d  bate ab d  tAoapht a t 
the time, the toitd dndianb o f tAe ptiainb, it wab a fa it of the StCam tute, and 
/hep toeAe bant be tom ip  tAeil inteAcainmanicatie n with tAe tetiiteb and the 
demcAatipinp effectb o f the abbeciation ale bacti that tedap d  thini o f tAem 
ab the mobt depiadeddndianb dbam da/tinp tAe whe/e tlifi.
dAep meAe cettectinp a t tAe “^ lewe ” foA tAeil fa it hunt be d  had a 
peed effeltun itp  of beeinp them, and o f tel beeinp be manp etAelb afteA, d  
ceaid hut note the diffe lence. dib thib mob the tabt of the white bettiementb 
me tallied in the wicinitp of “(doancit (thiowe ” ttn tii next moi/ninp, then we
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plotted ea t a n d  th a t n ip h t ctwap a ftet n ip h tfa tt we cam piedpad tepond “lobt 
bpi/unp ”, dVext moinhnp piabbed “diam ond bpi/tinpb ” andcam pied apain th a t 
n ip /d  a t “Ptittow lifi/iiapb ”, awap apain next m olninp foA “Cottonwoodfe l t  
o f t/ie *J$Ahanbab SRiweA ” wheie toe intended to to te  tA eatfabt a to a t 40 
(0 ’elect ’■jd.dt. and  toouldhave done bo had  i t  no t teen foA an anlcehedfoA  
accident th a t hapipiened to m e. S t wab in  the head andpettinp  alonp lAawelp 
a-hen m p head p e te  o f cattte io n  oat to the tip  h i hand  bide o f the load to cAopi 
the pAeen pAabb a n d  the othieA ttiAee o f ceaAbe follow ed w tucti heap h i “Stole 
toheetb on a le d  ” an del the te d  a n d  m abhed eweip bpi-ole oat o f the lip h tfo ie  
wheel. S/hat toab eelp ta d  ta d  indeed, ta t to m ate m atteib woAbe Old 
STttAiep h a d  dtowe on ahead to “Cottonwood” (atoat th/iee oi fo a l miteb) in  hib 
C alliope to too t foA a campt pAoand, bo /?  la id  the otheA topb to hath tohele 
thep toeie a n d  S t w eald w a tt down a n d  te ti o ld  febb, which I  hep d id  tend Si 
afteA ta c ttin p  on m p leootweA btAaci oat. S tcoatd bee him  when Si toab a to a t 
a m ite o f him  a n d  coatd bee th a t he wab veAp uneabp, St fin a l/p  leached him  
a n d  to ld  him  w hat toab the m aitei, he toot i t  a p lea t deal cootel than /?  
im apined he toouid bo S t wab letiewedfoA the tim e leiap . St h itched apt the 
muteb to tub tappp a n d  toe lode ta c t a n d  /?  to ld  him  a t a to a t i t  on the  <load, 
he baid he w ould m ate CaAben, (he had  dibchoAped Coopiel ab incem pielent,
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and Ailed Calbcn in hib pitace, and Ap tAe wap a nephew o f the fam ed and 
ceteAlaied ShCit Calbon o f the dVoeetb) btap with mp wap on white S? hitched 
mp cattle to tub team and dioee the two teamb down to the “Cottonwood” 
thib wab necebbalp Aeeaabe we toot a ll we coatdpile on the leapon oat o f 
mine and it made Cabbonb wapon eelp heaep, Aoweeel STaitep went ahead, 
i/tapb followed Aim and iffollow ed SHapb bo tee we/te- ahipAt bofob. When 
tee weie down to the “Shod ” we anpded a ll ou t cattle except two pole o f mp 
team and tAep a lt went to feedinp with a will. STaitep pud ittapb to pettinp 
dinnei w hile we went to tool i f  we could fin d  a tiphtel wapon to moee the 
iemaindel o f mp toad down to the “Cied ” borne wapb Aetcw wheie we 
campied, He, found a lone “bpaattel boeeieipn ” who Aad a wapon, we went 
had. to camp and St to d  2 p d e  o f mp cattle and went down and hitched to 
it, Ap thib time ‘‘p  ud ” wab zeadp bo we finibheil it and then Utapb and Sf 
wentfob a load white “Staitep ” blaped a t “Cottonwood” to watch the poodb, 
one webe Aad- to the “cied  ” Ap 3 o clod and Caibon apain biaped Aad on 
the h ill and thib time Shwitep unent Aad to the Auden wapo n, Utapb du'einp 
the ox team and S? blaped a t the cied  to fiabb the dieaip hewib ab Aebt St 
coatd. iTu i lep Aad to ta le the “iim  ” and the “h u t  ” o f the Aiden wheel Aad 
45 miteb to Council Cuoee in hib Aappp and have it “fitted ”. >3hie weaip
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hcaib d'tapped Ap btoastp, d  tellpoa till the- ban Aepan Ac binA fabt in the 
Hebtein blip Aat -no bipnb o f mp letaininp companiaab and a tt imaphnaAte 
eonpectuieb fitted  mp mind, Stthoapht, map Ae the dndianb have bcodped 
them, and a thoaband othei thinpb, and the foim ei beemed mobt liAselp ashen 
d, on loo Ainp down the cleeA bow a tiaop o f dndianb iidinp toasaldb me at, it 
beemed to me, fu tt bfieed. StCow mp hail bathed on end and now d  AucAhed on 
mp levotvei and placed mp ttouhte la n d  bhot pan ashele d  coatd tap mp 
hand on it, pea map imapine, on thep came, whoopinp andpettinp, and d  
teal/p Aetieve, thep did it  to tip  and m ate me ion and hide bo thep mipht 
have a chance to bteat, Aat btianpe to bap, d  did neithei Aat blood mp pioand 
latdlp ashele thep coatd bee me and d  them, and “pleenei ” ab d  wab, d  
thcupht it toab Aettel to p a t on a Asotdface which d  did and leceived them 
mole ab welcome fiiendb than ab asilp foeb, and mp coulape lobe when thep 
tieofied ap to ashele d  asab w ithoutfilinp a bhot a t me, ab well ab d  bememlel 
d  wab ab coot “ab a cacamAei ” and d  thiinA d  have a p id tp  vivid iecottedion 
o f the o f fa il fo i dfthaced mp ievoive/i bcatAaid in flo a t whole thep coatd bee 
it and canted mp pan on mp aim, and whtenetsel thep offeled to b hi ate handb 
dineaiiaAte peeve litem mp left, and when thep commencedft/ipinp aiound 
d  bhooA mp head vebp btpnificantlp a t them and baid “pacA-a-chee, fiacA-a-
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c-hee. (pet awap). dhep loitebed abound an ape it beemed to me, ta t it  mabt 
have, teen neabtp an hoab, andfinal/p left me ab St hoped then, and ab it  
plo wed, fob, eveb, then mp nebeeb pace awap and d  bat dow n and bhod litce 
one with the apue, hat d  wab blill in mibebp fob the ban hadpone doom, and 
d  toab btittcdone.
dlonetp the nipht bhadeb webe pathebinp fabt andtlabhnebb toab bettinp 
in when d  heabd the welcome bnap o f the whip of mp companioab cemiup to 
mp belief and d  thanhed Cod fob i t  poa map hetieee. dhadpiepabedbuppeb 
lonp hefobe the, dnditznb came, f a t  d  expected the “hopb ” had eabtp, bo toe, 
fe ll too and tlibpotched i t  in habte when we a tt went to loot afteb the 
“cattle ”. He found them a ll bipht came had and d  bolted ap in mp 
htanhetb, la id  down on the hobom of dtolheb eabth and blept ab bweettp ab 
eeeb d  did in mp life.
d  leabned afteb that it  toab a pabtp of the “dCaw ” tbihe (thebe toab 40 ob 
50 of them) eat on a hunlinp excabbion.
dhib ib enoaph fob one time, te ll me ifpoa want mobe of the bame 
hind, dtellie bapb htbb ,jdanl ' Atalp fob heb, mp wife bapb bhe, bendb hieb love 
to all. dtottie hadpebtebdap a habd chill and anotheb lodap hut bhe ib 
bttnninp abound now ab lioetp ab eveb. dell Ceobpe if  he comeb oveb hole to
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let me- Anew when Ae ib co-minp and d  11 meet Aim a t the tbain. d  paebb lie- d  
Anew me. dob the pbebent, CPibteb d)eab, CcodApe and Cod SMtebb poa ib lAe 
asobd o f poab hbotheb dom.
dteabant Atilt, Cobb Cottnlp, tAtibbotibi
'd/vlit 44th, 4872
dibleb )^eab:
d  hie.bew ith bend poa anetAeb Chapteb cencebninp mp wan desunpb, 
afteb beadinp the pbevioab hatch, d  expect poa have a babfeit o f bach btaff, 
hut howeveb zmintebebtinp thep map he to poa, it etoeb me pood to live oveb 
apain the, to me, thbittinp bceneb thbew which d  have pabbed, the -mobe bo ab 
d  can do it hebe in mp paiet home and afteb the won deb fa t tumbfobmatiea o f 
the labt few peabb. SBut enouph.
d  beceivedmp piatent, babe enouph, pebtebdap and dpive mp apentb, 
lAlebbebb. ottann V Co. o f the “dcientific odmebican ” cbeditfob the manneb 
in which thep have dibpatchedmp claim, d  have bhewn it to bevebat 
“fviaclical” men hebe and abAed them fob an honebt opinio n and thep a ll 
with one voice bap it ib a pood thinp and w ill t-aAe.
d  do not Anow, hat d  thinA that Ceobpe m ipht mate bomethinp 
handbome hp laAinp borne “tebbitobp ”, bap <•.. icilh Sabt oMibboubi, and
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ofvebatinp it. 'db d  have baid hefobe. it ib a tine that hob heen entibetp 
ovebtooAed hp othebb andpet it ib mobe neeebbabp than a coffee m itt which 
anp one can bee hp a little beftection. AVow theb abe vaiioab wapb to tvebA it bo 
ab to maAe itpap, fob inbtance, to be-bett the tebiitobp a Countp a t a time, 
which can he beaditp do ne a t a handbome advance oveb the piice St abA, ob to 
bed “bhop biphtb ” to SBlacAbmithb, (ampene can maAe thep abe bo bimple o f 
conbtbaction) ob hp havinp them made and then whotebatinp them, and d  
believe tha t thib tatteb would he the mobtpapinp ab mp SPaleal hob 47 peabb 
to bun fiom  the 9th dnbtant, hat thib plan weald bepaibe borne Capital white 
the would bepaibe cempabitivelp none, poa map vebp beaditp able whp d  do 
not do thib ? d  anbweb, d  have too much tebiitobp to handle, the whole 
tylnited •Haleb and debbitobieb, and thebefcbe, d  offeb borne o f it tow, one 
dot lab fob each 4000population, whebe one taAeb bevebat Coantieb, o f coubbe 
binpte Coantieb d  mabt belt hipheb, and ab d  usbote to Ceobpe atoat it, d  
bhall wait tilt d  heal fiom  him ob poa. 
d  am, deab bibleb, poab dbotheb 
d o m .
SPleabant Adit, Cabb Countp, •Alibboaii
Atop 5th, 4972
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SPibteb Ilea's:
Contbabp to pbeviottb expectationb, d  apain bit doten to continue tnp 
nabative, and d  beattp do not Ane w whelle/t d  dabe addiebb poa apain t  
beeinp that the becbet ib no tonpeb a becbet to poa, vib : what mp “S&eAipion ” 
ib, and pet teinp o f a belipiottb inclination, it  (mp belipion) fabtfiltb the 
meababe o f mp teinp. d  can tetieve nothinp untebb d  have the mobt 
usbdoattalle evidence dime, attotheb bpbtemb abe to me, a failttbe, andpet
tbue, we have the SBille, eb, othebb map thin Ac thep have, d  Acnow dhave,------------
'Hal eneuph, if  cil borne futabe time poa abh me fob “dhe hofie that ib within 
me ”, dm ap pive i t  to poa, ta t not now.
d  theapht d  had m ailed the place whebe d  left off, ta t fob a delta's d  
cannotfind it, bo, i f  d  bepeat, fabt bcbatch it  cut andpo on,-—d  tetieve d  
toldpoa how thebe weatp andpet excitinp momentb fobbed, astute thobe dibtp 
dndianb webe thebe with me and d  atone. H ell eve bomehow man aped to 
Aeep a paabd tool oat that nipht and o f coaibe thebe teinp thbee, we watch ed 
a thibd o f the nipht each, ta t a t labt, ab it atasapb w ill poa Anew, and even 
the nipht o f death w ilt have itb daasn abhebinp in the ptcbicab dap, the 
ptobioab ban bobe in a ll itb bptendob, tee hadptentp of time on oa/t. handb bo we 
did not lutbbp tubeadfabt ta t thib oveb tee impbevibed botne fibh tineb and bet
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atout anytiny fob the finny deniyenA of O f W w i /  r f e /  the .jdttanAaA
9 Aadfaib AucceAA and^  noon we hadquite a be&fectatte m eAA of 
fiAA. *9fteb dinneb the AoyAfi/bofitiAedto do the taundby iwAineAA i f 9 would 
fiAA and rooA and aA oub linen waA Ay /A/a time none of tAe fiubeAl 9  ytadly 
aeceded to tAe fbofioAat and 9  did my fiabt wett, while tAey cheated me Ay, 
not doiny theibA, tu t Ao faAAed tAe day amay. He, Anew that it wottld Ae a t 
teaAt 3 day A Aefobe (99 ffeAA would Ae AaeA wit A tAe wheel aAf it eottA at leaAl 
45 miteA Aactc to Hoaneil htoee- toe Aadfvtenty of time on ou/i AandA, tAe 
Routine of tAe niyAt tefobe wuA yone tweb ayaon, anti tAe Aecentl ttay 9  e/itt a/i 
my waAAiny myAelf Aut instead offiAhiny the AoyA laitt abound tent/ Alefit, 
anodheb niyAt anti anollieb clay went Ay Aut no 9ubley nob no 9ndianA 
diAtubAed oub quiet, Aut away o f lei niyAtfcdt •Tftiley came anti toe went to 
wtjbA yeltiny thinyA to biylitA in obtleb to tote an eabty Atabt neat mobniny anti 
it  uztzA no inconAit/eballe foA fob atout 5000fioundA of a&AobtedyootlA Itiy 
abottntl the camf on the ybountl. SBut next mobniny Aiiy/il and eabty we 
webe aft and beady fob a Atabt, and Atabt we did.;
f t (9  aA we webe yettiny away ftem camf we Aaw a taiye ybey wolf, 
tAe Aind that iA on the fitainA, and no wtiebe el-Ae that 9  Anew of. 9 fib ed a t
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Aim with my beeodeeb Ae wheeled abound AiA Aead to uA and Allowed hi A tabye 
white teeth, and then Acamfiebedoff, an hud 9  yueAA.
tin, tee went, dbayyiny oub wea/ty toadb ttft hilt and down acboAA leeet 
AtbeteheA tohebe tAe wheel ban A n eabty to the AuAa in fiube band, climtiny 
body SantcA anddbayyiny Ihbouyh the mud, acboAA little tubley cbeel and 
liy  tailey cbeeA and Aebe toe Aaw fohn tddlinA that uAed to time in (Pile.
.vita bememhebed Aim febhafiA, a Aon o f old dVoaA * ddhinA that Aad AiA abm 
Allot o ff Ay 9$iAl odtliAcn, huA Ate/i-Aon, in Pile Aome yeabA aye. ffohn waA 
down on the * dblanAaA tit the mouth o f thnA Aame tubley cbeel, h e idiny cattle 
fob AiA Aialf AbelAeb P ill, he accomfiainied uA Aeeebat mile fob old (Publey 
Anew Aim, Aaeiny bode in the Ataye that “ffohn ” waA diieiny fbam dVew 
dtexico to the (PtateA Aome yeabA Aefobe. 9€e Anew me at Aiyht andyaee me 
the AiAtcby o f AiA fam ily aA fab aA Ae Anew and 9  am tem^iled to yiee you a 
fa b t o f it Aebe, Aut it would Ae out offtlace.
Hell itA a ll the Aame, Ao Aebe it iA. utta bememleb that oId dieaA 
mabbied (Pill i  mo fheb in (Powtiny Ubeen, miAtbeated Aeb, and«P itt Aad a 
quabbell w ith Aim which beAutted in old dVoaA Ahcetiny the abm o f f  of (Pitt.
(Po what doeA P itt do Aut tale AiA motAeb away flam  old tAoah and (hen lay 
abound till Ae waA welt and one day when old .Aoah waA bidiny f  bom
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Powtiny {fibeen to PottiAian cabbyiny the mail, P itty laid in amtAuAAfob 
Aim and fit ted AiA Aad fa ll o f P a d  aAoI  and then left Aim fob dead fob Ae 
fe ll o ff AiA AobAe, ana/de to move till Ae waA Aielfied andyet Ae becovebed with 
the loAA o f an abm and 9  Aelieve toaA liviny in PouiAiana when 9  left thebe, 
that iA no matleb, the *ddlcinA fam ily moved ufi into ffaclcAon (lcanty and 
“ Hilliam yoeA fob to Ae a Ataye diiveb acboAA the filainA Aetween Pall Pale 
and Aome otAeb Atation IhiA Aide, tAiA Ae followed Hit ffohm ffamiAon went out 
thebe and Aufieboeded Aim aA a loenduetab on the ovebland mail iocmfianieA 
KoacheA ”, a Ihiny that coaI  Aim and luA fiabty AiA and the it liveA in a veby 
A A otl time, o f coabAe it waA befiobted that the 9ndianA lilted  ffamiAon ’a mail 
fiabty, hut allhcayA 9  have almayA Aad veby ybave AttAfucienA, it to ill 
fiebhafiA novel Ae fioAitively Anewn who did it. 9Ae next time P illy *9 iA 
Aeabd o f Ae iA Aceefiimy a Ataye Atation at the cboAAiny o f lialmul PbeeA on the 
Aiy Aend o f tAe. tPbhanAaA Pliveb and ffoh n Aaid waA doiny “toell”. He 
fiaAAed thebe next day Aut 9  did not Aee Aim then and have neveb Aeabd of 
them Aince and aA an oldfliend o f mine uAed to Aay ‘deayA want to ”.
Ptow to tale ufi the thbead o f the Atoby ayain; (That eveniny afteb fvulliny 
Aabdfob Aevebal mileA thboayA heavy Aand we fiaAAed what iA called “Plum 
cbeeh ” aid a t Actndown Aut aA wateb and foiaye waA AcabAe we had to hovel on
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Aame. Aix ob eiyht mileA fublhe't. and camfied an the lanh of the *jdbhanAaA late 
a t niyht, we teenl to led AufifiebleAA that iA Pttbley, HtdyA HabAon did Ae fab 
aA 9 Anew. 9  teenl out and hebded the cattle the fibAt watch cond aA they 
webe hunyby they wandebed canAidebahte, and the niyht waA dabh aA “flitch ” 
and a ll abound on eveby Aide, Anafi, Anafi, Anafi 9  could heab the anyby 
wolveA, it Aeemed to me liyhtl a t my heelA, in f  loat and on a ll AideA, if  9  waA 
to yueAA 9  weald Aay thebe teebe IhottAandA fudging Ay theib howtiny and 
Anafiftiny «f theib teeth an d  9  womdeb now if  old Pubtey did not Aend me out 
that niyht to Ae devaubed Ay them. Phey had neab that place attached men 
in often day liyhl, a Ihiny anuAuat fob wolveA too. Hell let the coAe Ae aA it 
may, if  he did, 9  yobyive him fob it, fob thanh od and thoAe Abiyht and 
ytobiouA 'jdayelA who have atubayA Ahietded me ubhen danyeb emeomfioAAed 
me, 9  am yet liviny to tell it to you, odaby. dVext day aAout 10 3d. ail. we 
abbived a t 'dlliAoa 'A “baneho ” and cboAAed Halnat cbeeh, Aaw anotheb 
9ndian, only one, fiaAAed ufi on the Aouth Aide of Hal nut cbeeh oveb aA 
leaalifttl countby aA eveb the Awn Ahone on, finally concluded to tahe the dby 
boute to the cboAAiny of the “odbhanAaA ” Ao toe went to Pawnee bach Aut. aA 9  
am not thebe yet 9  w ill tell of it when toe yet thebe, that niyht we camfied on 
a hiyh fibaibie and old Publey Aaid that aA we toebe now in the “Pawnee ”
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coa-nliy we miyhil let the cattle yo, and Alandyuabd oveb the wayonA ”, 
(Howeveb Ac. fab aA 9  could tell thebe teebe no 9ndianA in th a tfa it of the 
coanhty. dVext >9. .91. belted out Ibtyht and eabty and Acen left the level up 
land and went down on the biveb Aottom, to cub biyht boAe hiyh pibectpiiceA 
with only now tend then a AbaAe in the bayyedwaitof bod. *9few mileA 
fublheb 9  Aaw in one of the Abate of the watt an 9tidian Alandiny ahout half 
way up the Aide of the hilt (we webe neveb ntcbe than a half mite fiom the 
hilt) 9  called the attention of the cthebA of the fiabty to the fa d  hut he bieveb 
moved (the 9ndian 9  mean) me me u tab.ily 9  expected to Aee a tioup of them 
cominy down a bovine on uA, Aiynated Ay theib conbbade who waA on yuabd on 
the Aide of the hill, and that waA wha t  waA called “Pautuee Poet ” Aut blow 
9  willywabantee that if  you webe yoiny atony the Aame bead and webe to Aee 
it, not Ane winy that it waA an iltuAion, wowld Ae qualified that, that waA an 
9ndian and no thiny elAe, 9  imayined that 9  could Aee him move and 
chan ye pioAition, and would a t the Hme Aeen (emptied to Aweab to it if  a man 
had called i t  in queAlion. 9 fobyct to Aay that on tubAey cbeeA we Aaw the 
fibAl Puffalo of the tbip, Aut afteb cboAAiny Halnut cbeeA they webe -mobe 
plentiful. J)(e fiaAAed Pawnee bod ahout 40 9 .91 . and aAout 3 P. 91.. 
abbived a t “Pawnee. PobA ” of the 9bAanAaA biveb. (Jhebe toe came to the
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cam p o f a p a lly  o f 9/texicanA coho cvebe hun liny PuffaloeA a n d  “fesihiny  /  
the m eal, (ltd  Ptcbley Apohe the tanyaaye flu e n tly  and  Ao he learned th a t 
they usebe fttA l ahout beady to Atabt h a d  to “PaoA ” (pboncunced Pouooa) 
whole they lived  Ao he concluded to la y oveb til l  next day a n d  they aybeed to 
ye out a n d  hbiny ua in  Aome fieA h m eal next 9 .9 t . Phey yave ua a few  
peundA fob Auffeb a n d  hetteb eaHny 9  neveb had, thiA waA hecowAe we had  
heen on batiouA <f Aalt Aide lace n a ll the way out a n d  baw aA i t  coaA i t  toAted 
yood, 9  Aay i t  w aA  bow, toe attem pted to fb y  i t  in  the Aalt haccn ybeabe and  
you can no mobe co d  i t  ify o u  p u t Aalt on i t  than you can co d  a Alone,
9  ext m obniny we webe a lt biyhtfob Heat n iy h t Publey too l a hettte a n d p u t 
in  Aome cleab tealeb a n d  a few  “hum p bilA ” toyetheb with AptipA o f the “htump 
flu ee  ” and le t i t  co d  aA tony aA the file  laAled, which 9  expect waA pbetty 
neab a ll niyht, aA the file  waA made o f “buffalo chipA ” hut le t me explain, 
thebe iA a bow o f honeA ybowiny on the Apinat colum n o f the •'Huffalo fbom  a 
little  in f'lonl o f the AhouldebA to neab the boot o f the ta il a n d  they co rumen ce 
xhcbl a n d  incbeaAe in  tenyth  til t  they beach fuA t behind the pointA o f the 
Ahouldeb whebe they attain theib ybeateAt tenyth , then they diminiAh 
beabwabd ItuA iA catted the “hum p ” a n d  iA fab tabyeb in the male than in  the 
female, the ntuAcle ybowA in the Aummeb veby I h id  atony each Aide o f the
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“blbA  ” a n d  cA called a “hum p place ” a n d  iA  beally the only p a d  o f the meal- 
th a t cA yood.
(Tubley decided to la y  oveb a n d  travel in  com pany udlh the mexicanA fob 
lehteb fcbetection, a n d  they eabty in  the 9-. 91 . w ent outfob a fin a l hunt, and  
while they webe yone tee broached a ten y  alien bey o f whiAbey, which thoAe 
who webe in  cam p bouyhl veby rapidly, a n d  about 40 0 ’clocb the olhebA came 
in  a n d  they too indulyedfreely Ao th a t by eleven o clocb ten yallonA were 
em pty, and Aoxne o f them  cvebe “w ild  drunb ”, Ao eve, ob botheb he, thouyht i t  
beAt to puAh on a n d  leave them  he to ld  me fb iva te ly  th a t i f  they toob the idea 
in  theib handA to do Ao they wouldmaAAaebe u a  a n d  lope d  th a t the 9ndianA  
had  done it, a n d  aA they were yeltiny IboulleAome, mobe Ao than fio lite , 9  
thouyh Ao rnyAelf, eApec tally aA one o f them  had  m et with a miAAhap in  the 
chaAe in  the 9 .9 1 . a n d  Aaid in  bboben enyliAh th a t we cvebe to blavne, o f 
ceubXe we cvebe not, fob how could we help the P u ffa lo  cow iwnniny him and  
hiA hobAe down andyobiny the mabe hindpablA Ao aw fully? .Act a t a ll, y e t 
i t  Ahocved th a t they only wan ted an excuAe, Ao 9  th inb  no w (Tubley waA biyht 
in  tolliny out and leaviny them  to Aobeb o ff, don t you?
H e  h a d  v e b y  y o o d b o a d A  fo b  a b o u t te n  m ile A  w h ic h  eve m a d e  t h a t  n i y h t  
h e fo b e  w e  camped a n d  w h e n  w e  d id  Ao i t  w a A  in  a  b in d  o f  a  A in b  a t  th e  h e a d
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o f a hallow- a n d  by the dim  Atabliyhl i t  boobed bibe aA i f  the ybound tcaA 
buy her a ll abound than i t  waA where toe webe, i t  waA m y fibA t wa tch ayain  
a n d  aA on another, occaAion Pubtey Aaidyuabd the camp a n d  te l the rattle ye  
whic h  P  d id  a/nd aA thebe waA a A liff bbeeye blowiny the olhebA a ll la id  down 
a n d  bolted ttp  in  their blanbelX a n d  event to Aleep. 9 afteb Aauntebiny 
abound a w hile la id  down too, tvhen on loobtny o ff tow ard the tveAl P  Aaw 
Aomethiny th a t made the h a il baiAe on m y head, b iyh t thebe, i t  Aeemed no t 
mobe than a handledyabdA, P  Aaw aA 9  Ihouyhl a man baiAe cawtiouAly up 
fob an inA tand and  then Ainb, when ufi i t  came ayain and  9  waA Aube i t  waA 
a manA head, howeveb 9  d id  no t wan t  to alabm the camp needteAAty Ao 9  d id  
no t Ahoot, tab iny a cibcuil to Aee who i t  could be, 9  loAl A iyhl o f i t  entirely tilt  
a ll a t once 9  la id  fla t down, ashen b iyht before me waA a bunch o f ybaAA w ith  
a duAleb o f headA on the top, a n d  the win d  w ould bend them  tow a n d  then 
allow  them  to biAe ayain, a n d  in  the dabhneAA thcAe too led  tibe a manA head  
to me “ao ”, thin/cA 9 , th a t doeA fibetty w ell a n d  now i t  m y tim e ” Ao 9  w ent 
bacb to camp a n d  bouyhly Ahoob o ld  ffeAA to wabe him  up and  then po in ted  it  
out to him , he boobed fob a w hile a n d  9  (m ayin ed he. waA ye ltin y  nebvouA a ll 
the tim e bu t a t laid he Atammebed “Ha only a bunch o f ybaAA 9  Aaw i t  u; hie n 9  
la id  down ”, which m iyh l have teen a fa c t and  m iyh t not anyhow 9  had  m y
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chuchle a t him ,. *9fte/t which 9 la id  down ayain a n d  waA Aeon toAt in  beeeric 
fab  bach into the fia x l m y Aoul event and  Alowly ctam lebed by life  *A buyyed 
pathw ay op to the then pieA enl boa t and  thebe 9  toy muAiny in  the Alienee 
a n d  lonelyaeAA o f condiAtlubed Aelilude indeed, thebe Atood ottb 4 evayonA, a 
tem ptiny b a it offered to the cufiidity o f the tbeachebouA bed-AhinA, ob to the 
p a in ted  bed w hite AhinA, tchvo pbowled oveb the filaiuA , thebe la id  thbee 
cemfianionA, tvbafped in  the abmA o f bleep aA helpteAA aA chitdben in  caAe o f 
an attach by a wiley fo e, a n d  9  the yaabd o f a lt IbiiA tbeaAabe a n d  life , 
effectiny n o t only cubAelveA but othebA hundiedA o f tnileA aw ay a n d  oh / how 
lonely i t  Aeemed are webe the Aole oceupanlA, Ao fctb aA 9 hnew  o f the vaAt 
ptainA, no w hile m an fob hundiedA o f mileA behind me and  wobAe than white 
men befobe, tony 9  laid, loAt in  thuA elbeam th a t waA a bealily.
9 t  la A t A hah in y  i t  o f f  9  boAe to  m y  f e e l  d e te r m in e d  to  ta h e  a  w a ll, n o t  
h a e w ia y  tv h e b e  to  y e . d lo c v e v e b  9 th o u y h l  9  c o u ld  f in d c a b  c a tt le  a n d  A eeh  
th e ib  co mpanio jia/i ip  a n d  after tv a lh in y  a b o u n d  a  c o n A id e b a lle  t im e  9 fo u n d  
th e m  a l t  q u ie t ly  ly in y  d o tv n  A e e m in y ly  aA  fea b leA A  a n d  c o n te n te d  aA  i f  th e y  
tv e b e  a t  h o m e  in  th e ib  fo b m e b  y r e e n  p a A tu b eA , and  th e ib  q u ie t  c o n te n tm e n t  
c a u A e d  m e  to  f e e l  t h a t  d& A  ob H tebA  e v e b A h a d o w in y  y u a b d ia n A h ip  w a A  e v e n  
th e r e , Ao, drinhiny i n  a  f u l l  in A p ib a lio n  o f  th e  w h o le  A ce n e , 9  tw ined a n d
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e v e n t b a c h  to  c a m p , a n d  aA  9  h n e w  b y  th e  A labA  t h a t  i t  tva A  in  th e  “'w ee  P a n  ” 
h o u b A , 9  a w o h e  th e  A e c o n d  watch a n d  l a i d  dew n to  A lee p  a n d  dream o f  h o m e  
a n d  fiie n d A  Ae fa b  a w a y .
Pfeoct 9 .9 1 . bbiyhl a n d  early we cvebe aw ay ayain, a n d  d id  no t Atop 
u n til nearly n iy h t except once fob a few  minuleA fob cub cattle to drinh ou t o f 
a m ad hole, a n d  they dranh w ith avid ity aA they had  had  none Aince noon 
the doty before, th a t evcniny about three o cloch we fo u n d  a tabyeb water hole 
cvhebe we camped, a n d  aA 9  waA nearly fam iAhedfob water m yAelf, the fibAt 
th in y 9  d id  ccaA to tahe a cap andyo to the water. 9 fo u n d  i t  covered w ith a 
ybeen Ac am an eiyhth  o f an inch thich, (more ob leAA) bu t thiA waA a m atter o f 
no conAeqicence aA 9  w ould by a bach a n d  foblh m ovem ent, clear i t  aw ay Ao 
th a t 9  cou ldyet to the water w hich waA thich, aA Aome (fetich A cup 9  have 
Aince dranh, bu t i t  waA Aweel neveblhleAA, i f  i t  tvaA cvabm, a n d  a quart 
AattAfied m e, now ftebhapA you Ibiinh 9  am  rcnnanciny, 9  am  lelliny exact 
faclA , aA 9  in ten d  to alcvayA, fob they are bad enouyh, a n d  9  have no deAibe 
to exayyebale. P u l oub watch word waA 9€0: fob the 9rhanAaA (ftiveb next 
day, Ao we, ea t cab batiouA in  a yood humor, beAideA eve expected cub 9texican  
fiiendA  to ovebtahe ua th a t eveniny andpebhafiA cam fi in  the neiyhbobhood, 
bu t nearly Aundown they came atony tendfiaAAed on not Atopfiiny till they
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arrived a t the- river, which they d id  Aome tim e th a t n iyh t. P ex l mobniny we 
event to the river, about e iyh t miteA diA tantfrom  our camp o f the n iy h t 
before, whcte tve had  bbeahfaAt o f baHonA a n d  allow ed our cattle to ybaye a 
couple houbA, bu t tve d id  n o t Aee anyth iny o f “PoA PlexicanA ”, and  o ld  f[eAA 
thouyh l they hadyone on. (Tub camp here tvaA fuA l belotv tvha l tvaA called  
“Did P od P tann  ”, bu t there waA veby little  to rem ind one o f any Auch 
inA titution ever haviny been in  th a t vicin ity, a few  heapA o f eablh, a a d  a 
couple ob mobe holeA th a t boohed lihe the form er burialplace o f one mobe 
“unfortunate ”, who h a d  been buried there, a n d  been day up by the wolveA, 
tvaA abottl a ll th a t could be po in ted  out aA the Aile o f the form er Port. • dad, 
excuAe m e, i f  9  te llyo u  a Alary o f the refined taAteA o f the wolveA o f the 
p la in  A, i t  iA thiA: andpaAAeA w ell on the plainA . “they w ilt d iy up a w hile 
m an to eat, w hile they w ill n o t touch a •Alexican ”, a n d  iA accounted fob in  
vabiouA tvayA, the mcAt PhyloAophicat exphtznatian iA, th a t the mexicanA ea t 
Auch enormouA quantiticA o f “chile ” Colorado (bedpeppeb) (pronounced cheela 
cotobon) th a t theib AyxfemA become thoubouyhly im pbeynaled w ith it, a/nd i t  
bubnA the tanyaeA o f the wolveA Ao, th a t they never try i t  a Aecond tim e.
9€ere iA where tve had  our fired A hot a t a P u ffa lo , altho tve had  Aeen 
thouAandA, a n d  in  fa c t had  once to Atop oub train to allow a herd to cboAA the
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toon/fuA l ahead o f uA, toe were cam ped on the eaxlem  ba-nh o f the r9rhanAoA 
river, Acme two hundredyarc/A to our riyh t waA a tony Alrelch o f tow hillA, 
a n d  between aA tend theAe, Atood a huye a id  m ale (/Buffalo a ll alone, o td  ffeAA 
Aaid, “HayA, yive  me m y rifle  til t  9  yive th a t o ld  fellow  a Ahol ”, he too l 
yood aim  a n d  fired , bu t the o ld  (B uffalo p a id  no attention a la ll. Parley Aaid 
“dlayA yive me your rifle  a n d  911  try i t  ayain ”, but to, HtoyA yu n  tvaA o ff 
fix  Ac no one could Ahoot it, a n d  H/abAon had  no yu n , Ao 9  offered m y yu n , (a 
double barrell Ahol yun ) bu t in  hue PtcdnAman faAhion the oldfellow  
diA dai-ned to tty m ine, and w ould n o t te l me Ahoot, bu t loaded up hiA yun  
a n d  fire d  a Aecond Ahol, w hich m ade the (Buffalo arch hiA bach and  camper 
aw ay aA faAlaA he could, Ao tve brohe cam p a n d  “Attach c u t”for the croAAtny 
o f the 9rhanAaA a p a rt the “cacheA ” (pronounced caAheA) over h ill a n d  over 
valley, throuyh m ud holcA a n d  under precipiceA tve w ent, a n d  reached the 
croAAtny about noon a n d  i t  waA attended with no little  t/iffic ully. fob we had  a 
pbecipiliouA h ilt to ye  down, with both h in d  w heel A loched, cend when tve were 
down we h a d  to tahe our cattle a ll looAe and  water them  to beep them  from  
'dofpiny to drinh. after tve had  Aborted to cboAA fob the- bed o f the river waA one 
maAA o f “quichAand” a n d  i f  they Alcpped only fob a m om ent, the wheetA webe 
inextricably Aunh into it. 9a after double teem iny we two drivebA to a team
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Alarled in , the. water up to our m iddle, and  cold, aA i t  tvaA in  autum n, tu t we 
m ade i t  a lriyh t a n d  aA e ld  ffeAA hadpbomiAed th a t tve w ould camp aA Aeon aA 
tve y o l acboAA tve wobhed w ith a w ilt, a n d  afteb tve tvebe a ll Aafely acboAA, tve 
trad to hitch up andye Aeveral m ile up the bottom on the cceAt Aide o f the biveb 
befobe we cam ped, you m ay believe me we were a lt m ad a n d  a lt Atvobe Aome 
a t o ld  JfeAA, quietly o f cettbXe, bu t anyrily, a n d  9 believe th a t had  a tbocp o f 
PtedAhinA come upon uA then, they w ould have m et a warm reception - by 
the w ay tve h a d  n o t Aeen a Ainyle indian Aince leaviny “H alnu l t/reeh ” and  
only one there, fob the reaAon th a t P itt Pent hadproceeded uA only a few  
dayA w ith a whole brain fu ll  o f AupplyA to deal out to them  a t hiA Port which 
waA about tw enty mileA up the river fron t where we were a n d  the 9ndianA  
tvebe a ll conyreyaHny thebe, th a t iA a t “PenlA P ort”, to y e t theib w inter A 
AupptieA, a n d  i t  Ahowed conAumale KfenebctlAhip in  o ld  ffeAA to ta le  
advanlaye o f thiA circumAtancefob had  i t  been othebwiAe we would, in  m y 
hum ble ofiinioa, never have arrived a t our deAtiaation nob w ould 9  have been 
here to te ll you the Alory.
9 b cu l 3 ob 4 o 'cloch we w ent into cam p fu x t where the rood leaveA the 
riveb a n d  “AtriheA c u t”into the tow tony tine o f AundhillA th a t Abirlthe river,
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a n  d  b e y o n d  which b a y  th e  te b /r ib le  “f fo m a d a  ” (p /r o n o u n c e d  wh a  n  a d a )  th e  
“ffo u m e y  o f  d e a th . ”,  A ix ty  m ile A  w ithout w a te r  o r fo o d fo r  o a r  & tocb .
/He tech o f couTAe a yood beAl here, beiny abb next day, bu t 9  muAl no t 
antic i f  rate, the eveniny tve cam ped in  pbepariny fo r next day, a n d  after dabl 
aw hile car 9/texicanA came in  A iyhl a n d  cam ped about a m ile belotv u a  down 
the river.
P hot n i y h t  Parley Aaid “PoyA, watch, the cam p yood lo n iyh l a n d  le t 
the cattle ye  to h - - t ” a n d  Aaid he “a ll o fyou  th a t have n o t a m , m a n  itic n , Aay 
Ao, a n d  loadyou yttnA out o f mine,, a n d  he continued, 911 te llyo u  th a t b la c b  
m ule haA been acroAA the ptainA before ”, (beferriny to one o f hiA pa ir o f muleA) 
a n d  i f  an < I n fu n  comeA in  Ametiny dirta n  c e  you I t  Aee her baiAe h  - e l l  ten d p u ll 
up her flic  b e tp in , a n d ye i f  Abie can, andyou m ay bet thaTA 9nf*tnA cloAe, 
then ”, 9  need n o t te llyo u  Airier th a t IhiA tvaA a piece o f inform ation th a t 
tvaA w ell calculated to beep me atvabe ordinarily, a n d  IhiA tvaA a n  occasion 
not loAt you m ay believe. 9 t tvaA m y  f ir ,At w re tch  ayain and  aA the muleA 
tvere n o t more than 4 5  or 2C  feelfro m  our way cm A , 9  xtudied tony and  
Aotemnly into the nature o f a ll the tower an im al a n d  eApecially into the 
diApoAition o f the m ule, wonderiny a lt the w hile i f  a m ule had  belter Aiyht, ob 
a better Aence o f A r n e tt than 9  had? 9ow  9  aAAube you th a t a Aence o f fear iA
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one th a t 9  cannot define, aA 9  do n o t bnow th a t 9  ever fe lt it, a n d  another 
th in y  th a t iA very Atranye to me, iA, th a t uihen there iA beat danyer 9  fe e l the 
leaAt a fia id , a n d  after the ordeal iA fiaA t 9 yive way to a nervouXneAA th a t iA 
entirely uncontrollable, un t i l  the crlAiA comeA ayain, then i t  iA tillyo n e, fin d  
9  have lauyhed a n d  fobed when othebA turned fia le, account fo r i t  i f  you 
can, 9  cannot.
H ell on IhiA niyht 9  Apeab of, 9  tvaA lyiny on m y Aide beAliny nry 
head on m y elbow a n d  hand, nruAiny more calm ly than 9  am  IhiA m inute, i t  
muAl have been eleven or tw elve 1) clod , the 9  la d  m ule baiAed her head aA 
iffriy h te n e d  andyave a Anorl th a t i t  Ace me d  to me cay h i to aw alen the 
dead, a n d  then com m enced careeniny a n d  tryin y to y e t aw ay, (they were 
between uA a n d  the river, atony the banbA o f which the willow buAheA ybew a 
denAe maAA), Ahe yave a tremendouA lurch, the picbelfu n  flew  a n d  away 
w ent the m ule, p id e t  p in  a n d  a ll, 9  o f couTAe haAtened to waben o ld  ffeAA 
an d  explain the Aituation in  aA few  wordx aA poAAille tie boAe on hiA elbow, 
yraApiny hiA bifle ready fo r action and  aA nervottA aA one w ith the ayue, Aaid 
he, “wale, the other boyA ” “where are they ”? 9  explained CltdyA wa in  hiA 
way on an d  i/arxan in  hiA, he Aaid, w ith an oath “fruit cm out by the hied A, 
m obe em y e t up, ” bu t i t  tvaA no coxy fob to w ale the poor fetlowA, y e t ty  d in t
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offialliny an d  Ahahiny 9 fin a lly  y o l one ftp  and  then the other, both 
rabliny their eyeA fin d  Atveariny a t beiny dixturbed, (but 9  tvaA bony enoayh 
a t oat ye ltin y  them  up to allow a Ainyle indian to have p ttl an arrow throuyh 
a lt o f aA, i f  there had  been one there, th a t had  the diApoAition Ao to do, which 
9  do no t believe there waA, Aomethiny elAe friyh ten ed  the m ule a n d  cauAed i t  
to bun o ff).
• Turley becominy reaAXured he Aaid “Pom, have you hear the ‘P e ll' 
la te ly ”? 9 h a d n o t h ea rd it ton iyh i, 9  to ld  him . ((One o f m y cattle atwayA 
tvore a biy ox belt tvhenever he waA looAe from  the wayon) 9€e Aaid “HayA 
you a n d  KabAon A landyuabd aw hile, ” Phey pbom ixed o f ccubAe a n d  tve 
A tootled ftp  the biver, aA th a t waA the w ay they Aborted a t darh, there waA no 
moon tznd  i t  waA quite dard bu t tve could follow  up the biver eaAy encuyh fo.i 
the xond hillA were on our le ft a n d  the biver on our biyht, after yo iny about a 
m ile, althcuyh i t  Aeem edfive, tve came to where the coolite were ly in y  down, 
we w enl on beyond them  a n d  Aborted them  up and  drove them  down nearly to 
our cam fi where tve le ft them  a n d  they a ll xocn la id  down aya in . H e w ent 
bach to cam p a n d p u t our yttnA away and  Parley a rt i f  “they had  Aeen 
an yth in y o f the m ule ”? “Pfo, nolhiny ”, “H ell, ” Aaid he, “xhe iA yone 9  
ApoAe, ” 9 propoAed th a t tve xhould tube a tool fo r her, which we d id  tvilhout
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effect, a n d  thinyA toobed rather blue, 9  te llyo u , a n d  ()ld  ffeAA AwoTe th a t be 
unou/d tube a fiv e  centpiece fob the chance o f ever ye ltin y  her ayain, but 
w hile we were ta lb iny up came the m ule, to our no little  AurftriAe fo r aA Ahe 
hoed been yone nearly ob quite an hour, 9 fe ll Aare we w ould n o t y e t her th a t 
n iy h t a n d  9  the tryh t th a t thebe waA a chance, th a t a xtbayyliny 9ndian  
from  Aome neiyhboriny cam p, pevhapA, h a d  been prow liny ttround a nd  had  
tbied to “Atampede ” the muleA, bu t h a d  Aueeeeded w ith only one, but after the 
m ule came bach, the caAe tvaA unexplinatfe 9  the ay h i, Ao 9  d id  no t bother 
m yA elf anym ore bu t la id  dousm a n d  xtept Aoundty u n lilt the Atm waA hiyh  
above the boaA/em horiyen.
tThai day we p u l over cochiny our “yrub ” to laAt acboAA the “ffcm ada ” 
fix in y  a n d  filiin y  our water barrelA, yreaAiny wayenA, fix in y  up our armA, 
waAhiny up our linen , p la y in y  cardA a n d  Aleepiny, a n d  aA iA uAual on the 
pleunA a lt the fire  tvaA out before Aundown, and  after toobiny up the cattle 
we, Ao fa r aA 9  bnow, a ll turned in  fo r a niyhtA rext, 9  waA n o t catted to tube 
m y turn on yuard  a t a ll, becauAe 9  believe the yuardAmen wen t  to Aleep and  
d id  no t tvabe u n til he tvaA awabened, te l i t  be axt i t  m ay, “allA w etl th a t endA 
w ell” a n d  we were called early to y e t toyether the cattle preparilory to a 
Atari, a n d y e l we d id  no t leave camp u n til/ afternoon , but waA tvaitiny aA it
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appearedfor oar P lexican ftiendA  to p ito t ttA aeroAA, aA tve tvoald have to 
tra vel niyhlA aA w ell aA dayA, in  fa c t continuoaAly. (They Alarled oat firx t, 
a n d  aA tve had  to tlo ttlle team  on each tvayon throayh the heavy Aand, i t  tvaA 
nearly Aundcwn before tve tvere on the level tableland, b ttl we w ent a ll n iyh t 
tony, no Aeund coaid be heard except the oceaAionalpdtiny o f a tvayon or the 
caryo, o f Aome P lexican driver fa r  aw ay Aomewhere, on coaid n o t te ll where, 
to Aay the teaAl, i t  tvaA loaeAonre a n d  th a t doeA n o t h a lf expreAA the feelin y, 
P tary, a n d y e t 9  do no t w ant to p a in t i t  in  more ylo tviny coloTA than 9 can 
help, fo r fear you iniyht thiubc 9  tvaA tiy in y  to mahe m yA elf a hero, a 
diPinction, 9  have n o t the leaxt deAt'/te to a tta in  to, even i f  9  nriyht, unteAA i t  
iA yrea tfor one to xim ply to do hiA or her duly, a th in , 9  w ilt n o t allow . 
P tom iny daw ned a n d  fo u n d  uA fa r on our w ay, tzlou l 40 9 , P t. we paAXed 
the “bene-yard” a place o f AcoreA o f acuIIa and  boneA (o f caltte) a n d  one 
Aolitary yrave they to ld  o f a whole train, nearly, tha tperixlted  the year 
before, a n d  9  bnew the nameA o f the ownerA o f the train, once bu t 9  hav 
foryotten i t  now. In  tve tven l Acarcely Aloppiny to ea t or drinh, cur ..Mexican 
friendx teadiny the w ay bravely a n d  Ao w elt th a t IcwaldA eveniny i t  tvaA 
evident th a t they w ould leave ttA, and  when the Aun waA no t more than an 
hour h iyh , we Acute the ta xi o f them  yo iny over ten elevation fa r in advance,
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but i t  tvaA no m atter fo r we Aad arrowed a t “band Hreeb, ” whe/te tvaA a tvalct 
hole Ao th a t our xlocb couldyet tvater ayain a n d  aA we were w ithin ten mileA 
o f the “T/immaren P iver ”, Parley determ ined to rext antill the next 
m orntny, a n d  to ttA i t  tvaA a yra lefu ll, a n d  m uch needed rext, our xtoch waA 
nearly fam ixhed fo r water a n d  food, Ao tve “corralled” our tvayonA a n d  
prepared Aetpper, b u t fudye o f our AurpriAe when fu x t aA we were Aealed, each 
with hiA tin  p la te  andp in t o f coffee before him , ready to commence the 
refiaAt, to Aee a try xix fooler o f an indian xtandiny before uA, i f  he had  
dropped flown fto m  above he w ould n o t have tahen ttA more- by AurpriAe.
H e were Aealed behind our tvayonA, a n d  he had  come up in  fto n l o f the, w ith  
th a t Aoft cat-libe treadpeculiar to the 9ndian, Ao P u l he tvaA firx t to Apeab, 
“HU H  HI) H  ”, a n d  extended hiA hand  which we a lt tooh and  then o ld  ffeAA 
bade him  Ait down bexide him  a n d  he yave him  hix p la te a n d  cup bo an tifully 
Aupplied w ith “o ld  dVed” a n d  our own m ale o f bread toyelher w ith coffee, 
a n d  aA he ea t enormaaxly we had  to coob- more before we couldfinixh our own 
Aupper, after which we a ll Aat around in  a circle and  each toob w h iff o f “the 
p ip e ofpeace, ” a n d  after more hand  xliabiny he le ft ttA tend 9  never Aaw him  
a ya in . H e tvaA a H icwa a n d  hiA p a rty were cum pedfuxt below w hat tvaA 
called  “lower AprinyA ” on the toimmaron P iver. Phe/te- tvaA Aome tvonderful
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AfotceA fodd of fiit'A Aiee/t, one of wfiicA iA “that if AaA teen fencwn fa AiAe 
wtfAoaf any Aeeminy oaetAe tiff it comeAed itA wfitde Aandy ted”, wiicAi eoAieA 
fiom «fern j taAtfA fa AandiedA ofyatdA aside, and Acnf ayain info five- Aand aA 
if  touoAed ty  tAe tan d  of tDmnifhofence, fectr-iny tAe ted  aA tfty aA any otfieA 
fi.ad of tfieAe aidfdainA. -dnotfiet iA ffiaf ty  diyyiny in tie  band anywieie, 
yea cam afaoayA yet tAe AweeteAt wafeA, Afift anofteA iA tatd of fata one/n, on 
asAaf iA coifed “tvitfam faA ” Acddiny cot fay AeeeAaf Aocndted ifndian A uoAc 
weAe AoAtife, ty  Afiiffiny tfieii foAitconA andfitiny tfieiA AiffeA eeety time con 
in dian came mitAin AeoocA, and ty  tAe may ofd PTatfey ficinted oat tAe 
“asiffam tai ” to me toAen toe Aeaefved it, and tfuA Aflotted a veAy fiAetty doty 
foA ffie “fat ” maA anytfiny fa t Aomocnfie tootiny it maA Acmfty a fiafcA of 
asiffom di ia t'A tAat footed to me aA tfiaayA a faiye dyed day caatd not Aide 
timAeff in, mac A feAA eouid a mcon do Ao. rdnd yet t)td Stt/iiey Aeeoned 
afftonfed mien if  AooyyeAted aA m ad . d$at if  am yeffiny atiead of my AtoAy, 
to Aetu/on, oMa ittiowa feft aA aA myAte/iooAfy aA Ae came, an d  afteA fiaffiny 
tfiinyA to AiyfitA toe aft Aa faA aA if  Anem, aoent to Aieefi, - if  fotyodfiAeoiouAfy 
to Aay tAat toe Acted one of tAe < AtexicanA faA a “fetdeA ”foA tAe Atoef and if 
maA fuA fotAineAA to tooA afteA it, AiA natne waA “(fkiminye ” (wfiicA in SnytiAfi 
iA ifanday) and aA ofd feAA faffed SffantAA ftuentiy if may te ffiaf ftominyo
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watchedcamfi aA wedoA tie  Aloch. if  hada Aweet Aleefi condwaA o f next
eaA-ty, and w e  to o t  con eaA-ty A t a d ,  cm  d  t y  4 0  e  elect cue t ia d  s te a d ie d  
t i e  lo w est A fA o n yA  o n  tie  lo im m a A o n . j d f a u t 2  oA 3  m ile A  tfu A  A id e  o f  tiie A e  w e  
w e n t a f t  to  t i e  i i y i  yO o co n d  te tw e e n  A co n d  c A e e i c o n d  t i e  “o iveA  ” when to  o w l 
t e f t  3  oa 4  m ile A  Iheie aceA e, i t  A e e m e d  to  A ne, i  an died A o f  t i e  a d iite  “to d y e A  ” 
in  fdain d e w , fadieA , y'layed Aond'ted.\ o f  fto n c e A , c o n d  aA  w e  needed t i e m  w e  
Aaw- tie d  t i e  fienieA w eAe, in  m o tio n  feiw.ei idA t i e  “to d y e A  ”. t i t  w a A  a  f e a a t i f a l  
A i y i t  t e d  i f  f e l t  a l l  t i e  to m e  aA  t i o a y i  i f  wiAied w e  w eA e io n  diedA A tA o n y in  
fitc o c e  o f  t i e  in A iy n ifie a n tf iv e - , a n d  i f  te l ic v e  i t  w a A  fia A c to n a tte  d tc o ’t y ,  ( f o n t  
y o a  ” iftto w ev eA  w e  w eA e a  “ifttc A t” w ith in  ouA A etveA , fa A  o n  w e  a seA it fA cove aA  
m e n , w it float w a A e y in y  to  t i e  A i y i t  oA t e f t ,  t i l t  te e  a A A iv e d  a t  t i e  “A fd in y A  ” 
an d lie/ie- w e  o a m e  a f t  w ith  a id - d le x ie c o n  fiie n d A  a y a in , w e  an-yafed oaA  
c a ttle  c o n d  tfc d A o n  d io v e  th e m  down to  tie  w a te A , A o m e 2  o i 3 0 0 y e d d A  a n d  
a fte A  th e y  w eA e d o n e  diin liny di-aw e th e m  l a d  a y a in , a d iite  iH a y A  c o n d  I f  
f a d e d  ouA A etveA  y e ltin y  d ow neA , a n d  w e  fA e fia A e d fo A  a  n w m te A  o f  in v i te d  
yue-A tA (-45 oa 2 0 ) c o n d  t y  t i e  tim e  w e  h a d  a id  f i i e  iu ilf t i e  ifn d ia n A  c a m e  
tA o o fiin y  in to  a id  cc o m fi a t  le a A t a  h a n d le d  oA a  h a n d l e d f i f t y  A tle n y , m a le  
c o n d fe m a le , “fa fio a A e A  ” o f  a l l  A odA  c o n d  AoyeA, (to h ie fA  a n d  la y  m e m teA A ,
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duAley we/ty cyuiclly diAceAned the HuefA cond Audi anotheA “illtd  J)i' ”,
an d hcondAialtiny a //coiound& neeeA eocfeAiencedIsefoAe- oA Aince.
d ie  I9  liie f Aealed IhemAelveA in  a ciAele tecoviny a ya fi /oAye enoccyh 
foA tiecA fiale facedfiiendA (o u a  fia /tiy) cond lie n  use a ll had  to Aeal ouAAelweA 
cond ta le  a “w h iff” o f tie  onedtalle “f i f e  ”, afteA which use a ll aAcAe cond use 
connoccnced dcnneA, tie  (H iefA , 4 5  oA 2 0  in  numleA AealedthemAelveA ayain  
aAocond occa “y-iul fiile ” a n d  tie  way i t  doAafeasted waA a usondeA to tie  
u n in itia ted  cond llayA , tseony tie  AmalleAt one o f occa fa tly , had  to yo to 
cochiny ayain cond could ia id /y  A ccffly uA OA fa d  aA i t  waA needed, cond y e t 
cr-etylhiny waA conducted upith tie  cotmod decoAum, foA tie  dndianA then 
fA ided  themAelveA on tlieit yood manneAA, fa t a t la d  IhiA came to con end, 
a n d  we a ll aloAe lic lin y  ouA “ciofA ” a few  minwteA faAA a n d  tie  chief\
Aealed tiemAelveA in  a Aow a n d  tie  head ch ieffuelled  out tie  la d  l i e a f y  th a t 
tie  fjtoveA/nment had  made w ith  them , cond aA we Aanyed in  a n e l h e i  Aow 
A l a n d i n y  in f o n t  o f  them  dhey hconded i t  to o ld  ffeAA cond he fiAetended to 
s c a d  it, then hconded i t  to me a n d  d  d id  l e a d  it, we o f couAAe Aaid i t  waA 
“yood” cond coll Ahool hcondA ayain oveA it, d  usiAh d  had  ta len  a cofiy o f  
theiA nameA, hu t d  d id  not, d  AememieA Aome- o f them  we/te laayhalle t h e . 
dhen i t  waA o u a  t a i n  ayain, cond in tie  f o n t  o f m y way on waA Ae-veAala o c I a
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o f old cut and dtied AAnoliny tofacco, l td  feAA had me ta le a wooden fueled 
a n d fill if  with fie  totaceo and eenfity if  info a coAneA o f tie  head th ie f A 
Itanlef, he iotdiny it, and Ao on ate an tie  wiode fla tly  lift d  tiin l d  
emfidied tuso and it  may have Seen tiiAee t f  tioAe AactcA. dien they useAe in 
foA ftadiny, and d  tile  a foo t hied to had  m y dVawy AeAsdveA foA a fiony. d  
file d  i t  and then handed i t  to a Ayuaw and Aie f i ’ted it, Sat “no Awafi ” could 
d  m ale, tia n l yoodneAA. (One o f them oAtteAed tie  adexicanA to “damooAe ” 
(fiAonotcneed SawmoAe) which they fiAoceeded to do and toe too went leiAuAefy 
afoot catciiny ufi oua teamA too, file dtexicoAtA ieomny a y  teaf muny moAe 
cattle than we did, we Smew tee need not holly andyet we weAe deteAAnined.
d o n e  f o c i ,  f a c lA o n  f i .u n f y ,  d tiA A o u A i
■May 46th 4872
& eoA  SPiAteA:
d  moved heAe tiiAee dayA aye iA tie  AeaAon why you have not Aeceived 
tiiA SefoAe. d  am caAAyiny on a Aiofi heAe foA >AIa . t). Sf. d$Aown and tile  the 
fieofite veAy m u d .
d  am youA SActheA dom --d. (§. dletvmam
PP. PP. Sy tie  way, excuAe me Aendiny Ao IttAye an envetofie w ith notiiny in it. 
doUAA “dom ” ■
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Prologue
When first attempting to analyze the letters, I used the following categories for a 
preliminary overview: Thomas G. Newnam, religion, education, geography, timeline, 
terminology, cultures, characters, economics, and technology. The order was chosen at 
random, but w as an attempt to create some organizational structure. As may be 
recognized, these  categories are extremely broad in scope, especially when the 
following is considered.
Tom’s life spanned a time period of approximately sixty-three years and, while 
his birthplace was on the eastern coast of the United States, his life and travels took him 
as  far as  Santa Fe, New Mexico, nearly two thousand miles west. In addition, he was a 
rolling stone during most of his life. From the information I have to date it appears that 
he owned only one home, and that was for a period of only two years.
Originally, Tom w as affiliated with the Methodist Episcopal Church. His father 
and grandfather were both ordained ministers. While there is no evidence that either of 
them were circuit riders, both his father and grandfather helped establish permanent 
structures while holding services in their own homes. The social movement of 
Methodism ran parallel with, sometimes ahead of and rarely far behind, the social 
movement of westward expansion. This subject, Methodism, has spawned several 
volumes of written discourse. Tom, in the middle of his life, decided to change his 
religious course. He becam e affiliated with a denomination that I have yet to identify 
with any confirmation.
Tom’s education has remained elusive, but during his lifetime and within the 
region in which he lived public education was new and dynamic. Record keeping could 
rarely stay apace with the changes.
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The land distance of the Santa Fe Trail, the journey that Tom m ade and wrote to 
his sister about, covers nearly on thousand miles depending on the point of departure. 
From 1821 until the onset of the Mexican-American W ar in 1846 trade with Santa Fe 
w as an international one, between the United S tates and Mexico. At its conclusion in 
1848 a  new southwestern border between the United S tates and Mexico was 
established. As a result, the land of the state of New Mexico as  we know it today lay 
within the United S ta tes’ borders as  a Territory, changing the Santa Fe Trade into one 
within the domain of the United States. This trade, both international and intra-national, 
lasted nearly sixty years. In short, both the time and space covered by the Santa Fe 
Trail were som e of the most cataclysmic and dynamic in the history of the United States.
The terminology (much of which he defined for his reader), the cultures he 
encountered, the characters he named, and the technological devices he used were 
many and varied.
Economics is an interesting category. There are several sub-categories: the 
Santa Fe trade for individuals, international trade between the United States of America 
and Mexico, Tom’s socio-economic status throughout his life and the economic life of the 
frontier region in which he lived as  compared to the established eastern states. These 
are just a few of the directions my research could have taken.
When viewed as  a  whole, this is a worthy project for historical research—enough 
to last a lifetime. No category w as more interesting than any of the others were, but for 
the purpose of this thesis the scope had to be narrowed. I decided to follow the trail 
physically in a  weeklong driving trip. When asked how the trip should be approached, 
one of my graduate instructors said, “Let the letters be your guide” (Rubenstein). Guide 
me they did. They guided me headlong into the knowledge that it was not physically 
possible, in one week, to collect all of the information available from the small towns that 
Tom had nam ed while, at the sam e time, trying to document the geographical changes
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along the path. Even though my son drove while I, with a computer on my lap and a 
cam era on the dashboard, tried to capture images, past and present, we still only made 
it to the halfway point before having to turn homeward.
Armed with the information that had been gathered, and feeling less like a 
novice, a  second trip w as scheduled. This time I devoted two weeks for the road trip. 
After having processed what had been collected on the first trip, I realized that I had 
missed much of what the small repositories had stored and available. Many of the stops 
I planned were to gather that which I had missed. A misfortune dictated that my trip be 
cut short by a full week and one-hundred-fifty miles shy of Santa Fe, New Mexico. Once 
again, I returned home loaded with primary sources and additions to my already well- 
stocked library.
These trips were costly in both time and money. The amount of information I 
gathered was well worth both, but it w as scattered. There was something for each 
category, but nothing was complete. Libraries both large and small, historical research 
centers, and many other institutions that serve as  repositories for historical documents 
suffer from a deplorable lack of funding. Resources for making photocopies as well as 
the human resources for research assistance are limited, and many have none at all. In 
many cases the institutions have expended their limited funding in Internet listings of 
holdings. One cannot receive copies from these  institutions, nor do they practice inter- 
library loan, but they do list what they have available. During the year after my second 
trip, I discovered what was there and that I would have to physically go and get it. I 
planned a third trip.
My third trip w as planned for three weeks. Between scheduled travel time, 
research facility hours of business, meetings, and an occasional break for a meal, even 
a flat tire would have been disastrous. The good news was that I was no longer a novice 
and had prepared so well in advance that I knew nothing remained for me to find at each
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place I stopped, after I had gathered what I already knew to be there. For six days 
everything went as  planned. File folders full of copies of irrefutable primary sources 
were in my possession. Valuable contacts had been m ade for my future research. Two 
hundred miles into the research path the trip was—once again—cut short.
I have told this story of my efforts to em phasize how difficult research can be. It 
is, at times, painstakingly slow and frustrating. At other times, it is the most thrilling and 
fulfilling thing one can do. There is a  librarian in Lone Jack, Missouri whose ears are 
probably still ringing from the screech of excitement I could not suppress when I found a 
particularly surprising bit of information about Tom. Research is vital for accurate 
reporting. It is also a  slippery slope. When the scope of a project is as  large as I have 
already shown in my original overview, it can be overwhelming. Years after I began this 
project, I had to remind myself of my original intent. I wanted to find Tom, the man that 
had written these letters. I also had to remind myself that I was writing a thesis for my 
M aster’s degree, something that has restrictions of time and reasonable length. The 
overview for this thesis has, therefore, changed into a focus on Tom’s life.
The information for his early years w as pieced together using genealogical 
information gathered from family members, not yet entirely confirmed, and census 
records and news clippings among other primary and secondary sources about his 
immediate family. I included this section to give the reader some idea of Tom’s 
background and the environment in which he had been raised.
The next two sections of the body of this thesis are more detailed since they 
combine his life and the letters, which are the best of primary sources. Tom's time in 
Arrow Rock and his life on the trail are the areas I have researched most completely, 
and the information included is the most comprehensive.
Although, in the beginning, I w as greedy for the information I gathered, I realized 
that Tom’s adventures after his time on the trail and his activities during the Civil War
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would take me on tangents from which I may never recover. I purposely avoided these 
a reas  and subjects while collecting only enough to carry the thread of his story. Aside 
from this, his letters contained nothing about that period of his life.
His letters did, however, include what he was doing in 1872, and what his plans 
and intentions were for building his future. This included his application for, and receipt 
of, a patent. This information will be discussed in the last section of this thesis.
Tom w as a fair-minded person. He w as not quick to share in the prejudice or 
aggression that could be found in the collective American thought during the mid­
nineteenth century, especially in the region through which he traveled.
Tom w as not a sharpshooter hired to defend a  wagon or wagon train loaded with 
valuable trade items; he w as just hired to drive the wagon. Tom w as not a military 
genius who rose to a high rank at an early age, destined to safeguard the passage of the 
thousands of travelers on the Santa Fe Trail. Tom w as simply a young man who needed 
a job, who w as willing to tell a fib to get one, and one who knew within the first twenty- 
four hours of his employment that he might have bitten off more than he could chew. He 
w as a scared, adventurous young guy who bravely, diplomatically—and alone—met with 
a whole band of Indians. He was a clown who could laugh at himself for being scared by 
a  w eed top waving in the breeze and who woke his boss in the middle of the night 
hoping that he, too, would be fooled. He was a man who had high hopes and big 
dream s about the economic potential of his patented invention.
Tom w as not a man who was m ade legendary by his feats in battle during the 
Civil War. Tom did not become one of America’s leading scientists. His name cannot 
be found in school textbooks. However, Tom met famous and infamous people, had 
frightening encounters, m ade exciting discoveries, and learned things about himself and 
told his sister about them. Now, 129 years later, he is telling us about them, too.
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Tom’s Early Years
Tom w as bom 1833 in Baltimore, Maryland to Lorenzo D. Newnam (22 April 1810 -  5 
January 1857) and Paulina G. Newnam (31 May c.1819 -  19 October 1877). His father was a 
m em ber of Eastern Shore of Maryland settlers dating back to the late 1600s. His mother w as 
born in Kentucky (Honaker).
By 1837 they had moved to Louisiana, Pike County, Missouri. There four brothers and 
one sister were born: Charles W. (1837 -  8 February 1924), Frances Asbury (17 February 1839 
-  3 Septem ber 1922), Jason  (b. 1842 -  18 July 1887), George S. (March 1848 - ?), and Mary 
(1851 - ?) (Census Records, Newnam-Cordner).
Missouri, during most of Tom’s early years, w as known as  “the frontier.” The only part of 
it that could truly be called settled w as along the eastern border on the bank of the Mississippi 
River, an area m ade familiar by reading The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Adventures of 
Huck Finn, both written by Mark Twain.
Other than learning his father’s trade of shoemaking, I do not know what kind or how 
much of an education Tom received. It is possible that in addition to a minimal formal education 
he learned from a household that stressed the ability to read and write in order to further the 
m essage of the church inasmuch a s  the household served as  a  place of worship.
As a minister, Tom’s father was active in the community. He was also politically active.
In 1851 Lorenzo D. Newnam w as among a group of men from Pike County, Missouri who
signed a  letter of endorsem ent to Henry Clay.
To the careful student of the current of events it was plain that there was trouble 
ahead. Already the mutterings of war were heard in the distance. Men of all 
parties were anxious to avert the coming conflict. Pike County was not an 
indifferent observer, but w as anxious to contribute her part in seconding the 
labors of those who were endeavoring to bring about a  compromise. Much was 
expected from the ‘compromise bill’ introduced January 29,1850, in the United 
State Congress, by the illustrious Henry Clay. The friends of this measure, 
without respect to party, were solicited to meet in m ass convention to give 
expression to their sentiments on this subject; and it is but justice to the
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patriotism and sagacity of the men who sign the call to publish their names. 
(History of Pike County 250-251).
Lorenzo, Tom’s father, w as on this list.1
In 1851 Tom’s family and he moved to northeastern Missouri to Edina, Knox County 
where Tom and his father continued in the shoemaking business. While his father helped build 
a church for the community, Tom w as “a mail contractor (a sub) on line running from Newark in 
Knox [County], to Memphis, Scotland [County] all in Missouri” (Pension Letters, October 1883). 
The church with which Tom’s father was affiliated w as Methodist Episcopal South. Not only was 
the country divided in sectional dispute, so was the Methodist Church. As the name implies, 
Tom’s father’s church, while not encouraging the ownership of slaves, had the philosophy that 
individuals and the governments of the states in which they lived still had the right to make the 
decision of slave ownership for themselves.
This division over slavery began years before the Civil War officially began in 1861. As 
a  result of the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, the Kansas Territory needed to create a 
constitution and to decide whether or not to be a slave state. Bands of men, the so-called 
Border Ruffians, crossed over into Kansas from Missouri to intimidate Kansas’ residents to vote 
for slavery. Eastern emigrant abolitionists, Free-soilers, were equally brutal in their techniques; 
thus, the region was nicknamed "bleeding K ansas.” On January 29, 1861 Kansas was 
accepted into the United S tates as  a free state.
Lorenzo died on 5 January 1857. Surprisingly, Tom, the eldest child, left home, his 
widowed mother and four of his siblings, the youngest of whom was six years old. He may have
1 This caused som e confusion because family lore says that he was a signatory of the “Missouri 
Compromise.” There were two. The first was in 1820. Tom’s father would have been ten years old. The 
Missouri Compromise was, in essen ce , an appeasem ent to both the northern anti-slavery states and the 
southern pro-slavery states. It stated that slavery would forever be prohibited forever from Louisiana 
Purchase territories north of 36° 30' and that Missouri and Maine would enter the Union at the sam e time, 
thereby ensuring sectional equality in the Senate. The one in which Tom’s father was involved, in 1851, 
eventually led to new legislation that repealed the original Missouri Compromise and becam e the Kansas- 
Nebraska Act where the slavery position would be decided by “popular sovereignty,” or the will of the 
residents.
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gone first to where his brother, seventeen-year-old Jason was living and working as  a “devil” on 
the Monroe County newspaper, the Paris Mercury. As Tom said in his letters, in 1857 he found 
himself in Monroe County “/u x v w f A ecvU ed ” He followed the Missouri River and ended up in
central Missouri, in Arrow Rock, Saline County where he worked for a year employed by Pete 
Rinehart, a German immigrant.
As Tom w as growing up, this young state w as becoming increasingly important. It had 
the overland shipping routes to supply the western territories that, also, were becoming 
increasingly important. In 1803 the land of Missouri w as part of the Louisiana Purchase. In 
1836 the Republic of Texas was formed when settlers revolted against Mexican ownership; 
Texas was annexed as  part of the United States in 1845. In 1848 the area that is now New 
Mexico, Arizona, and California was ceded to the United States with the Treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo at the conclusion of the Mexican-American War. The Gadsden Purchase (1853) of 
what are now the southern portions of Arizona and New Mexico completed the present southern 
border of the United States.
This was the time and the place where American/Mexican international trade becam e 
firmly entrenched. Any person who had a few manufactured items to sell, or any idea or desire 
to becom e rich, could set out to do so—and perhaps succeed. Missouri was the starting point 
for traders, emigrants, gold-miners, explorers, good guys, bad guys, and all others who had a 
reason to go from the eastern portion of the country to the western portion. From this point, 
Missouri, all trails leading w est began: the Santa Fe Trail, 1821; the Old Spanish Trail, 1829; the 
Oregon Tral, 1830-40; the California Trail, 1841; the Mormon Trail, 1846; the Central Overland 
Mail Route, 1850; the Butterfield Overland Mail Route, 1860; the Pony Express, 1860-61; and, 
the Transcontinental Railroads, 1869 (Grolier).
The political situation was volatile. The geographic location was paramount. The 
population w as growing exponentially through emigration (both of white Americans and of
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American Indians forced westward) and m ass immigration—specifically from Germany and 
Ireland.
The intersection of “American” and American Indian culture is one that was extremely 
important. W hen American Indians were forcibly removed from their homes into locations with 
which they were unfamiliar, when one tribal culture w as forced to co-habit with another after 
centuries of being at war—or, at least, in agreem ent to disagree—there was conflict. There was 
conflict with each other and with those who forced the situation upon them. This was the 
situation in Missouri and all territories adjacent to it. This was the society and environment in 
which Tom grew to adulthood.
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Tom in Arrow Rock
In 1858 while living in Arrow Rock, Missouri, Tom w as a witness to the cruel 
aftermath of a horrible tragedy. One thing that should be noticed about this story is how 
well Tom wrote it. He used dialogue to em phasize to his sister the emergency of the 
situation. As a result he was also able to communicate the distinctive vernacular and 
dialect of his friend, the German immigrant.
* * * td/ly next deAtination w-aA “tdi/lc-m P/tocA ” Ptatine 'tPoaniy 
48 miteA PtoatA ofe Ptayette and on ttie teiatA to  n A y  ttie 
“d tiy /ity  oitiAAomi ” mtien f t  amAued o f tte  fe/ely f t  AadpaAt 
money e/noayfi to /la y  tte  feeAAyman, Autfeolta/ne tenited one/ f t  
feoandmcnA, P/Pony feounda d a tte  in wAiefi to ted , f t  atte feoand 
a tavem  ftntiete tAey moatd tnud me feen a aaeeAx took*/ an d next 
mokniny went to teed  m itt cemfiatettiipety a tiy tit Aead. Pttie 
man f t  went to wed- feoA. toaA PPete P/tAine-Aod, f t  mention i t  fen 
yea  to tememSel, an tt Aadfen a aAo/i mate one feaeot Ptmictt 
mtio maA a feuyitive fetom tiiA “Ptadedaad” Aecaute tie waA a Ptled 
PfttefeuAtieeia one/ Ae teem ed to te  fetead ofe tAe tent ye tie teete (a 
ted  Aandana AandAetetiiefe a te a t tiiA ttitea tj d itt Ae Aad 
ttexeetted a tt ewe#, Setenany o n d  ftm ityedand an d many a time 
tie taA Aetd me AfiettAound aA tie teeiteddedeA ofe tiiA 
atetndeAinyA. Pf Aaee fee/iyetten nea/ity att, omd tAey moutd Ae 
out ofefit ace fete, AeddeA ttiey m iyfif not inteAed you, to me tAey 
utene intentety te, you m ay tetieee mtien tie, fiictu ted in tiiA 
AteAen Snytidi, mtiicA tefet imayination to do itA Aed, Aom Ae 
Aad ctimAed ttie moantainA ofe Pfmitye/itan d  and deed  on /tie 
AanAA ofe ttie State SPetimon ofe Pieneea, ctimAed ottont P/i tone 
an d Aeen in ttie PteAtteAA ofe tetien tn eiy tit, a/nd Aoai Ae Aad 
ete-afeed to ftPtiPjP> 'ddt-to Pttft<t< d. - PPaldon me, PtideA Steal feoA 
teiyiny fete  fem enttietieatty tA at me- ■/tmeAiconA can not do 
a it flout ttiiA Stcve/tm m erit emen ifefeet no cffie/t, teaten tfian tfiiA :
“ PtAe tAoAte a n d  'Stood ofe ttie  @ td tic  ltd  can  fety to uA fetem  
ande/i ttie  PfyAaxitA A e e t a n d fe in d fe te fe c fic a  ”.
Pt m itt diyteAA ay aim and te ti yoa ttie, Pfinyato/i e/nd ofe ffiote tmo 
men tu tfetid  f t  m adfiicA afi tAe ft Aead and fettyou tfiat Pt tiad
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wadied 8  oA 9  monttiA a f a d  ofe ttie tim e tooAdiny witA 
PflAineAaAt and ayain a t tte  PfameAn an ti// tte  AummeA ofe 4 8 5 8  
in ffeaty, f t  ttiinA, f t  waA ctiAetiaAyed, ta t waA d itt deefeiny in 
tte  dvofi adien ttie feottoaiiny catadAofiAe fefeett PftiineAa/it. 
f t  waA Aittiny in feient ofe tte  PfaoeAn aw aitiny AteaAfead, tiatfe 
ornate, an d tiatfe in dtea jn fa n d, in ttie coot diode, ofe ttie iooAe, in 
ttie eaAty moAniny. PPuddeAity Pfmidt eominy ofe to wAeAe f t foaA 
Aittiny an d  Aayiny, “Pfom, PfeteA iA Pfuf” (yone) “ PKfiatt ” Aaid 
ftfeoA ttie manA manneA fetiyfi fe n ed me, "tVi. ’Pfefeyi iA i f  a t ”, “(DA 
tAt.ine, S oft” —  “PttAat iA tie  matteA, PPmitA? ” ftaxtced. "(PA 
PPPeteA iA Pftct, iA yone, iA diem nd” "PtttieAe? ftAen? and i/tom? 
f t  aAted in a AieatA, w it float yiein y Aim tim e to aoAaneA, f t  Aon 
doasm to *AIaa. P/tAineAad JA an d feoand iieA an d  AeA two Amatt 
cfiitdteAi atm od cAayed ad fit ydefe, f t  Aad AeA fe tt me, ttie feaetA 
and immediate fy cottecteda cAoud to dive an d dray and feiAA, 
ta t i t  maA no uAe te  usaA diowned in an eddy in ttie ffiveA ta t 
Aad teen Awefit ca t inte ttie cavtent axid tfiiA ataA ttie ta d  eeeA 
Aeen ofe PflfiiaeAad ty  axiy ofetiiA acyaaintconeeA, i f  tie way if 
Aafifiend anaA tiiA  aA yatfieAed ty  PPRJiineAad\ wifee and Pfmidt. 
d lfin e ia tf ta d  a Amatt tafi doy f ia t tie tA ooyit aA maei ofe aA 
tie d id  ofe one ofe tiiA cAitdlen and tie, toot ttie doy atony wAen Ae 
an d  Pfmidt went to ta ttle weAy eaAty on ttie tnoAminy in yaedio/n. 
PfAe feiAd ttiin y P/fiAineAaAt d id  toaA woaA tiiA doy, wfiiefi tie d id  
wAite Pfmidt waA tatfiin y and wtien Pfmidt come oat Pflfvinefia/if 
went in wiiicfi waA tiiA ta d . Pfmidt AayA Ae waA dandiny witA 
tiiA ta c t to tie  PfliveA wtien PPfliiineAaAt atent- in and wtien Ae 
came afi ttie ta d  tim e tie yaee a yAoan f ia t attiacted tiiA 
attention an d  on tccfiny aAoand tie Aaw tAe tofi ofe PAiine fia d  d 
Aeadyoiny ande/t. PftPe Aaid tie waA AcaAed ta t comfi/leAendiny 
ttie Aitaation, Ae fitanyed in ta t ataA too tote, ttie fa itid  wateAA 
Aad Aid ttieii <leicitm feoAe'ineA.
dVow feoA a AinyataA fia d  ofe ttie Aad doiy . f t  waA, aA f t  Aaid 
tefeoAe, deefeiny in ttie aAo/i witti Pfmidt. f t  AeAe one mo ’tniny, 2  
oa 3  ctayA fiAiaA to ttie one an wiiicfi Pfttiinefiad waA diowned and  
Pfmidt totd me ofe a, to iim , AinyataA d'team tie tad . ftte Aaid 
"ft dieaxned ta d  n iyfit ttia t f t  waA in Pflan tfeod on ttie .Afain, 
and ttia t f t teent oat in a tea t m itt a tittte doy, and fia t A  
fiic ted  it afi andtfiAeeo it  oeeA-tea/id titt i t  waA diowned ” and "tie
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added, iA ifoinej, to hafifien ", >Aow waA tie wa/med o f
/hat wtiieh hafifiened onf/if 2  o a  .S' d an ^A  afteA? if  Atiatt a ta sa y A  
fietieee. he waA . ffheAe iA tittte  mole to tetf, foeA ffrntdt, afteA 
dihineha/it woA dead tiiA Aad Aefkafn waA eoeA “if  with te  ttie 
next”, tH'h ,^ Aaid if, then tio to td  me ttia t anotfieA maw 
SflfiiaehaAt- an d hhmAelf ta c t w otted  AtvofimateA in a Aoom in m . 
dfouhA ttia t a to a t a c^ eaA tefoAe ttie fiAAt waA diowAied in the 
iftine/i a to a t fjAafton an ft now Pfthinefia/ct heAe an it  Aaict tie, “i t  
Atiatt te  the next. ” ifn wain i f  tidicafed hem, in main d  taa(j tied  
a t him, i t  waA attoayA the Aocme Aad Aoncp, “if  Ahatt tie the next”. 
SfdA waA in tfafty 2 8 5 8 , the 2 8 th o f 'dacpaAt i f  xtaAtedfoA ,Aew 
*Atexico, the next ^ eaA 2 8 5 9  in tfeeexnheA i f  came ta c t to 
fihaAcjew wdiete i f  tea/meet th a t in the AaxnmeA Shmidt had come 
ctfi theAe an d detiteAatet^ went into the AhveA and diowned 
tiimAetf, tuA hodif waA foan d a few  dayA afteA and deeeAitt^  
hadedfoA he had monef* * * *
Arrow Rock, named Pierre a Fleche by French cartographers as  early as  1723, 
w as named for the bluffs, upon which it sits, and of which pieces were once used by 
American Indians to make flint arrow tip s3
At one time the Missouri River flowed very close to the flint bluffs, though they 
would still have had a long way to run, but, over the years, course changes in the river 
have moved the bank away, about one-half mile distance, leaving a marshy area filled 
with grasses and small trees (Parsons). To see  this muddy river, one would have to
1 Grafton is on the eastern side of the Mississippi, within the state of Illinois, just north of the city of St. Louis.
1 have not yet researched the newspapers of the area.
2 A thorough search of the public library in Glasgow turned up no proof of Smidt having died or been buried 
in the area. The records there, however, are incomplete and they do not possess microfilms of newspapers 
of the time. Further research is planned.
3 Thomas Claiborne Rainey was asked by the Daughters of the American Revolution (D.A.R.) in c. 1914 to 
write a series of "reminiscences of pioneer life in Saline County, Missouri...” (Rainey 2) which he did.
Rainey said, “So far as I have heard, no one knows how these arrow heads were fashioned so perfectly out 
of a hard and brittle stone, liable to break in any direction. They were brought into perfect form without the 
aid of any metallic tool. I am told that even by the use of the finest steel implements no one can now 
produce a perfect flint arrow head” (Rainey 11). This is not completely true. There are people, even today, 
whom have the skill to create arrowheads, flint strikers for flintlock rifles, and other implements made of flint. 
However, Rainey's point was that it took outstanding craftsmen to be able to perfect this skill
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wonder that anyone could think to bathe in its brown waters. The ebb and flow of the 
brown water looks like boiling chocolate pudding before it has a chance to set.
The ferry, on which Tom and Pony crossed the Missouri River, had already been 
in operation for nearly fifty years. Its origins were simple. “Below Grand River a ferry 
had been established across the Missouri at Arrow Rock by Henry Becknell.4 The ferry­
boat was made, as w as the custom with the first settlers, by two canoes lashed together 
with a flat platform covering them both, and surrounded by a slight rail to prevent cattle 
and stock falling off into the river” (Houck 158). By the time Tom w as crossing, however, 
the ferryboats had become more elaborate though probably still manually powered.
Photo by Author
The two-and-a-half story tavern, built in the federalist architectural style is still 
there and is in operation as  a restaurant though it no longer offers overnight 
accommodations. It is a  plain red brick building with very simple sets of concrete steps 
on one of which Tom must have sat. Huston’s Tavern, “...the town’s most familiar 
landmark” (Simmons 28) w as built in 1834 by Joseph Huston (1784-1865). He was a
4 His brother was William Becknell, commonly referred to as the “father of the Santa Fe Trail," but this will be 
discussed later.
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“ merchant, judge, and one of the commissioners who laid out the town in 1829...” 
(Hamilton 17). As the photograph shows, there was a store connected to the tavern that 
w as being run by Joseph Huston’s son, thirty-one-year old and newly remarried, Joseph 
Huston (History of Saline County 775). According to Hamilton, Huston’s Tavern was 
visited by such persons as  “Washington Irving [the author], Senator [Thomas Hart] 
Benton, [Christopher] Kit Carson and their contem poraries” (16).
During the Septem ber of 1999 research trip my time in Arrow Rock w as limited 
because of a tightly scheduled itinerary. This was most unfortunate because after 
introducing myself to Mike Dickey, director of the Arrow Rock State Historic Site Visitor 
Center, and telling him my purpose, he led me to his office and, after a bit more 
discussion, he began opening the many drawers of the bank of file cabinets that lined 
the wall. The first item he placed into my hands was an original guest register for 
Huston’s Tavern, which dates back to the year 1859. Although I w as crestfallen to 
discover that the register began the year after Tom had been a boarder, it was exciting 
to discover that records like this exist and are  m ade available to researchers. He offered 
this to me to peruse at my leisure as  well a s  whatever else his files may have contained 
including minutes taken during town meetings dating back nearly to its origins. As I said,
I w as restricted by time and in no way found all that I might have, including the men 
nam ed Rheinhart and Smidt.
German immigration was very high during this time. “The census of 1860 
showed that of 31 million people in this country, 4,136,000 were foreign-born...The two 
largest groups had emigrated from Ireland and Germany; a third group came from 
England, Scotland, and Wales. The rest were emigrants from Canada or from less 
populous European countries, such as  the Norwegians who went to Wisconsin and 
Minnesota and the Dutch who found homes in Michigan” (Boorstin189). The draw of St.
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Louis as  a major river port and the opportunities offered by the frontier town of Arrow 
Rock, and other towns like it, was irresistible for skilled foreigners.
Kenneth M. Stampp, author of America in 1857: A Nation on the Brink,
characterized the year 1857 as  “...a  crucial year in the antebellum American sectional
conflict” (vii). He stated that one of the reasons for the increased tension was that “... a
politically sensitive social problem grew out of the huge influx of immigrants to the United
S ta tes—two and a half million during the 1850s, reaching a peak just prior to 1857—
m ost of whom constitued half the population of New York City and were a  majority in
w estern cities such as  St. Louis, Chicago and Milwaukee” (36). He added that
...m ore than two million cam e from Germany and southern Ireland. 
Though the country was still sparsely settled and labor was in short 
supply, large numbers of native-born citizens reacted with hostility to the 
recent immigrants in their midst. Many seem ed to feel threatened by the 
sheer number of newcomers. Some xenophobes accused the immigrants 
of clannishness and undue fondness for Old World customs and habits of 
dress and, unfamiliar with the concept of cultural pluralism, believed that 
they could not be assimilated. (36-37)
William C. Davis, author of The American Frontier: Pioneers. Settlers & Cowboys 
1800-1899, opined that “Almost all were poor, arriving with nothing but their clothing, and 
almost all of them craved one thing—land—and that meant the W est” (127). Arrow Rock 
w as exactly that during this time—within a hundred miles or so of being the western 
edge of the United States of America and a  stopping point on the route that led into the 
newly acquired New Mexico Territory.
Aside from the huge difference in population, there were other differences 
between Arrow Rock and the cities Stampp mentioned. One difference was slave labor. 
With the exception of St. Louis, all mentioned were in northern anti-slavery states.
Arrow Rock and vicinity depended on its slave labor—and had plenty of it. In fact, “By 
1860, Arrow Rock had become Saline County’s most important river port, with a 
population of more than 1,000. Nearly half that number were African-Americans” (“A Bit
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of Arrow Rock History”). Most of these  slaves, however, were not formally trained in the 
trades that immigrants brought with them. Their jobs were mainly agricultural and they 
would not have felt threatened that newcomers would replace them in their forced 
servitude.
Another reason that this small town and its populace might have appreciated 
rather than resented immigrants w as its high proportion of aristocrats, men who felt no 
threat from the nature of the immigrant, the skilled tradesman. “Here in a  compact 
frontier area, over a  sixty year span, lived more men important in local, state, and 
national affairs and development than in any one place except possibly Tidewater, 
Virginia” (Hamilton 4): three governors, a world renowned doctor and an artist, among 
others. Being a “most important river port” on the Missouri River and the Santa Fe Trail, 
and a  continual host to visiting dignitaries, Arrow Rock had relatively few residents with 
time to devote to skilled trades. “Those [immigrants] who would not farm came instead 
to provide services to the farmers. Trades like blacksmithing, tanning and harness 
making, carpentry and cooperage, predominated, along with a smattering of doctors, 
teachers, and the inevitable lawyer” (Davis 132). Arrow Rock needed these immigrants, 
and Tom fit right in with them.
I doubt the original settler residents of this community would have ever had 
occasion to notice any “clannishness” or odd dress of a  people who were no threat to 
their established power base; therefore, they gave no thought to whether or not “they 
could be assimilated.” In other words, “the red bandana handkerchief about his throat, 
the badge of a Red Republican,” would never have elicited even passing notice.
Tom expresses none of this animosity toward immigrants although he does 
exhibit the patriotism that is so often reinforced in American religious institutions 
(Marston). Given the environment, he probably had no cause to be concerned, or to be
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uncomfortable about the differences between himself, as  a native-born citizen, and the 
two men with whom he worked.
Presumably, Pete Rhinehart, Jacob Smidt and Tom all worked together as 
shoem akers or blacksmiths inasmuch as  Tom’s early training w as in shoemaking and 
later evidence of a  patent he received supports his ability to have done blacksmithing 
(Newnam-Cordner). I would suspect that both types of businesses had fluctuations 
w here at times more help w as needed than at others. Shipping along the Santa Fe Trail 
w as seasonal for two reasons: the extraordinary heat and dry climate m ade mid-summer 
hazardous because of minimal forage and water supplies; the winters on the prairie 
often caused live animals to freeze where they stood.
As a rule, shoem akers were proficient in leather work and did not specialize 
entirely, but, instead, used their leather-working skills for things like saddles, harnesses, 
and other accoutrements. In fact, Tom, later, found himself working at Fort Union in 
New Mexico making “pistol scabbards” [holsters] for the military (Newnam-Cordner). My 
guess is that Tom w as discharged due to a diminished workload rather than any 
disagreem ents since he “w as still sleeping in the shop.” The cursory inspection of Mike 
Dickey’s files revealed no records of an establishment owned by Pete Rhinehart, nor did 
Mr. Dickey recognize the name.
Before concluding his discussion of immigrants, Stampp made another 
observation that is pertinent: “All of these fears had contributed to the upsurge of 
antiforeign sentiment, but to the nativists by far the most distressing fact about the 
newcomers w as that most of them—about half of the Germans and nearly all of the 
Irish—were Roman Catholics” (37). What make this so important is that this alone may 
have been reason enough for Tom to act differently than he did. Tom’s family was of 
Eastern Shore, Maryland descent from about the year 1692. That, by itself, would have 
bred an intense feeling of ownership of the country. He was also born to a family whose
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religious affiliation was protestant, Methodist to be exact, a product of the Wesleyan 
movement and an offshoot of the Anglican Church. Tom’s reaction to Rhinehart and 
Smidt did not reflect any of the animosity this may have bred. His reaction did appear, 
however, to have som e of the snobbery of which Americans have been accused, the we- 
who-have-been-here-in-“Free America”-forever attitude.
Davis helps to define what Smidt may have meant by “Free America:” “They [the 
immigrants] sought more freedom than they had known in their old homes, land that the 
crowded, aristocracy-ridden Europeans did not have to spare, and came with a general 
conviction that out here they could make of themselves almost whatever they set their 
sights on” (131). All of this aside, Tom exhibited a sincere interest in Smidt’s stories and 
seem ed to genuinely care about these men.
Sadly, Tom’s story about Pete Rinehart was confirmed by the discovery of an
article published in the newspaper, the Marshall Democrat issued August 13, 1858:
Accidental Drowning—A shoemaker, named Peter Rheinhart, was 
drowned in the Missouri River, at Arrow Rock, on Saturday morning, the 
7th inst. [August 7, 1858]. Mr. Rheinhart had gone in the river to bathe, 
and probably took the cramp, as  the water is very cold at all seasons of 
the year, and the current is so strong that it is dangerous to the best of 
swimmers.
Efforts have been made to recover the body, but so far without success. 
Mr. Rheinhart is represented as  a good citizen and an industrious man.
He leaves a  wife and two children in indigent circumstances. (2)
If we examine the story Tom tells a little more closely, there are more possibilities 
than Tom suggested. For those who believe in Extra Sensory Perception (E.S.P.) or 
psychic phenomena, or premonition, this story of Jacob Smidt’s lends one more article of 
proof.
For those who lean toward logic, Tom’s story illustrates the possibility of a heart 
attack. Although many pioneer families had children later in life, the children Rhinehart 
(Rheinhart) left were young, possibly indicating his youth, as well, making a heart attack
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less likely. An accurate medical diagnosis is difficult with so little information and being 
so many years distant.
For those, however, that are more cynical and suspicious, here is a story that 
would make a  Mickey Spillane knock-off. What if Peter Rhinehart (Rheinhart) and the 
man from St. Louis who had drowned the year before were victims of this Jacob Smidt’s 
insanity? What if Jacob drowned himself because he was unable to live with his former 
actions? Obviously, Tom w as not a suspicious author who lives in the twentieth century, 
who has watched too many movies with twisted plots.
Another possibility is that Rhinehart (Rheinhart) committed suicide. Tom may 
have been “discharged” because there w as not enough work to support Tom’s employ. 
Tom does not say that Jacob had or had not also been discharged, but the article does 
say that Rhinehart’s wife and children were “left in indigent circumstances.” Who owned 
the shop in which the three men were working? Tom said it w as Rhinehart’s. Had he 
lost it? Or, w as he only leasing? W as he faced with complete financial ruin and the 
support of a  young family? In his chapter entitled “Flush Time and an Autumn Panic,” 
Stampp recounts the panic and recession during the end of 1857 and the 
“...accompanying economic recession [that] was equally severe and lasted much longer” 
(213-224). He also said “The W est suffered from the drastic decline in land values and 
commodity prices and from a shortage of credit. Rhinehart was a newcomer to Arrow 
Rock. Had he overextended himself on credit? Could he have floundered through the 
spring and summer only to find that he was unable to recover his losses? These 
questions, for now, must go unanswered but it is something that should be taken into 
consideration when examining a tragedy like this.
Tom, however, did not suggest any alternative other than what appeared to be.
He seem ed perfectly willing to believe the drowning was an accident and to believe in 
Jacob’s ability to forecast the future.
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After the dreadful drowning incident of his “A tie fv m e ite / he probably figured that
it w as time for him to move on, and to find a  new job. Bill Hatcher was the man to whom 
Tom first applied for a position.
P/itet tAe* m a n  ttiee t maA eteAtoneetA  / / f ;  g /iea te i\t oAiantpe on
ttvif te fe  teeaA one tepAom /?  m e t tie/ie, Ay, tAe, na/tne ty* & $itt P/€ezte/iee. 
A i y -le a t keet-tieac/eet m aw , wJvoAe, fla ce Aieust Aeew c/eefity, fu tte e l Any 
& m attfaxc a m / tesAo teteeA eonyttuw y ta t  Aezwotsewne, Pf eeA&etAe yew , 
A n t m/voAe- Aiea/lt waA aA Aey aA AeA fieXAow aw e/ aA ^ texeAte to  tA e 
teteecA oflAertAow- aA eew eeeneny ^e fiA iy i A  to  tA e yAawete. PH'ettAe 
eeewee on fo a m  lA/eeo tAtexeeei aA aw  a y e n t o ^ a  tocwifiezwy to  Aery 
'J&ntexican, AAeefi fa t  tA ia t P/eAUtcAy, P/6e, AoeeyAt a /e a t J 5 ,000 
Aieaet a n  c / anezA cej/teetew y tAiem  fiAefuototoAy to  a  «w W . PffloAmect 
AeA aeyeeaen fa n  ee on- isAi/iewt- P/ieicA Ay tty iw y  to  e.nyaye, metA A tm  
to  y e  oeot.
As Tom wrote, Hatcher was planning to transport about 15,000 head of sheep to 
the New Mexico Territory. Sheep are a  hardy, grazing animal that can feed on nearly 
any plant. They are followers, not mindless wanderers that require constant attention to 
prevent their straying. When they stam pede, they do not have the potential for knocking 
down any fence with which they come into contact. They require water, but not in the 
m assive quantities a larger animal would need. They can be shorn when it is too warm 
and they have their own coats to protect them from the cold. Their wool provides a 
bonus retail item. They breed well in captivity. Sheep were ideal to drive in massive 
herds across the G reat Plains to the hungry gold miners in California; and, they could be 
sold to their target market for an obscenely high profit. In 1853, Kit Carson and Lucien 
Maxwell team ed up with several others to drive a herd of sheep to the California Trail. 
“The sheep  cost not more than fifty cents each and were sold at $5.50 per head” (Hafen 
185). Traders along many points of the Santa Fe Trail recognized the potential and, for 
a short period, it w as a booming business.
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According to Jan e  Lenz Elder and David J. Weber, authors of Trading in Santa 
Fe: John M. Kingsbury’s Correspondence with Jam es Josiah Webb 1853-1861, “Sheep 
ranching in particular boomed between 1851 and 1861 with the appearance of a new, 
lucrative market in the gold fields of California. In 1853, for example, a group of 
Hispanic New Mexicans drove a flock of over 25,000 sheep to California, selling them for 
$5.50 a  head and returning home with a  net profit of $70,000” (xxxi). The numbers of 
sheep  that were herded across the plains were nearly as  incredible as  the profits made 
from them.
For som e reason Bill Hatcher did not think that Tom would be suitable for the job. 
There is no record of Tom ever having had experience with shepherding before this 
application, or after. I am presuming, however, that his experience with leatherworks— 
he was raised a s  a shoemaker—and with blacksmithing—he would later become 
partners with a  blacksmith in the manufacturing of his patented item, a forged tool— 
would make him a  suitable candidate for working with a  team of draft animals. Thus, 
Hatcher referred Tom to Je s se  Turley.
★ ★ ★[Bill Hatcher said] goto. coraid n o t tlo  i t  ifgeo* we/nt ooitA m e , 60, 
fA e c e n tin a e d  A l'tl te llg c a  iw m e tA tn g  te tte b  - fe A b e  
going an d i f  gooo &ee A im  tfo a  coon go with A im  aA con o x
d lio e b  and, A a id  A e , “ATeAl odd ffeA A  th a t A t A e n t g o a  Ain a f e w
dagA tA e  o ld  morn c a m e  in to  to w n  a m i A e oeaA fe in te d  oat to  m e , 
A l in tio o ta e e d  m g A e tf o zn d  to ld  A im  w d ia t Al w a n te d . d te  e g e d  m e  
c lo A e tg  a n d  ofaeAtiono>d m e  m obe c lo A e tg , t u t  a fle b  m g  totting 
A im  a  f i t  aA  to  m g  a tit itg  to  d ttv e  4  ob 5  g a te  o f  cozen ob w ild  
c a ttle  aetoA A  tA e  fla tn A  A ite tie d  to  a  fb a ib ie  bodiocneb A e e n g a g e d  
m e  a t $ 2 5 .0 0 f e z  m o n th  a n d  to a id  to  te  d iA c h a b g e d  in  *A ew  
'jtte o c ie o . A lg b a tte d  tA e  o ffe b , fo b , w A g  I t  c o a td  n o t te tl. A? Aad 
a n  fo n c o o n fo b ta tte  fe e lin g  t a t  con to n e e n tb o lla lte  deA ibe to  cbo&A 
th e  g b eex t toiilolebneA A  o f  th e  useA t, a n d  Oo o n  th e  2 8 tA  o f  rjdugooA t 
4 8 5 8  d g o a b  hbedAieb ite m , w aA  tea m in g  d lib o w  U lo cA , fla tin e  
A ootcn tg , '.A ti& A cabi fo b  a  tb if  czebcAA th e  th e n  w ild  “f  la in ir  ”
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«  ^  fjacevt, *1 w/w Aud 'n&ve/t fvuf- five C4t <zn
0-x d  n -e fl c w ttl </fcl 'Hfi/- “ H/tf-f. ^ -‘tfyin  ll-a tv  ” ettfzA cm irw f 'u n ztl
fa t  a. Im y  f/tfft.* * *
One must assum e that the experienced and trail-hardened fifty-seven-year-old 
J e s se  knew that the naive twenty-five-year-old Tom was lying through his teeth. I have 
tried to picture what the interview must have been like. What could Tom have been 
thinking? By this time Turley had been across the nearly thousand mile trail several 
times, in the blistering heat, in the searing cold, with no water and with too much water. 
Turley had to have been both the cheater and the cheated with the American Indians 
and the white men he had encountered.
The following description Je sse  B. Turley w as found in biography written mostly
about John D. Turley, J e s s e ’s son, in the History of Howard and Cooper Counties:
It is the possession of strong traits of character that distinguish men, 
som e above others. W hoever is gifted with what is called force of 
character in any useful direction, will necessarily become a marked man 
from those around him. ...Je sse  B. Turley... w as a man of the most 
remarkable enterprise, resolution and determination, and such a man as 
would have carved out success in life from any surroundings. An early 
settler in Cooper county, [Missouri] when the field for business enterprise 
w as exceedingly circumscribed, he established a trade across the 
trackless plains with Santa Fe, New Mexico, which he kept up year after 
year for a  generation, making his trips back and forth as  regularly as  the 
seaso n s come and go, until at last he w as stricken down by the hand of 
death in the city of the cactus and semi-civilized Mexican. To follow this 
business, as  he followed it, required greater resolution and energy than 
w as necessary for the great ‘Pathfinder1 to make his way a  single trip 
across the continent. But this J e s se  Turley followed, and thus carved out 
a comfortable fortune for himself and family, where others would have 
shrunk from the thought of it. (997-998)
Turley had been successfully wheeling and dealing in an international trade with 
a  culture known for its skill in graft and corruption. “Monopoly, corruption, and 
unscrupulousness were the governing them es of Spanish colonial commerce. ... It w as 
similar selfishly narrow policies that inhibited commercial development in Mexico and 
created a corrupt, overly taxed, and overly regulated economy. It was within the
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framework of this two-century old system that merchants learned to function” (Connor 
and Skaggs 23).
J e s se  B. Turley, the son of Benjamin Turley, “...a  Revolutionary War veteran...” 
(Dyer 11), and Ann Malloe Noland Turley, was born on May 30, 1801 (Reitter). He 
married Julia Riddle on February 14, 1822 (Reitter) and had ten children with her, the 
oldest of whom w as ten years Tom’s senior, and the youngest of whom was thirteen 
years old when Tom went to work for him in 1858 (Reitter). Jesse , a slave owner (Turley 
Papers) w as the landowner of a  hom estead which by 1883 consisted of “...nearly 400 
acres of land and is well improved” (History of Howard and Cooper Counties. 998).
Young Tom, five feet and ten and one half inches tall, with dark hair and dark 
eyes (Pension Records) w as a poor, single guy who only a year before barely had 
enough money for a  ferry crossing. He must have stood there, sweating from every 
pore, not just from the sweltering heat of a Missouri river-bank town in mid-August, but 
from nerves. All I can believe is that J e s se  needed another weak mind and strong back 
to help get his load through to New Mexico Territory. Je sse  needed a driver and here 
was a  man willing to try. Je sse  also knew that he could test the mettle of this young man 
in the relatively safe seventy or so miles separating Arrow Rock, Missouri and Lone 
Jack, Missouri. Additionally, it could be done void of any valuable cargo. From Arrow 
Rock to Kansas City Je sse  probably hoped that Tom would leam right from left, “Ghee 
from Haw.”5
The first thing Tom had to learn was about the animals. Je sse  chose to have his 
wagons drawn by oxen. According to Rod Gragg, author The Old W est Quiz & Fact 
Book, “Mule team s were surefooted, smarter and faster than oxen, but a mule’s temper 
and stubbornness were legendary. Oxen...were much slower than a mule team, but
5 A right turn is Gee and a left is turn Haw.
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oxen ate less, were easier to care for and could pull heavier loads. In addition, oxen 
cost about fifty dollars each in the mid-nineteenth century, while a mule cost ninety 
dollars” (105). George R. Stewart, author of “Prairie Schooner” said, “One price list of 
the period [mid-nineteenth century] gives the cost of a mule as $75 and of an ox as $25” 
(272). It can be assum ed that prices fluctuated because of supply and demand then, as 
they do now. “The number of oxen to the wagon varied considerably. Four--that is, two 
yoke--was the minimum. Three yoke was perhaps the average, but four was not 
uncommon... The bigger team s could haul heavier loads, and the strain on the 
individual animal was less. On the other hand, the more animals, the more work to 
guard and care for them, and pasturage had to be found” (Stewart 272). As Tom stated, 
he w as driving four or five yoke, that is eight to ten animals that weighed approximately 
one half ton each, all with minds of their own. By his own admission he did not even 
know basic commands. It must have been an exciting learning experience.
The wagon, long a symbol of m ass westward migration, was an integral part of 
the Santa Fe trade. “The wagon consisted of three parts-body, top, and running gear. 
The body, or bed, w as a wooden box--often, indeed, so-called--nine or ten feet long and 
about four feet wide. Generally the sides and ends, about two feet high, went up 
perpendicularly, but on wagons of the so-called Murphy type they flared outward, a s  if 
imitating the Conestoga in miniature” (Stewart 268). However, the Conestoga wagons 
looked like sailing ships, thus the nickname “prairie schooners.” “The top effectively 
protected goods and people against the weather.. .the tops, like the boxes, produced few 
problems...Not so the running gear...even the best materials and workmanship could not 
always produce a vehicle that would get through without breakage” (Stewart 269).
Som e potential problems of which Je s se  may have been aware were that, 
“Tongues snapped on sharp turns. Front axles gave way on sudden down-drops.
T hese were the commonest accidents, and were taken almost as routine” (Stewart 269).
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“W heels, however, were irreplaceable; if one broke, the wagon might have to be 
abandoned. But usually, wheels were extremely tough and rarely gave way except in 
the roughest mountain passages. True, many a wheel gave trouble because of 
shrinkage in the dry air of the desert, but then wedges could be driven under the tire. 
Eventually the tire might have to be taken off, heated red-hot, and reset on the wheel” 
(Stewart 269). There is one minor correction to Stewart’s explanation about wedging the 
tire. It is better explained by saying that w edges were placed between the wooden 
wheel and the flat metal band that surrounded the wheel. This flat metal band protected 
the wooden wheel from abrasion, gouging and cracking.
J e s se  took a chance by hiring Tom, but there is a clue that Je sse  knew he was 
hiring a  novice. He offered Tom twenty-five dollars per month plus board. According to 
Jean  Tyree Hamilton, “...the w age for team sters and packers, [was] $25 to $50 plus 
rations per month” (Napton 4). Majors said, The average salary paid the men was $1 a 
day and expenses” (105). That would have been thirty dollars, and Alan Axelrod and 
Charles Phillips, authors of W hat Every American Should Know About AmericanHistory: 
200 Events that Shaped the Nation, wrote that this was an “...age when a  common 
laborer earned a dollar a day” (Axelrod 155). Tom was a tradesm an and the chances 
are that he could have m ade more than a  common laborer. Regardless, take the job he 
did and Je sse  would have reason to be glad he was not paying top dollar.
Throughout my research I found that the driver had a multitude of names: 
team ster, wagoneer, and bullwhacker, to name a few. I noticed that they were 
mentioned in nearly every reference to the Santa Fe Trail. I also recognized that they 
were only mentioned. Seldom did I find a manuscript in which these men were the focal 
point. For example, Jam es A. Crutchfield, author of The Santa Fe Trail, wrote an article 
for Muzzleloader entitled “The Bullwhacker of the Plains.” He wrote three introductory 
paragraphs and the rest of the one page article was devoted to an excerpt of two pages
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from a book entitled The Pacific Tourist: J. R. Bowman’s Illustrated Trans-Continental 
Guide of Travel, from the Atlantic to the Pacific O cean, written circa 1882.
The bullwhacker deserves more than honorable mention. He was the foundation 
upon which the economic institution of international commerce with Mexico was 
established. Without him, the wagons would have remained stationary in the factories in 
which they were m ade and the oxen that pulled them would be wandering around the 
prairies as  wild and bushy as  the buffalo that once roamed the Great Plains. His 
sturdiness was necessary and his personality legendary. “Of the bullwhacker, it is said 
that his oath and his whip are both the longest ever known. He is more profane than the 
m ate of a Mississippi River packet, and his own word is good to the effect that he ‘kin 
drink more whiskey.’” (Crutchfield, Jim 38). I cannot vouch for how profane Tom was or 
w as not, but he  did, indeed, become a  bullwhacker.
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Tom on the Trail
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Original Map Source: Smanons. Marc. Following tt»c Santo Fe Trai: A Guide for M odem Trawetare. 1986.
From Larry M. Beachum, William Becknell: Father o f the Santa Fe Trade (0  Faso: Texas Western Press, 1982). Used 
with permission.
According to Daniel Boorstin, author of The Americans: The National Experience, 
the Santa Fe Trail was “opened by Robert McKnight and his small caravan in 1821 and 
defined by Captain William Becknell in 1821...” (54). I decided on this particular quote 
because most often trail historians credit the opening of the Santa Fe Trail entirely to 
Becknell with no mention of any of the others who had gone w est to Santa Fe before 
him. The reasoning is that he "... was the first to be successful. Earlier expeditions were 
seized by the Spanish” (Rubenstein). Regardless of who was first, it was a road hewn 
into the earth by hundreds of thousands if not millions of feet, hooves, and wheels. The 
Santa Fe Trail as  a trade route lasted for a period of only about sixty years, eventually 
being replaced by the railroad, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe on 16 February 1880 
(Conner and Skaggs 194).
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This road carried traders and the military; it also served others who felt the draw 
of the land and wealth the west had to offer. This wanderlust continues today. I felt it 
and feel it still.
Willing to suffer the effects of poison ivy, undaunted by the thought of mud-caked 
suede shoes, heedless of the thorns of vine-like branches attempting to slow foot travel, 
one must touch them, feel them, listen to them, smell them, the ruts m ade by so many 
wagons, m ade by so many animal and human feet, made so long ago.
O nce there, standing in the long-lived depressions in the earth’s surface, the 
d isease  can be contracted. It is a s  infectious as laughter and there is no cure. It is not 
physically debilitating and its outward signs are few. One might experience glazed-over 
eyes that see  a  setting sun even at mid-day. This is often accompanied by a  wistful 
expression and slightly cocked head as  though one is listening to distant creaks and 
groans of dry wood under stress, the rhythmic growl of wooden wheels rotating on iron 
axles, straining leather, metal rings clanging one against another, punctuated by the 
startling crack of a  bullwhip. If one is especially susceptible to the influence of the trail, 
the sound of shouts and laughter can still be heard bouncing through the air one 
hundred fifty years later. The last sign is a twitch of the nose or a slight flare of the 
nostrils as  nerve endings detect imaginary results of sixty plus years worth of animal 
w aste and plant life rotting in the moist soil.
Actually, standing in a preserved portion of trail ruts was one of the most fulfilling 
opportunities I have ever had. These depressions had been etched into the earth as 
deeply as  the letters had etched themselves into my mind and heart. I w as as  close as I 
may ever come to standing where Tom stood, or walking where Tom walked. Of course, 
the men of J e s se ’s crew had no idea that they were responsible for helping make either 
trench.
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T hese men, Cooper, Hays, Carson and Domingo, as well a s  Tom, were all 
em ployees of J e s se  B. Turley during his August 1858 trip from Arrow Rock, Missouri to 
the New Mexico Territory.
The nam e Hays is also listed as  a pioneering family, but they can be found 
further w est than Coopers, Carsons, Turleys or Newnams, as far west a s  the Council 
Grove area of Kansas. The Hays family owned businesses as  the last outfitters 
available on the eastern edge of the Santa Fe Trail, and today the Hays Restaurant in 
Council Grove is the longest continuously running restaurant west of the Mississippi 
River. They serve som e of the best food I tasted while on the road.
Cooper w as probably a  relative of the Coopers who built Cooper’s Fort in central 
Missouri during the W ar of 1812. J e sse  B. Turley and his family lived at the fort during 
the conflict. The Coopers, along with Carsons, Boones, Turleys, etc. were several of the 
pioneering families of central Missouri just after the Louisiana Purchase (Turley Papers).
Carson, as  Tom wrote, w as probably related to Kit Carson, given the closeness 
between him and Je sse  B. Turley1. If a young man wanted to travel away from his 
family, it w as usually in the company of a  family friend.
*  *  tJ&ifcow- to £fCan&a& to tty. ta-e- t&eke, ekn v^ty « « < /  to&nt
to tAlak&/uttt 48 mite& ttu> flik&t dowfj and tfwA flak (fitd STakA&if m&nt 
mttti tab., an d ttv&n Ae- ap&nt <tike<d to diom-bak to tty an d otikected to 
tjfo to “diokte- ” tzkidfliokn tAeke- to Ctt. to. * * *
Trail historians, especially, will find the former passage  interesting, but puzzling.
Lone Jack, Missouri, to my knowledge, was not a  typical stop on the trail route. It is a
1 J esse  w as instrumental in getting Kit to write his autobiography and Jesse  was made a 
beneficiary of any proceeds from it. Unfortunately, it didn’t make either man rich (Quaife).
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minimum of a thirty mile round-trip southern detour off of the well-worn route. It would 
have added a minimum of a  day and a half to the length of the trip.
There is no evidence that the town offered any special type of merchandise not 
found in the major river port of Kansas City. It is possible that J e s se  sent them there, 
not for what, but for whom. There were at least two nam es in the area recognizable by 
their association with the Santa Fe Trade and with the Turley family: Smallwood V. 
Noland2, and Aleck Majors3, both early pioneer settlers (History of Jackson County 237, 
334). It is possible that Tom and his crew were given a  m essage to deliver or receive 
rather than picking up freight while Je sse  went to Kansas City to arrange for the 
m erchandise they w ere to transport.
* * * bo next i j / .  olt. m  fiwttec/ on/ a n t/ / /  //a t/ no / tpone t/tme 
rnt/eb /efam  nvif- eat/te mm t/ewn w /an/r-fat wet/et am / uftbet t/e  
utaejfon. Z/Pmt/y- tjoot/fai t/te becent/ t/aif bait// /  to mtpbefa, ta t / /  
t/ien te t a fle/lom ^  tt/e name //tfa^b ta/ce t/te /eat/ w it/ //,\ 
team ant/t/ttntpb w ent /e tte t exeefit t/vat we a//tpobt to&t an</ 
w a n t/e/et/ am a n t/  btx t/aj^ b w/t/etoZ /moie/ntf te/tem we teem- //// 
t/e  eeentn^x of* t/e  btact/t t/cnj- tee teem 46 nuteb Setow t/e  
3/extmtfain, we t/ao/ mat/e foam 2 0  to 3 0  mi/eA ftett t/ay, ant/teem  
//ten n e t mom ///an 3 0  rn/teb fa tm  ^€vtow ///toe/. c///e a//bwcm
borne, ///a t tb //t/ayA, //ooftet a n t/ //, fa t we wem on t/te temntp 
btt/e ofl a /fa  cme/- a t/// no teei/f ofltpe/t/ntf oeet excefit on a 
mctcefa- o/ct/tttfae ///a t/teeft/e to/t/etb w-aA not bfa/e, an t///  w-aA 
net*  * *
2 Smallwood V. Noland was a first cousin of Ann Malloe Noland Turley, J e sse ’s mother (Lester 
Turley Missouri Historical Society). “Noland was one of the pioneer settlers in Jackson county, 
Missouri, and for a number of years w as a representative from that district in the State legislature. 
In 1838 he becam e proprietor of the Washington Hotel in Independence. This building was 
destroyed by fire on the night of February 19,1845; but he soon erected another and larger 
structure and called it the Noland House. Noland’s  hotel, or tavern, was widely known throughout 
the W est and was patronized by Santa Fe traders” (Webb 174n).
3 Aleck [Alexander] Majors (1814-1900). In December 1854 Alexander Majors, William H.
Russell, and William B. Waddell formed a partnership. “Majors an experienced trader, had the 
field experience. Waddell had much knowledge about business and trade, and Russell had 
financial connections and experience in promotion. The firm of Russell, Majors and Waddell 
sought to establish a monopoly in freighting of government supplies and civilian merchandise” 
(Majors 8).
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Rickety bridges were a common complaint. This w as a  time when a landowner 
would build his own and there was no great reliance on government built bridges 
designed by civil engineers. Often these privately owned bridges were a source of 
income through tolls.
*  *  * e/aif6 mcfoe me 'teac/iet/ C/Can6et6 (iCi/ip e m e / /ocu/ecf mi//v 
an a&6ot/e</ 6/oc/i of? mem/tane/ise conbib/inep ftA/ncifiaM^ o f 
64Mfak, ceiffee, e/o/fiinef, f/a n /e/6, Zoo/6  V 6/1006) m/iib/ey-, 
fafaeeo o n e /  6ome c/Aez f/n'ne/6 64ii/a//e fm  /fie in e te fe f  me mebe 
r/e6 ,/in er/fot) o n e /yea m i// bee me mete fo a e/er/ m/ien / /  fe/f ye-a me, 
fiac/ 45; 3 0 0  //p6 on /ft/tee mezyon6 r/iamn ^  4 3  yofe/6 o f ooce/n 
a/foyef/iet) 4f yofe e a r / i  fo /mo m-ayon6) o n e / 5  /o / f ie  o/fvei owe, 
o n e /  y e /  me f io f /e o //eezee/y oaffumi C/i. f?. f / i - o u y /  ffe&f/ml/ o n e /  
on- fo C /n e/ion  (fo'tee/c, ee/ie/te roe ceomfiee/ fecau6e me / o e /  fo, 
fooofeesi /e/fu6 /earn 6/a //in  a me r e /fie/e o n e /06 i /  mez6 neot/y 
n i y / i f  toe fuze/ fo fe / i f  6/ay- f i / /  mmminy,) mine/ yea o/e/ /toe/ 
6/ofifiet/Zac/ in Cf(-an6a6 /oify. * * *
Quantity Cost each Source Total
Oxen 26 $25 Stewart 272 $650
W agons 3 150 Oliva 10, 51 450
wheel yokes 3 2.25 Hamilton 4 6.75
Foreward yokes 7 1.25 Hamilton 4 8.75
Employee w ages (x 2 
months approx.)
4 50 200
Total cost of transportation equipment and 
manpower
$1,315.50
Table 1
Table one is a cursory summation of the fixed costs Je sse  incurred for this trip, 
not including supplies or merchandise. In 1858, using the figure of twenty-five dollars 
per acre cited previously in this essay, Je sse  could have purchased over fifty acres of 
land for the sam e cost as  this trade investment. Jean  Tyree Hamilton cites Colonel 
Henry Inman, author of The Old Santa Fe Trail. "According to Inman, the going freight
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charge at that time [1857] from Independence to Santa Fe was $10 per hundredweight, 
or $500 to $600 per wagon...” (Napton 4). Using these figures, Je sse  would have 
charged $1530 to ship the trade goods Tom listed. If Je sse  had invested nothing more 
than has been shown, he would have made a  profit of $214.50. If he had purchased the 
goods and planned to resell them in Santa Fe, his profit margin could have been 
incredible for the single trip.
J e s se  was also responsible for his em ployees’ board. “The ordinary supplies for 
each man were about fifty pounds of flour, the sam e of bacon, ten pounds of coffee, 
twenty pounds of sugar and some salt...while sometimes, crackers, beans and other 
articles of food are found on the train” (History of Jackson County 173). In addition to 
food it appears that som e apparel was the responsibility of the employer. “The most 
common substantial clothing is provided for the men, som e with linsey or leather hunting 
clothes, other with jeans, and still others with flannel suits” (173).
Although Tom listed only a few of the items they were shipping, there were a 
variety of goods crossing the country. “...American and Mexican traders hauled tons of 
cloth, tools, jewelry, guns, even canaries, in wagons headed to Santa Fe and deep into 
Mexico. Silver, wool, mules, and hides were hauled to Missouri and the United States 
by eastbound traders” (Historical marker at the Neosho River crossing).
It is surprising that J e sse  would have stayed behind, sending ahead the sam e 
crew that had gotten lost for six days, delaying his loaded departure by nine days. About 
6 Septem ber 1858 J e s se ’s crew pulled out of Kansas City with a  lot of money invested in 
men, animals, equipment and cargo.
J e s se  caught up with his drivers after they got stuck in a mud hole and were 
rescued by a  more experienced wagon train. They got through Council Grove, Lost 
Spring, Diamond Spring, Willow Spring and were headed for the Cottonwood Fork of the
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Arkansas River. Once again, Je sse  trusted the men to continue on their own. He had 
ridden ahead  to scout for a campsite.
Tom wrote,
Zfmete in  tAe- /ecu/one/ye/fizzy a/ezty tnzaeefy m/ten tny /ecu/yo/e 
o f  cezftfe Urn oa t fo t /e  a y / /  /tone/ Aie/e o f  t/te to act fo czoft t/te 
yzeen yzeteA one/ t/ie ot/iez tfizee o f  coatee fof/omec/ m /ie/i Zzoay/if 
“ofaze mfee/A on a  toe/ ” ane/ez t/te Zee/ant/ tnetefet/eoezy Afo/e 
o a t o f  t/te ziyfotfoze m/tee/. ZfAcot mote ze ty  Zouf fete/ inefeec/, /not 
to m afe mezftete metee fD/tf Zfazfey /too/ c/tozse on a/teouf to 
“fZo/tcnmeee/” (a /oa t ff/tee oz foaz mi/eA) in A/a ?&azziaye to te e / 
foz a  ceomft yzoanef, 60 Zf fo/of f/te o/Aez ftcyA to /ta/f. ao/ieze f/tey 
meZe cone/ Zf meufct mez/A ctomn <znet fe // ofc/ ffeAA, m /tic/ f/tey cfic/ 
czztcf Zf aftez Zae/c/iny on nzy zezno/zpez a / z u c /  oat. Zf cott/c/ Aee 
/tint co/ten //mote a /o a t a  me/e o f  font azzot cea/et free f/ta/  fte mezA 
oezy tonetzAy, Z ffina/fy zeac/teef /tint one/ fo/ct Aim to/iez/ mete t/ie 
m attez, fte too/  i t  a  yzea t c/ea/ eoo/ez /fa n  Zf iznayineot fte tooeo/c/ 
Ao Zf mete Ze/ieziee/foz t / e  tome fe in y . Zf fifc/tec/afi f/te met/eA to 
/e'A Z ayyy cone/ me zoe/e /e tc / cone/ Zf to/ct ten t cot coZoat i t  on t/te 
Zoeoct, fte Aeze'c/ fte toceetcf m afe /Ca/tAon, (fte fuze/ c/tec/tazyec/
Zooftez cte inecznftetezzf, on (/ Aizee/ f/aZAcn in fte /ifoee, cone/ Zy 
t/te meoy o neft/tem of t/te fameet one/ ce/efzatecf ZfCit ZcOteon of 
t/te lAozne/b) A/coy mif/t nzy usezyon m/i/e Zf fiitc/ee/ my ceott/e to 
fte teeont cone/ c/zeme t/te two tecznte c/omn to t/te “Ziot/eameioc/ ” 
tfiiA toete neceAAezzy /ecattee me too/ aft toe coatc/fti/e on t/te 
toayon ou t  of mine cone/ it mae/e tZcotecnA mezyoa oezy teeooy, 
ftomezpeZ Zfaz/ey anent a/eat/, Z/fayA fottceeee/ Aim cone/ Zf fot/ocoee/ 
ZffezyA 60 me meze cotziy/ot60 faz. f/Aen me meze c/omn to t/ie 
“Zfozf ” me tonyoZeet cztt oaz cezttte ezceefit tmo ye/e of my team 
one/ tAey a // men/ to feec/iny met A a aft'//. Zfuz/ey fia t C/fayA to 
ye/tiny cA'nneZ m /ti/e toe men/ to too/ if  toe coa/et fine/ a tey/ztez 
toezyon to meme t/te zemaine/ez of my tocu/ c/omn to tAe “//zee/ 
Acme meoyA t»e/em mAeze me ceotnftee/, ft/e foanet a tone “byaeiffez 
60oezeiyn ” to/to t  ot/ a toayon, toe- men/ fuze/ to catnf ancf Zf too/ 
2  ye /e  of my cez/t/e ant/ men/ c/om n ancf /life/tec/ to if, Zy t/te 
feme "yzect ” mete zeae/y 60 me finte/iec/ if cone/ //ton Zf/ezyA cone/ Zf 
toezzffoz a tocu/ m/ii/e “Zfttz/ey ” Afayee/cot “tocf/camcoc/” to
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toot oil //w ' gnoefa., we we/ve taoh to the “c/ieeh ” /yjf .?  «  iioetc unit 
tloiAAen oc^ ocon stayed to r /c  on t /ie  t i i t i  a n  d  thi& tome (itotteip went 
too t to the hiohen wetopon, d£oi^ dtomin  ^the otic- team fond t f  
(doomed a t  the, coeeh to flaAA the fttecooif, hoootA a& te&t t f  contd. 
i^ ftotde^ , tuod to tothe the “'tom, ” a n  d  the “hud ” ofl the Soohen wtieet 
ta e te  4(5 miteA to ^owneit (SJioee on hiA and hcooe it
“flitted”. * * *
By this time Je s se  had to be thinking that Tom had not been a wise gamble. The 
road they had already traveled was the easy  part. It surprised me that Cooper was the 
one fired for incompetence. What must he have done when compared to Tom, who kept 
letting his cattle run away from him and Hays who led the boys around in circles for six 
days?
When beginning the trip in the spring, traders had to worry about being delayed 
and running into hot w eather and dry stretches of the route. When beginning in the 
autumn, they could expect warm w eather only for a while. Of great concern w as the 
winter-come-early weather, the ice-blowing-sideways-freezing-an-animal-in-its-tracks 
kind of weather. Delays did not always just cost money; quite often delays cost men and 
animals their lives. Fortunately, they found the m eans to shift the load so Je sse  could 
have repairs made.
The term squatter sovereign is an oxymoron. Squatter means “one that settles 
on land without right or title, and sovereign, the person wielding or exercising supreme 
political power in a political state.” It also describes perfectly those people who flocked 
to populate Kansas before it w as a state.
Thom as Goodrich, author of War to the Knife: Bleeding Kansas, 1854-1861, said
“From the very birth of the nation, Americans had been painfully aware that human 
bondage w as an anachronism in a republican form of government. The Declaration of
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Independence, the Constitution, the Rights of Man, liberty, freedom, justice—all seem ed 
a  mockery as  long as  one American remained enslaved” (7).
Having said that, however, Goodrich also introduced the opposing perspective.
“Many southerners had earlier commiserated with all Americans over the dilemma they
faced regarding slavery, but by the middle of the nineteenth century human bondage
had become such a fundamental part of their life that to talk of destroying the one was to
talk of destroying the other” (7). Without putting too fine a point on it, this was an issue
of a balance of power that had been teetering on a  precarious fulcrum since the creation
of the thirteen colonies.
... [Mjainly under pressure from railway promoters... (New Standard 
Encyclopedia K-20) the “Kansas-Nebraska Act was passed by Congress 
in 1854” (World Book 244). It provided that two new territories, Kansas 
and Nebraska, were to be made from the Indian land that lay west of the 
bend of the Missouri River and north of 37 degrees north latitude...” 
[Steven A. Douglas of Illinois]...included in his bill a provision for ‘popular 
sovereignty’ in Kansas and Nebraska. This provision stated that all 
questions of slavery in the new territories were to be decided by the 
settlers... The slavery provision w as directly contrary to the Missouri 
Compromise of 1820, which had declared that all land in the Louisiana 
Purchase north of 36° 30', except for the state of Missouri, was to be 
free... (World Book 244)
As a  result, “This provision made Kansas a battleground, with proslaver ‘border ruffians’ 
and ‘bushwhackers’ from Missouri clashing with anti-slavery ‘jayhawkers’ from Kansas. 
The bloodshed, including incidents in 1856 at Osawatomie and Potawatomie involving 
John Brown4, caused Kansas to be known as  ‘bleeding Kansas,’ and stirred passions
4 John Brown w as called a butcher by som e and a savior by others. His zealous belief in and 
actions in the name of abolition were the ignition to the bloodshed giving its name to Bleeding 
Kansas. “In May 1856 they [John Brown, his four sons, and two others] rode into the small 
proslavery settlement at Pottawatomie Creek, dragged five men out of their homes, and killed 
them. Brown claimed that he had God’s  support for this murderous action” (Jordan 323).
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that pushed the United States farther along the road to the Civil War5” (New Standard 
Encyclopedia K-20).
The super-heated rhetoric in Washington served as a cattle prod in the rumps of 
strong-willed, wealthy and influential people. Goodrich quoted Senator William H. 
Seward of New York: “’Come on then, gentlemen of the slave states! ...Since there is 
no escaping your challenge, I accept it, in behalf of freedom we will engage in a 
competition for the virgin soil of Kansas and God give the victory to the side that is 
stronger in numbers, a s  it is in right!”’ (9).
Goodrich described one of those who felt the electric rhetoric, Eli Thayer. “Unlike 
the armchair abolitionists and pessimists around him, who waged war on slavery with 
treatises, tracts, and high-sounding though impotent declarations, the M assachusetts 
businessm an was a philanthropist who believed in deeds over words” (9). Goodrich 
continued by saying that “...the promoter’s plan w as to literally transplant as much of 
New England to the plains as  possible by forming a company of wealthy stockholders 
who would, for a  profit, equip, pay passage, and establish colonies in the new territories. 
The focus of the New England Emigrant Aid Society would be Kansas” (9-10).
Goodrich went on to explain Thayer’s reasoning.
Straddled by the rough and raw Slave State of Missouri to the east, the 
full blast of the South would undoubtedly be aimed at Kansas. ... If such 
outposts could hang on and weather the initial southern storm, they could 
then serve as  bulwarks for the other free-soilers who came later from 
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Should the plan succeed and should Kansas 
be admitted to the Union as a Free-State, not only would another territory 
be saved for freedom, but the political setback to the South might cause 
the entire structure of slavery to come crashing down. (9-10)
In other words, to weigh heavy in that balance of power, they that accepted this offer
would stop the dreaded spread of “that peculiar institution,” slavery, into the recently
5 “Kansas turned into a battleground on which more than two hundred people eventually died in a 
miniature civil war" (Jordan 323).
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acquired western territories, so that it would “...die on the vine for want of sustenance.” 
(7).
While the New England Emigrant Aid Society w as recruiting easterners who saw
an opportunity for free land and passage on trains heading west,
...in a m ass migration reminiscent of the Gold Rush days, from Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, and other states of the old northwest, thousands of small 
farmers, merchants, and mechanics were unceremoniously packing 
family and furniture, setting their sights on Kansas. For most of these 
immigrants the opening of the territory was viewed not as  an opportunity 
to either end or extend slavery, but as  a chance to better themselves. 
(Goodrich 13)
To the people who were obligated to transplant abolitionist ideals were thus 
added those who carried their own beliefs into the new territory; however, the likelihood 
of them being pro-slavery was negligible in that they had been residing in free states 
previously.
There w as a  third group rushing to squatter sovereignty, however.
Meanwhile, on the untamed plains of Kansas, proslavery Missourians 
were already rushing in. ...As w as often the case, after laying down a 
token of foundation of logs or rocks, the Missourians tacked notes of 
ownership to trees and promptly returned home, satisfied that their claims 
were secure. ...Understandably, many Missourians considered Kansas 
their birthright. ‘Missouri wagons had left deep scars upon the plains to 
witness possession by the right of conquest,’ one observer explained, 
referring to the Santa Fe trade. ...And what belonged to Missouri 
belonged to the South. (Goodrich 12).
The squatter sovereign w as a political pawn either self-created or created by 
influential people who probably did not want to give up the luxury of their eastern 
seaboard homes or their underpaid, usually foreign-bom wait-staffs to move to a 
lawless, unprotected environment. According to the above information there were now 
three ideologically different types of people who were destined to make a decision for 
the whole of the republic. There was a fourth ideology that should have had a  voice.
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Not only was the land entirely different from that which they had ever known, it 
w as already occupied. Once the “great white father” could say that his people were 
living in an area, he felt justified in sending agents to form treaties— at best—or—at 
worst—troops to remove the Indians. Indeed, they were the original squatters 
sovereign.
Jam es Buchanan, fifteenth President of the United States, was voted into office 
with 174 electoral votes “carrying only four [“five” (Rubenstein)] of the fourteen northern 
S ta tes” (Graff 200) and only 45.3% of the popular vote (692). Buchanan’s “... platform 
had endorsed popular sovereignty but had conveniently left unspecified the point at 
which the decision on slavery would be m ade” (201).
In his inaugural address on W ednesday, 4 March 1857 there was an incredible
disregard for the undeclared Civil War that had been raging in the western frontier.
...What a happy conception, then, w as it for Congress to apply this simple 
rule, that the will of the majority shall govern, to the settlement of the 
question of domestic slavery in the Territories. Congress is neither ‘to 
legislate slavery into any Territory or State nor to exclude it therefrom, but 
to leave the people thereof perfectly free to form and regulate their 
domestic institutions in their own way, subject only to the Constitution of 
the United States. ... Most happy will it be for the country when the public 
mind shall be diverted from this question to others of more pressing and 
practical importance. Throughout the whole progress of this agitation, 
which has scarcely known any intermission for more than twenty years, 
whilst it has been productive of no positive good to any human being it 
has been the prolific source of great evils to the master, to the slave, and 
to the whole country. (Buchanan, Making of America).
To the “bushwhackers” and the “border ruffians,” to the “jayhawkers” and the 
“free-soilers,” to the innocent settlers who were just trying to make a living from under 
the sod, and to the Indians who were reminding all others that they already lived there 
and had for centuries, there were probably very few matters “of more pressing and 
practical importance.”
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Then along cam e Tom and his bullwhacking buddies into the area. Being newly 
initiated to the trade he may not have been as  vigilant as necessary, and he allowed his 
team  of oxen to take a serious wrong turn. As a consequence, his wagon wheel was 
seriously dam aged and they needed to get his cargo to a safer place until the dam age 
could be repaired. They needed to borrow an empty wagon.
As with most pioneers, these squatters chose to build near avenues of 
transportation, usually rivers. Most of them settled just west of the Missouri River on the 
eastern  side of Kansas. There were a  few, however, who went further west and built 
along the Arkansas River and, in this case, along the established Santa Fe trail. This 
was in 1858 and “At the time of statehood, [1861] Kansas had only 10 towns with 500 or 
more residents” (New Standard Encyclopedia K-20). In other words, they were lucky to 
find som eone to help them.
They were even luckier not to have encountered a political zealot, given the fact 
that J e s se  and Tom, the ones who went to ask for help, were Missourians and Jesse  
w as a well-known slaveholder. Keep in mind that although the Missourians were among 
the types to have taken up squatter sovereignty, they also went home to Missouri after 
posting their signs. Once they had moved to Kansas, it was more difficult for those from 
the East Coast to go home.
Tom and Je sse  were most lucky, however, not to have found a sign on the door. 
“Visitors to an isolated hom estead far out on the Great Plains found this inscription 
scrawled on the door of the vacant cabin by the defeated settler who had once lived 
there: ‘250 miles to the nearest post office; 100 mile to wood; 20 mile to water; 6 inches 
to hell. G one to live with wife’s folks’ “ (Gragg 150).
At this point, Turley and his crew were closer to the eastern side of present day 
Kansas than they were to the western side. They still had a good seven hundred miles 
to travel before they could unload in Santa Fe.
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Council Grove is an interesting place. It was even more so in 1858. Council 
Grove is where all travelers met and grouped into caravans so that they could travel 
safely in large numbers, or, during the period of the Indian W ars (1840 -1890), where 
they could be escorted by the United States Army. Although some groups did not travel 
in large numbers, and it appears that Tom's group did not, most travelers did so in 
caravans. Council Grove w as also the last stand of any type of hardwood trees suitable 
for fixing the wagons and wagon wheels for hundreds of miles. The prairies supported 
g rasses and nothing more substantial than willows around the water sources.
W hen we have a  flat tire, with any luck, we can get out and fix it right there and 
then. Having every spoke in his wheel m ashed out was one of the worst possible things 
that could have happened to Tom. Alexander Majors wrote, “The average distance 
traveled with loaded wagons w as from twelve to fifteen miles per day, although in some 
instances, when roads were fine and there was necessity for rapid movement, I have 
known them to travel twenty miles. But this was faster traveling than they could keep up 
for any length of time. Returning with empty wagons they could average twenty miles a 
day without injury to animals” (103). Turley had to drive forty-five miles back to Council 
Grove, back to the wood that could be used to fix the wheel-certainly more complicated 
and time-consuming than putting on a mini-spare. Fortunately he was alone in his mule- 
drawn carriage, a much faster m eans of transportation.
* * * m o / a t / f i / e n / t f  t f  //tr io , cm  o u t /tttn t/&  Ac m o t / i t /  n o /  / t tt /b if  
/n o t z / f t z i /  /n z /  //t/&  otto/i m o  itn fA o e ti& e t/ Aozno f i t t / i  /in o A  a m t/ 6 0 /  
t z /o tz /  t t t i t f / in t f  f i t  / / to  f in n ^ f  t/o n /fo n tt o f  /ooZ /cm m -aot/ iW ct/- o f  //to  
'//t/-a .n& a&  P/lioeA.. / /  / ta t/ f a i t  itte e o M  a m /  ^  n o o n  m o / t a t /  tfu i/c  
a  te & /ie o /tz //e  o f f ib / t .  t j / f / e t  t/in n o A  //to- /o y&  f te f ie & e t /  /o  c/o
/ / to  /tzo ztz t/ttf /woAcnoAA. i f  / / m o t t/ t / f ib / t  a n t / 0 0 0 /  te n t/tzA  o a t  //n o n  
mtt& / i f  //ti&  /i tn o  n o n e  o f  / / to  fu tto & / / /  < f/a t//tf. a o o o tlo t/ /o  // to  
ftA tfto tU z / t e n t /  / /  t / i t /  zn/if / t a t /  m e //, m /i/o , //to p , o /to tz /o t/ tn o  / i f  n o /  
t/o in tf  //ie it6 ., / t t /  bo fitiA te ’t /  / / to  t /a tf  a w t z t f . / / o  /n o te  / / t t z /  i /
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t o o t t / t /  6 e  tot. te a A t 5  t/a g A  /e f tn e  (/)/</ fteA A  m o u /o / /nr /m e /, w i t / i  t/te , 
t o / te e /  oa/  i t  m d  a /  /e o A t 4 5  m i/eA  A w /  to  / / c a n c i /  ^Q'towe roe / t a t /  
/ i / e n t g  < y ” tim e , o n  o tt/t /ttm t/A , t / e  - to o /in e  o f  t/ie - n ig /v t  w aA
g o n e  owe*. a g a o n , a n t / t / e  A e c o n t / <0 t / i t / a f t  m g  m o A /iin g  
m g A e /f  S u t  in A te o u /o f! f in /iio g  t / e  SogA  / a i r /  a n o ttn c t a n t /  A /e /i/ *  *  *
*  *
[Three full days later], a... aopag often n i g / / f t / /  PTun/eg came an t/ tew me/nt to 
teon/t, getting t/iingA to nig/i/A in ont/en to /a /r e  an eontg A/ant neac/ monning
He did return and after having repaired the dam age they set out once again.
f to / in  [ ’/ // //n & ]  tvaA  t/o w n  o n  t / e  tJ0n/conAaA  [River] a /  t / e  m o o t/ o f/t/iiA  A a m e  
to n /e g  e n e e /, / e i t / i n g  co M te  fo n  ZiiA / i a / f  tn o t/te /i P M i// [ r/l/Z iA on  / ,  / e  
a e r tim ft a r t r e t/ aA AeweAott m i/eA  fo n  o /tZ  PTttn/eg /vyiew  / im ,  /lo w in g , n o t/e  in  t / e  
A ta g e  t / i a i  “f t o / n  ” ttsnzA t/tiw in g  f to m  >/Vem e //te x ic e  to  t/te  ZZ/a/eA Ao-me geanA  
/m fo n e. * * *
"The ranch at Walnut Creek Crossing, built in 1855 by William Allison and 
Francis Booth, w as located in the heart of the buffalo range, 132 miles beyond Council 
Grove and surrounded by Indians. The venture invited risks as well as  rewards. As 
former U.S. mail carriers on the Santa Fe Trail, Allison and Booth were fully aware of the 
hazards" (Van Meter McCoy 118).
John Atkins and his stepbrother, Bill Allison had worked for an Overland Mail 
Company Coach line. Today hauling freight one way and returning empty is called 
dead-heading. Though he probably did not prefer to do it, we can be fairly certain that 
J e s se  had to resort to returning to Missouri without freight on occasion. That is not to 
say he w as empty handed when he returned to the states, for he probably brought back
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receipts and bank notes as  well as  specie. These are things he could have carried on 
his person or in his luggage rather than using a team and wagon or a carriage6
Having found no water and little forage at Plum Creek, they continued heading 
w est for another six or eight miles. Too exhausted to eat supper, the rest of the crew 
retired for the night.
*  *  *  d  teen/ < 5 « /  fin d  /eided //if oa///e //le wa/e/i and a&
//vep atefie Aunp/ip /Aep usfindeled cemdt/ain/de-, and i/ie nip/d 
e&ad- dadc- a& “fii/c/i ” and a // aifHond on bide-, bnafi, {waft,,
bnafi d  coa/d /eea/i //if anility wo/eeA, it deemed /f me lipA/ a/ 
Avee/&, in plan / and on a/ /  ddeA, ^  d  wwA. /o d  aum/d
bay. /Aoeke /Avca&aad&, padpinp ^  /Aeit Aoadinp and 
frnafifiinp efl/Ae/t /<><>// and damndeb now i^o/d dudep did no/ 
ibend me, out //ui/ n ip // /<> Ae defotiied 6p /Af/m. 3Aiep /vad nefi/'t 
//a/fi/are a//ar/fed men on ofien dap /ip //, a //imp anu&tia/ 
wed'web too. /i'e// /e/ //if ca&e Ae a& i/ map, i^ /if did, dfertpiwe
Alim flat i/, fa l AAanA %od and /,Ae&e AnipA/ andp/o/iiaaA *jdnpe/& 
asdvo / f i v e  a/e&ap& due/ded me adien danpei enefntfiabked me, d  
am pe/ Aininp /o /e// i/  /o pea, d/laiip. * * *
I am nearly certain that, after all of the foul-ups, Je sse  would have gladly thrown 
the rookies to the wolves, but he needed them to do a job.
Nearly all trail travelers had a story about wolves. Their howling had a life of its 
own once it left their bodies. It flew free through the night air, moving right and moving 
left, circling around until it finally landed on a human eardrum. From there it tumbled 
down through the center of the spine until it finally landed somewhere near the bowels.
6 "For those who desired a faster way to Santa Fe than that provided by the slow-moving ox and 
mule trains, stage service w as available beginning in 1850. One-way tickets in 1857 sold for 
$125 (May to November) and $150 (winter). It was not exactly a first-class ride. Instead of the 
famous Concord coach, passengers often rode in light wagons called ambulances. Because  
stage stations were then non-existent between Council Grove and Fort Union, stages stopped for 
the night under the stars, som e passengers curling up to sleep  on the sacks carrying com for the 
stage mules. Daily m eals were cooked and served on the prairie” (Gardner 10). For an 
entertaining and interesting description of a ride across the Plains in one of these mail coaches, 
read Mark Twain’s  Roughing It. After having learned so much about Jesse  Turley, I am hard 
pressed to imagine him in as undignified a position as Samuel Clemens was in, though.
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... t/te nip/it tibab da/d, ab “feitc/i ” and a tt zzbozmd on ebtebtf, bide, bnzzfi, 
bnaft, bne^ t d  eoatt tvea/t, tAe otn^ fb^ - two/web, it beamed to me bizp/it a t tnzf Aeetb, 
in feont a/nd on a tt bideb, if  d  tezzb to zpaebb dfzsoatd bay. ttrete ambe t/uMban db 
judyony ty  t/te At Acmdiny tend bnotfifiiny, of t/ieii teeth and d  ivo-'nde/t now if  
otd dubtey did not be/nd me, oat that niyAt to he etez/otzbed tey tAem. ” Tom W3S
no different than any other traveler who had lain awake finding himself the target of 
those lively howls.
In the light of day the men shared stories of wolves. Tom still remembered the 
howling and told his sister one of the stories he had been told fourteen years after he 
heard it.
*jdnd, eocczzbe me, i f  d  tett yzm a, btoby of t/te befzned tabteb 
tzztotneb of t/te, fvtzzinb, it  ib t/itb: andfabbeb tznatt on t/e ftzzinb,
aft a m/lito, man to eat, uo/tz/e t/ey mitt not teizie/i 
a dle/xiezzbi ”, and ib az/cozzntedfob, in mzzbiznzb tzszzyb, t/te mobt 
d/iytobzfiAiczzt e/xfdzznzztion ib, t/iat t/e  mexiczznb eat btzc/t 
enobmozzb zgzzantitieb of “cAite ” cotobado (bedfiefi/ve/i) 
(fibonczzneede/tee/a czitobon) t/iat t/ieit bybtamb tecotne 
thozzbztzzy/ity imfibeynzzted twtA it, zznd i t  tazbnb t/e  
t/ie, asta/vteb bo, t /a t  they nezzeb tby it  a beco'ndtime.
This w as not a story that Je sse  made up to frighten his young recruits. It was 
one that was passed  from man to man, caravan to caravan, until it passed for truth on 
the plains. Alexander Majors, of the transportation firm of Russell, Waddell and Majors, 
wrote, “It frequently happened that when the Indians killed a party on the Santa Fe Road 
there were both Mexicans and American left dead upon the sam e spot. When found the 
bodies of the Americans would invariably be eaten, and the bodies of the Mexicans lying
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intact without any interference at all. ...Som e thought it w as because the Mexicans were 
so saturated with red pepper, they making that a part of their diet” (138).
As if this story was insufficient, another and even more outrageous one existed. 
“Others thought it w as because they were such inveterate smokers and were always 
smoking cigarettes...and there are many American boys to-day who would not be eaten 
by wolves, so impregnated are they with nicotine” (Majors 138-139). Majors was very 
strict with his employees. He believed that clean living, moderate temper, and proper 
language and behavior m ade a better employee. This story may have begun and ended 
with him; however, if true, Tom need not have worried since I am certain he was a 
smoker. Beginning in 1860 Tom worked for several years as  a tobacconist for a very 
large tobacco farmer in Glasgow, Missouri and, although he did contract pneumonia 
while on duty during the Civil War, the diagnosis for his medical pension was 
rheumatism and lung disease—probably emphysema.
R egardless of their “refined tastes,” wolves made an impact in other ways.
Josiah Gregg, author of Commerce of the Prairies, considered a “classic of the Santa Fe
Trail” for its wealth of information, wrote,
... being only now and then disturbed at night by the hideous howlings of 
wolves, a  pack of which had constituted themselves into a kind of ‘guard 
of honor,’ and followed in our wake for several hundred miles... They 
were at first attracted no doubt by the remains of the buffalo which were 
killed by us upon the high plains, and afterwards enticed on by an 
occasional fagged animal, which we were compelled to leave behind, as 
well a s  by the bones and scraps of food, which they picked up about our 
camps. (216)
This repugnant image reminds me of seagulls gathering in a parking lot after a 
visiting carnival leaves town. They scavenge on spilled bags of popcorn and shreds of 
cotton candy sticking to the pavement—not a noble animal by this description.
The sheepherders cared even less for the wolf. “We also experienced 
considerable dam age in our stock of sheep, a number of them having been devoured by
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wolves” (Gregg 321). The easy prey of slow moving, comparatively defenseless sheep 
would have been sport when compared to the tough, large buffalo, but kill buffalo they 
did. “Although the buffalo is the largest, he has by no m eans the control among the 
prairie animals: the sceptre of authority has been lodged with the large gray wolf.
Though but little larger than the wolf of the United States, he is much more ferocious. 
,..[T]hey often kill horses, mules and cattle of all sizes; and on the Prairies they make 
considerable havoc among the buffalo” (Gregg 375).
The wolf was demonized, glamorized, and in some cultures, revered. It was 
hunted to near extinction for its fur and the belief that it was a pest, nothing more than a 
danger to livestock and a hazard to man. There is much more to be learned about the 
large gray wolf of the prairies. In other words there are more stories to be told—later.
Probably because this crew of Keystone Cowboys had already lost valuable time, 
Je s se  * * * fo n a fo ty  m n r fo tfo r / fo  foie- tfoy- 'u m fo  fo  fo r  c-tc&bfoity a c tiv e ,
"  * * * Contemporary writers referred to the dry route as  the Cutoff.
Such a destination was offered in contrast to the Wet Route which followed the 
m eanderings of the Arkansas River around it south bend and northwesterly to the 
C aches7. ... The difference between the Wet Route’s distance to the Caches and that of 
the Dry Route w as 11.5 miles” (Clapsaddle “The Dry Route Revisited” 9). Doing this 
saved almost a full day’s travel.
7 The C aches are located about twenty miles west of present day Dodge City, Kansas. “It gained 
its name from an adventure of som e traders who set out for Santa Fe in the fall of 1822. Samuel 
Chambers and Jam es Baird (Beard) were caught by winter and had to stay over until spring. 
Having lost their animals they had to dig a couple of holes to store and protect their goods until 
they could later retrieve them” (Vestal 133-134).
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* * riig/t/ «e« coomfiotl ow <i ftigfi fi/wu/uo ant/ <i/</ PTu/tdeg &a/d fjva/
<xA too tooAo wow ew tfio “£Pawweo ” cowwfog wo- wtigAt ief /Jto cotf/Ao go, an</ 
id o o w o tg u o i/ttl oooa, th o  w a g o w k  ”. * * *
“Speakers of a dialect of the Caddoan language family, the Pawnee had long 
farmed their ancestral lands in what is now east Texas near the Gulf of Mexico... When 
the Pawnee moved north during the 13th century, ...they brought along their ancient 
Morning Star ceremony, which included the ritual killing of a captive girl, making them 
the only Plains culture to practice human sacrifice” (Buffalo Hunters 14). Over the 
centuries “The Pawnee traveled more than 300 miles before settling along the Platte 
River in southeastern Nebraska... By the turn of the 18th century, a few of these villages 
had expanded to as  many as 150 to 300 lodges with total populations of up to 3,000 
people...” (Buffalo Hunters 15). A great many of the Pawnee, however, were still in 
central Kansas in this area Turley characterized as Pawnee country and “...their earthen 
lodge villages spread as far west as  the foothills of the Rockies” (Buffalo Hunters 18).
They were distinctive looking and easily recognizable. “The word ‘Pawnee’ 
probably comes from the word pariki, meaning ‘horn,’ which refers to a peculiar way in 
which the Pawnee men wore their hair. They shaved their heads and left a narrow strip 
of hair down the center of their head resembling a  hom. Some experts believe the word 
may also be a Choctaw word, pana , which refers to the scalp lock” (Powers 50). Though 
their appearance may have been startling, their actions would have been downright 
frightening for a “greener” like Tom.
The Pawnee were notorious for stampeding livestock away from wagon trains. 
When the drivers and guards of the cavallard went to retrieve them, the Pawnee would 
rob the m erchandise and trade goods. “Even when these Indians were not openly 
hostile to caravans passing through their hunting grounds, they were always a potential
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m enace and a nuisance. They stole horses, mules, and oxen. They openly plundered 
cam ps whose defenders frequently suffered this in preference to outright battle. And 
they arrogantly dem anded food and gifts from many frightened travelers” (Conner and 
Skaggs 39).
PA W N EE ROCK. 
Source: History of Jackson County, 1881/^ r+io+ i inl/nnwrrt
uiottAc/ So gwa/ifeiotS 
/AtotS, /SiaS wa6 ton 
A/nt/ian ant/no/A iing  
e/6o, /A /m ag /n o t/ //ta f  
A/ eottAtl 600 A/nr m ovo 
an </ e/tange feo6i/ien, 
ant/w ottA t/a / //to  Onto 
Soon /omftSoc/ So 6wea/i 
/o tS fe  a  moan /va t/ 
caAAot/iAan goto6/ian.
,jA few  mi/0 6  feai/Aet /A 6aw an ono 
ofe /Aio AaaAco ofe /Aio waAA an  
* Ant/iem :Aant/tng aAottA AozAfe w ag  
ufl //to 6it/o tife //tt> A t// (wo woto 
noool -mono //ta n  tt AvaAfe mo/o fecnn 
//to AaiAS) <1A caA/etA //to aS/en/ton ofe 
/Ate ti/AoAA ofe/Ate f ia ’t/g  /o /Ate fee / 
Aw/ Ate noAto/t momeoA (/Ato A/nt/iotn 
-moan,
6oo a  /lotfet ofe /Stein com ing t/own 
a wow/no on a6, 6tg n a/et/ Sg //tot) 
connAoto/o wAto woa6 on gttetitA  on /Ate 
6it/o ofe/Ate At//, an t//A ct/ wa6 
w /iaS wca6 oaS/oc/ “APaoonoo AAtoeAc ” 
AttA now  AS wiS/gtt-a tan /ee //to t/ ife 
g o tt wooo go in g  a /e ng /Ato 6oamo 
tea t/ tone/ woAo /o 6oo i/r n o / 
/mowing //ta/ i i  wa6 an i//u6ion,
■ H i
Pawnee Rock 1997 Photo bv Author
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The drawing, published in 1881 and the photograph m ade in 1997 are of the 
sam e sandstone formation, however the upper portion was quarried in the late 1800s for 
building materials (Historical Site Marker). Marc Simmons, in his book entitled Following 
the Santa Fe Trail: A Guide for Modern Travelers, described it this way. “The most 
famous natural landmark along the SFT in Kansas, Pawnee Rock was an Indian ambush 
site and a major campground for the caravans. ... Practically everyone who wrote about 
the trail took pains to describe Pawnee Rock, which is merely a  small hill with a rock 
face. Anywhere but on the flat plains of Kansas it would pass unnoticed” (98). Both 
parts are true. Tom w as no exception. He, too, wrote about the hill of rock. I am no 
exception. I am writing about it Even today it is still discordant with the surrounding 
terrain. Standing on the top and being able to see  miles in every direction is so different 
to that with which I am familiar. Here in Michigan the horizon is always broken by trees it 
seem s. There, the only natural line of trees runs along the Arkansas River.
I w as also no exception in that I took hours scrambling around its remaining 
sides, looking for any graffiti Tom may have left behind. It is odd how many of us revere 
this particular defacem ent of public property. Unfortunately, the earliest inscription I 
found w as from 1892. Although I resisted the impulse to scratch my initials in the soft 
stone, others have not. I am uncertain how I feel about that.
* * * (Jty# £P<z4ipnoo 4ooZt a/ioaZ 40 an iZ  aSonZ 3
£P.<At. a/i/iZveoZaZ “SPam m ee tWostA- ” c fl ZZio fJ&i&a/nba& #s«i. -T/io/io 
ttm  eocene Zo Z/io co vtn fi c fla  fio tftZ g  a fl oM&xZcowi& m /to  toofoe ZioonZing 
■ZZttffaZooyi a n y / “p e tA /n g  ” /Zw  rne-aZ. (Q /yf /J to i/e g  Z/io
Z a n g a o ig o  f/a e n Z Z g  a n < / Zte. Z&afoneoZZZutZ ZZveg gu& Z a /y n Z
ty 'a r/g  Zo bZotfaZ Zmzo/c Zo “ZZ/ao^ ” (fi/tono€tnceoZ  o/oteoo&) w /i& te Z /io g  
Z iooy/ 60 Zi-e ro n o  Zwt/ooZ Zo Z ag <wek ZiZZ noocZ (Zag a n r / Z /a g  a g io o y / Zo 
g o  ou Z  a n  ( /  Znong Zn bo'tne- foe& Zi rnoovZ n o xZ  ^ ZZ. -yU. * * *
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They spent the day hunting and putting up meat for the rest of the trip. Doing this 
w as a  standard practice according to many travel accounts. Tom, as  most writers of the 
trail, reported finding, hunting, and cooking buffalo on the trail. The desecration of the 
buffalo herds of the great prairies is a black mark in American history. “The American 
buffalo ranged on early Kansas prairies in great herds. Now, around 325 wander 
through the state’s gam e preserves and many more on private ranches” (5 Kansas 
Travel & Event Guide. Topeka, KS, published by Kansas Department of Commerce & 
Housing, Travel & Tourism Development Division: 1998).
I have encountered many references to the American buffalo throughout my 
research. There were several reports of travelers being stopped cold in the journey to 
let herds of buffalo pass, sometimes days at a time. The numbers were mind boggling 
and the attitude toward their dem ise was astonishing. It ranged from a total lack of 
interest to intentional slaughter. The two most prominent reasons were to rid the prairies 
of what were considered pests to agriculture and travel and to rid the prairies of the 
Indians whose livelihood depended upon the buffalo.
Other than staples like flour and sugar, the supplies they carried from the starting 
point were m eant only to last until reaching this area highly inhabited by buffalo, or were 
m eant to be sold at the destination for remarkably high profit.
* * * Z/tot/ep t/eefo(etl fo fo<p ooet. ant/ foaoet in eamfeanp tot// //it 
meocfoanb fetn Ae/fott fetofoc/ion, an t/ tAep in //it
went ta / fen a feina/ Attn/, ant/toAifo t/tp  wene pone 
Atoat/et/ a fon pat/on Aep ofe wAi&Aep, wAicA tAo6e w/vo wene on 
eamfi tieupAt oafefot/p, tone/ afotu/ 40 Z) ’c/oeA //it o//iem 
etetne in tone/ //top- foo int/u/pet/feiee/p /Aa/ Ap efont/n a tfot/c, 
fon pattend we/te emfitp, ant/home ofet/ern wete “wi/t/ tfottnA, ”,
&o too, ot ia //tt /it, //oap /tfit Aei/ fo fiati/i on an 1/ foaee t/itni /to 
fo/t/ me fetfoafo/p /Act/ ifetAep too/c //it it/ta in //til /vant/& fo t/e 
60 tAep woa/t/maAMir-it u& ant/ 'ie/vtit t/ia/ //it /Znt/iton& /a t/ 
c/one it,**  *
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The atm osphere did get ugly caused by a hunting accident where a horse 
belonging to one of the Mexicans had been gored by a buffalo. “Outlaws took 
advantage of the vast distances and the isolation of frontier life, whether on the plains, 
mountains, or deserts. These conditions dem anded long and unprotected lines of 
transportation to move goods, people, and money, a  situation that road agents (stage 
robbers) and train robbers exploited” (Grolier). This is not to imply that the Mexican 
caravan w as a group of outlaws, it was meant to illustrate the fact that outlaw behavior 
did occur. I posit that it occurred far more often than history texts have reported in the 
past. * * * 6-a /?  / / i tn /-  no ttf- & ab/e4f upoA Jvc//tnep, o t t /  //v e m
/■'o <bo/>&V o f f , < /o n  ’/ p o u f  * * *
As many and varied as  the reasons for people to follow the trail, were the people 
them selves. In 1832 Washington Irving8 took a trip across the Plains. From the journals 
he kept, he wrote A Tour on the Prairies, which was published in 1835. In it he said, 
“There is something exciting to the imagination and stirring to the feelings, while 
traversing these hostile plains, in seeing a horseman prowling along the horizon. It is 
like descrying a  sail at sea  in time of war, when it may be either a privateer or a pirate” 
(84). Tom w as seldom lacking in imagination.
* * * t/ t0 -a& rwif fotA/ ana/r/v attain am/ a& on ana//ve/v otycttAton 
Sa/t/yttait/ //& vamfi am/ /<>/ //to ra///o tv/to/ / /  </it/
ant/a& //voJio eo-oA a &/tffl/keege- //ate/nip //to o//ve4A a///cut/t/ot&n 
am/ 'ai/Zia/ a/t In //ve/l S/an/e/A ant/ men/ /o to/eefe. </, afl/e/l 
&aan/e/vtn<f amant/ a m/t/e /att/ t/omn /tio, m/ven on /oo/c/ntp off 
/omait///to ttpe&Z ’// 6am 6ome//itn  ^//ta/ mao/o //to /ta/t va/Ae on 
tntf /tm /, t/fj/t/ //ve/ve, i/ 6ee>met/ no/ mate //van a /tam/toi/ya/u/6, 
6am aA f /  //toaoj/t/a man -VatAo, catt/tottA/y. a/t fool an i-nA/an/
8 Washington Irving is best known for his book entitled Legend of Sleepy Hollow.
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an ft //ton 6inA, wAen ufi it came, again and d  wuA 6Wte it w-aA a 
manA /naif/, Aoweee/i d  d/d not wan/ to odatin /fn> <onnft 
needteAAtg 6a d  d/d no/ Afloat, tafcing a circuit ta Aee wtia it  cato/d 
te, d  taAt Aigfd of tt  enthetg tit/ a// a t oynee d  /aid fla t down, 
fatten tig fit fefooe mo wuA a tuncA ofgoaAA witA a ctudeA of 
AeexdA an f/ie fofi, and t/ie as/nd waa/d /endtfiem tom tend tfie/n 
a//oiw ffi-e-m to dAe again, and in ffie otalAneAA tAeAe footed /i/co a 
manA head ta me ‘c6o ”, tfiintcA d , t/iat dae6 fvieffg we// and now- 
tA mg time, ” 60 d  went taoA to cnmfi and Aoiugfitg a/ioojA odd f/eAA 
to waAe Aim w/i and tAen /tainted i t  out ta Aim, Ae footedfoo a 
wti/e and d  imagined Ae toiaA getting neovauA a/t ffie time tu t 
a t foAt Ae Atammeoed “itA antg a tuneA giei/SA d  6aw it teAen 
d  /aid dawn ”, wfiiefi migAt Aeove teen a f la t and migfif not 
ang/iow d  ta d  mg ctucA/e a t Aim, * * *
J e s se  must have had a pretty good sense  of humor about things. He obviously 
had not been abusive or mean-spirited about the many mishaps or Tom would never 
have had the nerve to play this practical joke.
*  *  *  cnmfied an t/ie eaAteAn tanA a/i tAe iddomAozA liveA, 6ame 
tana fhandledgautA to oeui dgtit wuA a tang AtletcA a / tow Aitt6, 
and tetween uA and tAe6e 6taada tuge o/d mode Pfiooffcde a // 
atone, o/d feAA 6aid, “ifiagA, give me mg dfte /it/ dgive- /toot 
oddfettoiw a 6Aot ”, Ae toot good atm andflied, tu t tAe otd 
PPBttffafo fluid no attention atatt. Ptaiteg Aaiof “PftagA give me 
goool dfle and d Jtt tig it again ”, /a t to, PffiozgA gun wocA o ff fox 
60 -no one coutd Afloat it, and fta/iAon Aad no gan, 6a d  o f feted  
mg gun, (a doiut/e tamett 6/iot gun) tu t in tine dtuinAmaei 
faAfiion tAe otdfettaw di6 da in ed to tig mine, and wautd not tet 
me Afoot, tu t taaded ufi Ai6 gun and filed a Aecand 6/iot, wdiieA 
made tAe PA o f fide aio/i Ai6 tacA omd cumfieA awag aA faAt aA Ae 
coutd, 6a we tiofce camfi and a6/tueA out”fa t tAe eioAAing o f tAe 
'jddcunAaA a fvaAt tAe “cue/veA ” (fvtanoaneed caAteA) *  *  *
The stereotypical myth of the American cowboy: when a pistol appeared, a dead
body littering the street or saloon surely followed. When a rifle was drawn from the
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saddle scabbard, either a trophy-sized buffalo, bear, or Indian would fall dead in their 
tracks at least half a mile away from the man who fired. Either he was seated on the 
back of a statuesque stallion or perched backward on a wildly careening stagecoach 
holding the reigns in one hand with the rifle clutched under the opposite arm. His aim 
w as always true. His ammunition was always infinite. His dem eanor w as always 
unflappable. The bounty w as always collected. That was not so with any cowboy 
outside of Hollywood, California and especially so with these guys—my Keystone 
Cowboys.
The problem w as their deplorable state of preparedness. Hays’ gun was “off fix,” 
meaning the sights were not adjusted. Carson did not even have a gun. How far afield 
of the American Cowboy stereotype this is.
* * * ^  m atte i t  a /tty  A t  a n t/ aA o lt/ Am//vtam /becl t/ia t me­
mo a lt/ cam/t aA botm aA me y o t acAoAb tei/A a  m il/, a n t/
a fte t me me/ie- a ll  btxfe/y ttetoAb, a w  A atl to AitoA a /i a m / 
be^eeUtl mi/e- a /t tAe lot/am on the teebt bit/e o f  tAe ■titter tefoAe me 
ca-m /tetl, you  m tiy  Ae/ieee m e tee teeAe a / t  m tzt/ a n t/ a l l  butoAe 
bome a t  c/tZ /feAA, tyu ie/ly o f  cottAbe, la /  anyA i/y, ten t/ / /  le /ieee  
l/i-a t Amu/ a  itoo /t of? P/letlb/inA eom e a/mm ttA t-Aem, they meta/e/ 
Amoee me t  a teetAAn Aeee/i/ion * * *
In this region a river that you could step across could swell to life endangering 
proportions with a  torrential Missouri downpour. This practice of crossing before 
camping becam e a routine no matter how tired the crew was or how far they had come. 
Not crossing beforehand could mean serious delays, or, worse, loss of life and property. 
“Caravans usually forded rivers before stopping for the night in case  overnight storms 
raised river levels...” (Historical Marker at the Neosho River crossing).
*  *  *  Ay tAe te-a-y tee Aaet no/ been a biny/e int/men binee lemeiny 
“9/a/n ttt Zt'tee/ ” tin t/ only one IheAe, foA the Aetzben t/ia t PM ill 
PMen/ Amu//tAoeeet/et/ aA only a fete t/ayb tei/A a te/m/e hain fa ll 
t f  bu/i/i/yA to </eat oat to them a t Aib te/iieA teaA alma/
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tw e n ty . m iteA . ttf t  t/v e  w e i  ^ c » *  ttsdiefce «  » « 4 «  a # /  t/ie  . d n d ia n A  
ttp&ie. a d t c < n y fc e y c itin y  /54eie; t te a t  iA « /  <d'<ytt *
t t i e t i  tennteA. ;A b a f if itie d 0, a n d it& A o w ed eM n & ttm a te  dhenem t& A ifi 
in  o /d  fa  t o t e  a d 'r .a n /a y e  o ^  ttu&  ctw w ni& faince. f la t t ia d  i t
te e n  otteA w dA e  «e« w e u td , in  m y  tia in /d e  c fu n io n , neneA  tw n e , 
ttA ifa e d  a t  out- (le c tin  a t  fa n  n ob w o a td  tftw & e  te e n  tieA e fa  t e t t  ^ o a ­
t/v e  A fa'i/y. * * *
It can be presum ed that Je sse  shared stories of some of his experiences with 
Tom and the crew about the Indian tribes he had encountered in the past. Tom may 
have been prejudiced by these  anecdotes. His last statem ent indicates that, at least for 
his sister’s benefit, he w as implying the possibility of evil intent on the part of the Indians 
had they not been preoccupied. However, this information w as being shared in a  private 
forum; the information would have had little impact on the rest of the world. There were 
travelers, however, who had larger voices and who could plant seeds of suspicion and 
fear in many ears around the world.
As I mentioned before, Washington Irving traveled the trail and this is what he 
reported. “There is always some wild untamed tribe of Indians, who form, for a time, the 
terror of a frontier, and about whom all kinds of fearful stories are told. Such, at present, 
was the case with the Paw nees, who rove the regions between the Arkansas and the 
Red River, and the prairies of Texas. ...[SJometimes engaged in hunting the deer and 
buffalo, sometimes in warlike and predatory expeditions; for, ...their hand is against 
every one, and every one’s hand against them” (Irving 75-76). Although not entirely 
untrue, statem ents like these led readers to believe that any encounter would inevitably 
lead to conflict.
9 Bent’s  Fort “[In 1833 Ceran] St. Vrain and two well-known trapper brothers, William and 
Charles Bent, chose a site on the Arkansas River [in present day Colorado] and built Bent’s  Fort, 
which becam e a primary stop on the Santa Fe Trail” (Gragg 29).
10 David Lavender, author of Bent’s  Fort wrote. “So on September 15 [1858] the [Kansas City] 
Journal of Commerce sent a reporterto the docks fora direct interview. ...Shortly after talking to 
the reporter, William [Bent] started toward the fort” (361).
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* * * Iflvat nlyht tfa/dey bald “Ifloyb, tnal&A lAe eatnfi yeed 
tonlyht andlei live cattle ye to A—I” andbald Ae “evil 
that have -rvot anvmanltlen, bay bo, andleadyoaA. yanb oat of' 
mine, and Ae continued, If'It loll yea Uvat Had male Aab teen 
acbebb the fvlalnb lefebe ”, (-vefeAblny to one of Alb ftalv of mateb) 
and If an If-nfetn eomeb In bmelhny dlbtance yea JH bee Aev balbe 
A-ell andfvtoll tefv Aev flclcetfvln, andye If bite can, and yea 
may le t thavb Ifnfonb clebe, then
Although J e s se ’s stories and statem ents seem  bigoted and prejudicial, he did 
have at least one experience on which to base his beliefs. Recall that records indicate 
that he had to request remuneration from the United States government for merchandise 
losses at the hands of Indians. “They [Indians] had little compunction and much skill at 
stealing from the emigrants [and traders], paying special attention to livestock" (Jennings 
368). On this trip Je sse  was more concerned about losing the trade items than he was 
about the livestock. He had no intention of making the greater profit from the animals.
According to Reitter, “The following was reported by the U. S. Senate Committee
on Indian Affairs of the 32nd Congress:
The committee on Indian Affairs have examined the Memorial of Henry C. 
Miller, and Phillip W. Thompson praying indemnity for Indian 
depredations, also, the Memorial of Je sse  B. Turley of the sam e tenor 
and to the sam e effect, and find the following facts established by 
competent testimony. The Memoralists [sic] in the Spring of 1847 started 
from the State of Missouri with goods wares, and Merchandize in wagons 
bound for Santa fae [sic], New Mexico, whilst on their way across the 
plains. [TJhey were attacked by Indians supposed to be O sages, on the 
Arkansas River; the Indians succeeded in the attact [sic] and took from 
the Memorialists and drove off fifty-five oxen, forty three of them the 
property of Miller, and Thompson, the remainder the property of Turley.
[I]t appears that there was neither fault or negligence on the part of the 
Memorialist, the United States were at peace with all the Indian tribes on 
the prairies at that time. [T]he Memorialists were engaged in a  lawfull 
[sic] calling, and were lawfully in the Indian Country. [N]o attempt at 
reprisals has been made by the Memorialists. The Memorialists claim 
from the Government indemnity not only for the value of the property 
taken by the Indians, but all the dam ages which they suppose they have 
sustained in consequence of the act of robbery. The Committee are [sic]
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of the opinion that this case  come[s] within the provisions of the law 
regulating intercourse with the Indian tribes approved June 30th 1834 and 
that the Memorialists are entitled to the benefit of its provisions; and 
nothing more, and therefore report a Bill to enable them to have the 
benefit of said act. In the Senate of the United States, March 1852. 
Ordered to be printed Mr. Atchison m ade the following REPORT to 
accompany bill S. 307. Senate bill S-307 w as read the third time and was 
passed  in the Senate  13 August 1852.
Reitter wrote, “It was then sent to the House of Representatives and the Journal 
only reports the receipt of the bill and not that it was passed, so it is not known whether 
J e s se  B. Turley w as paid for his losses to the Indians in 1847” (Turley Papers, Arrow 
Rock Visitor Center). I have not yet seached the records to discover whether or not he 
w as paid.
J e s se  w as protecting his investment and knew that there was a great threat to 
that investment in this area. Turley was correct in his assessm ent that all should be 
wary.
* * * it mubt tiaee teen ol tatetoe (fi'doct, t i e  PMtaet m a te
baibed tieb iiead ab i fa faiigAitened a n d game a bnobt t i a t  it beamed 
to me o a g tit to a m a te n  t/ve d e a d , a  n  i t  tie/n commenced 
cabeening fe n d tbging to get amag, (ttieg mebe tetmeen ab a n d  
t i e  bieeb, a /e n g  ttie iantb ofa? tediicA t i e  widow tmbtieb gbem a 
denbe mabb), btie gave a tbemendoab tubc.A, ttie faictetfain fatem 
tend a a ta g  went ttie  mute, f a ic te tfain and ad, d  ofa coabbe 
ia b te n e d to maten o td  ffebb a n d eocfatain ttie b ita a tio n  in ab few 
w-cbdb ab fanbbttde tie 'lobe on tub ettom, gbabfaing tub bifate beadg 
flob action a n d  ab nebvoab ab one te it/ i  ttie agae, baid tie, “mate 
ttie ottieb togb ” “wiie/ie a/ie ttieg ”? d  exfatained £t€agb mob in tub 
wagon and toabbon in tub, tie baid, w iiti an oatii “f a a ii  e/m oat 
tg ttie tieetb, mate c m get ufa, ” toot it wab no eabg goto- to mate 
ttie faioob faettoabb, get tg  dint ofafautting and btiating d  fainafatg 
got one ufa and ttien ttie ottieb, totti butting ttieib egeb and 
baieabing a t teing dibtabted, (tat d  wab tang enoagti atcut 
getting ttiem ufa to attoan a bingie indian to Aave faiat an abbow
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tAiAouyA aft f f  uA?* , i^  tAeie Aieu/ Seen one tAeAe, tAat /a t/ tAe 
c/iAfioAition A<i to t/o, w/iieA >/t/o not fetieee tAeke wtzA, Aomet/iiny 
e/Ae f'iy  /  te n tt/ t/ie, mute ant/ ctouAet/ if. to Aon off) .
///oAtey SecoAniny ■'teoAAttAet/ fie, Aait/ “&cm, Atone ytiu SieaA tAe 
‘SBeSt* Safety ”? ■ / /km/mo//ean/it toniy/t, <//Se/t/Aim, ((One 
f f  my, cattte afuteiyA woAe a Siy ox Sett toAeneoet Ae wttA SooAe 
foom tAe wtzyen) if/e Aait/ “Of/OayA you, ant/ t/aAAon Atone/yaait/ 
awAite, ” &Aey fiAomiAetS f f  couAAe ant/we AtaAteoSttfi tAe AioeA, 
aA tAat tooA tAe way t/ey  A/at/et/ a t t/at/t, tAete tooA -no moon 
ant/ if tooA yoite t/at/t /a t we cott/tSff/Sow u/i tAe -t/oeA eaAy 
eneuyA f f t tAe bant/ A/S/a toeAe on ottA Seff ant/tAe noeA on ouA 
niyAt, affeA yotny a/eat a mite, a/t/oay/i i t  AeemetSffse, toe 
came to wAeAe tAe caft/e toeAe tyiny t/own, we went on Seyemot 
t/iem an t/ AtaAtecStAem ttfi ant/ t/tooe tAem t/own neo/tty to ottA 
camfi wAeAe we teff tAem ant/ tAey a ft Aeon /ait/ t/own ayain, 
fte went. Suae A to camfi, ant//ittf cat yttnA aasay ant/ /fiuAtey a&tr 
ifi “tAey tout Aeen anytAiny o fi t/ie mate ”? “*Ao, nottiiny ”, 
“/M'ett, ” A ait/ Ae, “aAo iA yone / /  AfioAe., ” //fiAofioAet/ tAat toe 
AfioatcS taAe a tooA fioA tieA, astiicA toe t/it/ witAoat effect, ant/ 
t/iinyA SooAet/ Aot/ieA SSue, / /  te/f you, an t/ (/A/ ^ eAA Awete tAat 
Ae woa/t/ taAe a ffte  centfiieee fioA tAe cAance o fi eooi yettiny Set 
ayain, Sett wfi/e toe weAe tat/tiny aft came tAe mate, to o u a  no 
tittte  AuAfitiAe fioA aA A/e /km/ Seen yone neaA/y oA yaife an SioaA,
S ff i/S AaAe tee woa/t/ not yet AeA tAat niytit an t/ Sf tAoayAit tAat 
t/ie/ie toetA a cAanee, //a t a A/layy/iny //nt/ian foam Aome 
neiyASotiny camfi, fieAAafivA, /tat/ Seen, fiAototiny at,cunt/ one/ 
/a t/ tuee/ to “A/amfiet/e " tAe mtt/eA, Sat Aat/ Aaeceet/et/ toitA on ty 
one, Sett affeA tAe mute came SoieA, tAe cotAe wot,A tonexfitinaSte / /  
SAouyAt, Ae 3  t/it/ not SotAeA myAet^ anymoAe Sat /ait/ t/own ant/ 
Atefit Aottnt/fy unfitf tAe Attn wooA Aiy/t atoee t/ie S/aAteAn 
Aiouyen. * * *
11 Not a difficult feat in that the bow and arrow had long proven to be a worthy opponent to the 
muzzle-loaded long gun. “The Sioux, who were constantly engaged in war with the Pawnee in 
the early days, had great respect for the Pawnee’s use of the bow and arrow in battle. One Sioux 
told me that the Pawnee were capable of shooting their arrows in such a manner ‘that arrows 
would curve right up under your shield and wound you.’ While this seem s highly unlikely, it at 
least show s the degree of respect the Sioux had for their traditional enem y’s prowess in battle” 
(Powers 51).
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The pride of the American West, these sons of pioneers, hated being awakened. 
Fortunately, there were no intruders with which to contend, the mule found her way back 
and they returned to their slumber.
J e s se  chose to cross the Jornada—a sixty-mile stretch of waterless land. 
Beginning in present day Lakin, Kansas, just west of present day Dodge City, Santa Fe 
Trail travelers had two route options. The Mountain Route through Raton P ass in 
Colorado was one— and the first—and the other w as the Cimarron Route. The mountain 
route w as harder to traverse because rocks, boulders, and fallen trees often blocked the 
path. Many places in the road were barely wide enough for a  wagon to have all four 
wheels on it. The steep inclines and declines were no picnic for the beasts of burden or 
the drivers who hoped to maintain control of them. Winter com es earlier and harshly in 
higher elevations.
The Cimarron Route took an immediate southwesterly direction, passed through 
the southwest com er of Kansas, nearly bisected the Oklahoma panhandle and ran 
directly into the northwest comer of New Mexico.12 The route w as fairly flat but it was 
sandy. Anyone who has walked any distance on a beach knows how difficult it is on 
muscles. Even more difficult is pulling a vehicle weighing in excess of two and a half 
tons on hard wooden wheels little more than five or six inches wide. There w ere few 
landmarks to follow, which made getting lost frighteningly easy, and there was virtually 
no water or forage for the animals. The potential for Indian attack was also much 
greater on this route. “...[It] w as considered an uninhabitable desert, a place to be 
gotten through quickly” (Simmons 145-146). Why did Turley choose this one? If all 
w ent well, this route could shave ten or eleven days off of the time it took to make it into 
Santa Fe. The indications are that Turley was more interested in his cargo getting there
12 The state nam es and boundary designations were created after Tom was on the Trail and have 
been used for the reader’s convenience.
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safely than he w as about his livestock. He did not have to worry about keeping weight 
on his animals for sale. They carried their own water, to be used sparingly, and he knew 
that many of the Indians had gone to Bent’s Fort. Most important, he had to make up 
the time that had been already lost. It w as well into October by the time they reached 
this point.
* * * m e, A ta d  a A td ved  a d  do'teedc- ” tedveAe m>aA a  leotdeA /vo/e, Ao
ayadn and aA tine, arnee, mdd/vin fen 
md/eA ofl/Ae “docmmaAon, dtdee/i ”, //fuA/ey, dedeAtndneed/o VeAd 
ton/i// //te ne^ c/ mcAndnep,
neededAeA/-, c m  a /o cA  m d  flam/A/iedfloA mudeA andflood,
Ao me “coAla/ded” ottA maopcaA andfitefvated AetfiflieA * * *
a n d / o  ua / / maA a  y ta / e f l u / / , a n d  m a c  At
“Soon after entering the present state of Oklahoma, the SFT crossed to the south 
bank of the Cimarron River at a well-known site called Willow Bar. It took its name from 
a stand of willow trees growing on a sandbar in midstream” (Simmons 148). While here 
at the Willow Bar Je sse  must have told the crew som e of its history. There are several 
stories, most of which are too lengthy and have no place here.
*  *  *  a // / /  ane/A et tA / e /d  o f l /coo  m e w , on, m /ia / eA c  added “tesdddom /a t  ” 
/todd /n op  a /  Scotf AemeAad /v ttA vd ved  d /n d /a n A  todvo toeA e /loA dd/e, ^  
A/dflddntp /A e /'t flvoAdddonA o v n d  fl/vcntf /Atedi d fl/eA  eweAty / /m e  con in d /an  
c a m e  u s///tin  le a e / i ,  a n d / t f  /Ae m a if  e /d  d d d e y ,/teen /ed ca d  /Ae 
“todddom S a l ”  /o  m e  mdve/n me, A ea cd ved / / ,  a n d  //u a  A flie //e d a  
fv ie S /y , AdoA^, flej'i /Ate “/s a l ”  m aA  an tf/A /ny /a d  'to m a n d /c  /o o d /n ep  / /  
m aA Aomflid^ a  fia /cA  o fl m/ddom aAau/sA //t o /  deeded /e m e  aA /AieugAt a  
daAtpe A cg ed  deep c e a / d  n o d  Adc/e /idm A edfl on , nine At /eAA c o a d d  a  m a n  d o  
Ao. j d n d y e d  @ /d  duA /enf A e e m e d a flflie n d e d m /v e m  / / A a tjg eA d ed a A  
m a c A . * * *
According to records, by 1858 Je sse  had been traveling this trail for nearly thirty 
years. He must have heard many reports from friends and acquaintances as well as
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having had experiences of his own. If the situation he described had involved som eone 
he knew, it was small wonder he was
While they were camped a lone man walked in and surprised them. Tom 
described him as  “.. .«  U p  b ix  f t e tm  e flte n  d n e tia n ” It appears that he had come to
investigate because he and his party were camped nearby. They shared supper and 
smoked "tAe /ti/ie effieaee with him. Although it is more likely that he spoke English,
it is possible that Turley communicated in the language of the Kiowa. Tom did not say.
*  *  /I atn pettinp atieeiel e^ tnp blc>tp, to CfCioaia
left ab ab mpbtedeeebtp teb Ae came ant/ttfteb fvtettinp tAinpb te 
eiptitb t&e a ll be ftei, aA d  Anew, ment to bteefi, - dftbpotfibedembtp 
te beep
bteel tenet it  teeeb tub ieebinebb te led  tefteb it, Aib natne mob 
u<3bmninpe ” (mlticA in SnptibA ib SPteneltzp) tenet ab etet ftbb lalleeel 
SPfuenibA ftuentlp it tneip te that lUcmiinpe tveildieet ceotnfe teb melt 
teb tAe bled. *  * *
Domingo will be the most difficult person to trace. Much more has been written 
about the trail running from the east to the west than there has been written about the 
trail originating in the west. I would like to stress here that it was a two-way economic 
institution and that much work needs to be done to illuminate the importance of Mexican 
caravans, and their contribution to the success of the Santa Fe Trail.
When they arrived at Lower Springs they found the camp from which ud U .
oH teeeei' had come. Turley must have sent an invitation, through their lone visitor, for a
dinner meeting. Even now, for anyone to entertain fifteen or twenty guests, a significant 
am ount of food must be prepared. Even for a  simple meal we pull out a thirty-cup coffee 
maker and throw a large casserole into the oven. Turley’s crew had neither. They had 
coffeepots that were filled with water to which the grounds were added directly and they
t/v c d  fi&& A ittedi c/n& frtAi fed , <z A edued fe d  &A&
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had the sam e utensils to use for thirty a s  they did for the original five. Most important, 
they did not have an oven and they did not have wood for a fire. They had to use buffalo 
chips (dried buffalo feces) and scrub twigs.
* * *' < w </ w e  fiAeflaAeetfloA a  namteA ofl in/m t e t t ('/S oa 20) 
anit Aif tAe fame, me fiat/ ottA fete tmitt tAe -dntlieonA came ttoo/iintp 
onto ott/i cantfl at teaAt a Aunetleet oA a tiunitteftfliflty AtAemtp, 
made tenetfema/e, “flaflcoAeA ” e f la ttAoa/ a ant/Atfe,A, Z/tiiefl'A ant/ 
tatf memteAA, ZtttA/etf tteAtf ifeeectctif tiiM'cAn et/ tAe t/teeflA ant/ 
btte/i anotAeA “ZtZtQ tt-ZtZ(d W' ”, an t/ tiantt Atiatctnep, a tt aAoanet t? 
neeeeA eixfleAeemcett SefloAe cA bonce. * * *
Turley had chosen his crew well. Fear or anxiety or anger overcame none of 
them; they managed. It seem s that the work responsibilities were shared by all and that 
no one person had a designated job. This was unusual—then again, so was the size of 
J e s s e ’s caravan. In larger caravans nearly everyone had designated responsibilities. 
There were cowboys who watched the livestock. There were cooks, usually one for 
each m ess, or group, of six or eight people. There was a wagonm aster and his 
assistant. “The duty of the wagonm aster was about the sam e as that of a captain of a 
steam boat or ship, his commands being implicitly obeyed... The assistant 
wagonm aster’s duty w as to carry out the wagonmaster’s instructions, and he would often 
be at one end of the train while the m aster was a t the other, as the train was moving” 
(Majors 103-105).
AS Tom said, “eA pe/tifetieatf m aA  c o n e tu c te e tm ttA  t t ie  a tm o A t eteeejAeem ." 
When SUpper w as finished, * * * tA e  c tee flA  bea tectttvem b et& eA  on a  Aom a n t t t t ie  
t e a t /  c tite flfu o tte e t o a t tA e  ta & t tr e a ty . tA a t ttie  tio e e A n m e .n t A a tt m a tte  m ttA  
tA e m , te n e t aA m e, ta  n  tjfe t/ in  a n e itticA  Aoee bteonetonej in  fltty n t o fl tA e  m  Z ttie ^
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tu x n t/e t/ i t  to  o td  £eA&  tznet Ae fiU 'to n  t /e t /  to ie-a</ it, t/ie n  Aeotuted it to me a n d 1?  
d i d 'loaet it*s, too ofl cotOiAe boud it toaA “good” andatt&A00A Aandb again e « #  
it* * *
According to Jean  Tyree Hamilton, “The Kiowas and Com anches had signed a 
treaty in 1853 with the government that pledged them to remain peaceful for ten years. 
The government agreed to pay them $18,000 in commodities yearly. The Indians found 
the treaty difficult to keep and beginning in 1858 they becam e a serious and constant 
threat to the trail" (3). Tom did not say what the treaty he read was about. There is little 
chance of ever knowing for certain what treaty it was. Unfortunately, government 
treaties with the American Indians were no laughing matters. Usually made to be broken 
when whites deem ed it necessary, these treaties rarely pacified the Indians for long. 
None too amazing either was asking for confirmation about what had been written.
There were times when language barriers, being unable to read, and irascible
behavior created negative results.
"Outwardly, Peacock14 and Kiowa Chief Satank were 'great friends and 
chums [source not cited].' Actually Peacock ridiculed Satank. The Indian 
had asked Peacock to write a letter of recommendation, a sort of good 
character reference, which he could show, to whites on the trail. When 
Satank showed the letter to carvan [sic] captains and others, he w as 
chased off. Suspecting something w as wrong with the letter, he asked 
som eone to read it. It said that Satank was the 'dirtiest, laziest, lousiest 
vagabond on the Plains. If he com es to your camp, kick him out [source 
not cited].' Upon learning of Peacock's written betrayal, Satank lured 
Peacock out into the open on Septem ber 9, 1860, then shot and scalped 
him" (McCoy 119).
Trust is often abused and too often it can be mistaken for w eakness or child-like 
innocence. Cultural differences were never more clearly illustrated than when the 
journalist Horace Greeley tried to define Indians for the benefit of his white readers.
13 Tom implied that J esse  had not read the treaty, but that he, Tom, had. J e s se ’s  ability to read 
is placed in doubt.
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But the Indians are children...Some few of the chiefs have a narrow and 
short-sighted shrewdness,..they are utterly incompetent to cope in any 
way with the European or Caucasion race...Any band of schoolboys, from 
ten to fifteen years of age, are quite as capable of ruling their appetites, 
devising and upholding a  public policy, constituting and conducting a 
state or community, as  an average Indian tribe...the aborigines of this 
country will be practically extinct within the next fifty years” (Greeley 
151).
He w as somewhat correct in predicting extinction. The Indian way of life, as they 
knew it, w as crushed before the end of the century. His assessm en t of their behavior, 
however, is not at all like that which Tom reported. According to G ene and Mary Martin, 
J e s se  and his crew had done the impossible. "[In 1858] It was almost impossible to 
travel the Cimarron Cutoff for the next two years as  the hostile Comanche and Kiowa 
Indians were on the warpath” and the very next year, “The Kiowas declared war on the 
United S tates (9). The statesm anship of Turley and his crew and the group of Kiowa 
Indians brought about a peaceful conclusion to this meeting.
*  *  *  (Dtd ffe&d ta d  me tod* a wooden taotod and fitt i t  w itt tAe 
totacco and emfity it into a cotoneb o f ttie tiead totiefd ttantot, 
tie Siotdiny it, and do on atoianot ttie wtode fiovity titt Si it  lin t St 
emfitied tmo and it /nay Siawe teen ttnee o f ttiode daot&. Sttven 
ttey  we^ e in fob tmdiny, and St tite  a foot tiiod to tlade rny 
dVoavy 'lewctw&i fon a fiony. S ifitedit and tten tano/edif to a
dyaaai and dt»e fin d  it, ta t “no da*afi ” coatd St /notio, ftoi/rt
*  *  *
Frances Jennings, author of The Founders of America From Earliest Migration to 
the P resent, wrote, “Most of the persons involved in the migration, Anglos and Indians 
alike, were sensible, practical people who m ade the best arrangem ents possible in the 
circum stances” (368). Fortunately for everyone involved the picture that was presented 
w as a  huge outdoor market in the middle of a sandy nowhere.
14 Peacock was the proprietor and owner of Allison’s  Ranch after William Allison died in 1859.
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Unfortunately, Tom’s letters ended before telling his sister about the completion 
of his Santa Fe Trail journey with Je sse  Turley. In 1883 he wrote a very brief statem ent 
about his trip and he said that he, personally, stopped at Ft. Union and spent some time 
there before pressing on into Santa Fe.
Before ending this section, I would like to include an essay  that had originally 
been written to fulfill a  requirement for the 1999 Winter Session graduate class at the 
University of Michigan-Flint, for Dr. Bruce Rubenstein, Professor and Chair of History. I 
am doing this for two reasons.
First, I omitted and reserved one of Tom’s experiences from the former section 
because it was one that gave me the greatest sense  of Tom’s character. His behavior, 
as  he reported it to his sister, w as far from stereotypical. To me, it w as extraordinary. 
After much research, I have found that this behavior was not extraordinary. In fact, it 
w as the type of behavior that enabled so many people of diverse backgrounds to interact 
within the environment of the Santa Fe Trail and within the institution of international 
trade the trail facilitated.
The second reason I have given it a place of its own is a s  an example of the type 
of work I would eventually like to do with these letters: to take each subject, to research 
it to my satisfaction, then to share my work with others. There are many such pieces in 
process. Tom’s letters were that rich in subject matter.
Tom and the Kaw
He is a  dark skinned, war-painted, sharp-featured, nearly naked, screaming man 
wearing a war bonnet with feathers trailing behind him in the wind, carrying in one hand 
a tomahawk and in the other the bloody scalp of a young, long-haired, blonde woman.
He sits astride a painted horse with no saddle. He is juiced into a killing frenzy by 
firewater; or, ready to get into a fight in a bar because he is juiced on firewater. The
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image of the drunken pagan still lingers. This is the ultimate boogey man. This is the 
wild savage that lives on wild game, berries, nuts and fruit. This is the creature that is 
different in every way, except one, from the white Christian. The only similarity is that 
the Indian walks upright.
It has been over one hundred years since the Indian Wars officially ended. This 
image has withstood the Civil War, two world wars, Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq—in which 
American Indians fought side-by-side with white Americans. It has withstood the equal 
rights movement of the 1960s and the politically correct movement of the 1990s. Not the 
only image, but—when admitted—it is still the most prevalent.
My purpose is to present a man who experienced none of the societal influences 
which may have changed his image of American Indians—other than the Civil War—yet 
one who was, from his writing, more inclined to develop his own images. He seem ed to 
allow circumstances to dictate his actions, rather than depend on stereotype.
This essay  is about, twenty-five-year-old Thomas G. Newnam’s interactions with, 
and opinions of the American Indians whom he saw and met while driving a wagon-load 
of trade goods with Je sse  Turley and three other wagoneers from Arrow Rock, Missouri 
to Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the Santa Fe Trail. Tom's comments have been taken 
from letters that he wrote to his sister in 1872 about his adventures in 1858.
Born in 1833, nearly his entire life was spent west of the Mississippi River, a 
good portion of it wandering through the ever-changing western frontier, at a time when 
the United S tates w as at war with American Indians. Given the climate of the times and 
the environment in which he found himself, one must find him an admirable character in 
depending on his own judgement rather than succumbing to prejudice and bigotry.
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A question about Tom that begs to be answered is what he knew and when and 
how did he find it out. W hat did he know about the American Indians that he might 
encounter? From whom or what had he received his information? Obviously, he was 
not exposed to national news television broadcasts as we are today. He did, however, 
have access to new spapers—albeit, doubtfully, the sam e day they were printed as we 
have today. "In a free society where new spapers are readily available, the editorial 
pages serve as  an irrefutable guide to the things that matter. Events, situations, or ideas 
that are of little or no intrinsic importance may be of dramatic consequence if the public 
perceives them so. And at the sam e time, those things that rightfully should be of 
concern may go unnoticed until the editorial writers call them to public attention" (Hays 
xxiii).
Horace Greeley, editor of the New York Tribune, was notorious for his derogatory 
comments about the American Indian. "To the prosaic observer, the average Indian of 
the woods and prairies is a being who does little credit to human nature—a slave of 
appetite and sloth..." (Bender 134). This is the information that Tom had. Of course, he 
also heard rumors and wild reports spread by word-of-mouth as he resided in Arrow 
Rock, Missouri that, at one time, w as the point at which the Santa Fe Trail began with 
outbound traffic, and ended with inbound traffic. "The famous Santa Fe Trail.. . becam e 
an important highway of frontier traffic, and the South Plains tribes watched and 
sometimes raided the caravans" (Debo 105). This w as absolutely true, and I am sure 
that Tom listened with bated breath as  he sat in Huston's tavern in Arrow Rock. I am 
also certain that the stories got better and grislier with each repetition—and with each 
shot of whiskey.
Here is one story that exemplifies the stories that might have been told.
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The cavalier Kiowas were given ample offense in difficulties with 
tradesm en along the Santa Fe Trail, and for years the shout of 'Kiowayl' 
w as the most dreaded of the Trail's alarms. Som e footloose parties, 
however, were quite honestly out for loot, an employment as old and 
honorable as  humanity. One such, m ade up apparently of a few 
Com anche youths, was idling along the Cimarron cutoff of the Santa Fe 
Trail in the summer of 1831, and there met the Galahad of mountain men, 
Jedediah Strong Smith... They told som eone later, it seem s, that they 
joked with him while they casually used the mirrors hanging in their hair to 
blind Jed 's  horse, causing him to spook, and while Jed was busy trying to 
m anage the horse they ran him through with lances... His pistols turned 
up for sale in Taos. (Brandon 380)
Admittedly, these  letters were written fourteen years after Tom was on the trail 
and these may not have been his exact thoughts and reactions at the time; however, in 
1872 the "Indian Wars" were more violent and extreme than those in 1858.
In Tom’s first letter, dated April 12, 1872, he explains how he lied to get the job 
with J e s se  Turley. He wrote about how he and his colleagues got lost and wandered 
around for six days and nights. He told her about getting a wagon stuck in the muddy 
bottom of a river and being helped out by a more experienced crew. After loading the 
wagons with trade goods in Kansas City, Missouri, and driving an additional one 
hundred fifty miles into Kansas, he com es to a  point in his narrative where he tells her 
for the first time about meeting some American Indians.
* * * iA e /A in g  m a te  /la f if ie n  e d  / i d  tee- ie a e /ie d  /o c te n c i/ Ah'Uwe, 
A e/ie 6a m  a 6 d / / l e a f f / t /  a /  //te  / itn e , / / te  m i /d d n d ia n 6 o f* //te  
f d a i a 6,  i t  te a 6 a  f ta s d  tAe- //C am  /i/S e } a n d  /A e^  teeAe 6a n d  i c  
d u ; hy, / / te i t  in /e /m e /tn tn a e u e a /ie n  m i / /  / / te  te/it/eA - a m /  / / te  
d e^ n a ta /i^ in ^r effiee/6  eyjZ/Ae a 66e e ia /ie m  ate. 6a e A  /A a /  /<if /a y  d
d  6am dating /Ae
m /te /e  / i / f i . 9 /te y . m e te  e e d e e / i n a /  / / e  “ //'to n e  ”flc/t / / e i i  ^ a d  
/ a n /  60 /A  A a d a  g o o d e f tfo o d w n ity  o f  6e e i n / / v e t n ,  a /n d a f/e A  
6e e in tf  6e  tn a n y . e /A e '16 a ^ /e t, d  e -o a /d  /m /  n -c/e /A e  d i^ fe /ie n e e . /d b  
/ /u  6 maA /A e  / a d  /A e  m d ti/e  6e///e tn e/n /A  te e  /a w iie d  in  /A e  
e ie in i/ty  “A /a ten ei/ A/yewe ” m n /i/  neoc/ m cA n in tp . * * *
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After having read the editorial remark from the new spaper in 1857, and, through 
retrospect, assuming that this w as not an aberrant statement, it is interesting that Tom 
would have attributed the state of the people to "intercommunication" rather than to 
som e inherent tendencies of American Indian people in general. Tom was absolutely 
correct in his assessm ent. The "Kaw" were, by this time, 1858, a dependent and broken 
tribe.
The Kaw Indians are also called Kansa, Kanze, Kansas, Kanza. "The 
Kansa... received their nam e from the O sage who called them K once  referring to 'wind' 
or 'southwind p eop le '" (Powers 34), and before they were disturbed by the removals of 
the eastern tribes, "their original home was in the vicinity of Topeka [Kansas]" (Powers 
34). The state of Kansas was named after the tribe.
Council Grove, to which Tom refers, was not only the place where many 
caravans met in order to travel together in safety, but it was also the place where this 
particular tribe w as assigned to an agency. It w as also the site of the Kaw Mission, one 
of the schools run by the Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church. As one 
of the agreem ents made by the U. S. government, the mission was designed—and paid 
for from the proceeds directed toward the Kaw for the lands they ceded—to educate 
Kaw children in the hopes of enabling them to assimilate with the white population. It, 
like other such institutions, was a  failure and w as no longer in service when Tom went 
through.
“They [Kaw] are one of the...Siouan linguistic family...” (Powers 34, Debo 11, 
Lowie 5), "...had patrilineal clans" (Lowie 97), and “they were divided into three bands: 
the Gaholi, or ‘Creek’ band ...; the M onhazuli or ‘Yellow cutbank’ band ...; and Bigiu, or 
‘Nickel’ band (so called because they were first to receive five-cent pieces)... The three 
bands were in turn divided into numerous subdivisions. The tribe was governed by the
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leaders of the five most important clans and the office was hereditary...” (Powers 34). 
The term patrilineal m eans "...the common ancestor was traced through the father..." 
(Powers 90).
Never a large tribe when compared to other Plains tribes, the following chart was 
taken from several sources to illustrate its decline.
Estimated Population of 
the Kaw Tribe
1780 3,300
1822 1,850
1850* 1,700
18554* 1,150
19004* 200
1937 515
Sources: (Lowie 12), ^(Powers 36), ^(Thornton 
127).
Why the decline? Disease and starvation, lies, and wars. "That Amerindian history in 
and of itself did not stand still is eminently clear, but with the incursion of the European, 
historical events led toward a crescendo of disaster that brought the Indian peoples to 
the brink of extermination. In different parts of the continent the process was more or 
less accelerated in its pace, but the Plains were the scene of its most dramatic 
expression" (Leacock [Weltfish] 200).
DISEASE AND STARVATION
The Kaw, among other Plains tribes, had been exposed to white men's d iseases 
to which they had no natural immunities. According to Russell Thornton, author of 
American Indian Holocaust and Survival: A Population History Since 1492 and Henry F.
Dobyns, in his 1983 publication Their Number Became Thinned.
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...27 nineteenth-century epidemics of Old World pathogens among North 
American Indians: 13 of smallpox, five of m easles three of cholera, two of 
influenza, and one each of diphtheria (in Canada), scarlet fever (in 
Canada), tularemia, and malaria. According to Dobyns, more epidemics 
occurred between 1800 and 1900 than during any of the three previous 
centuries (although this may indicate only greater information about 
American Indians of the nineteenth century). Other diseases, such as 
syphilis and tuberculosis, also devastated American Indians during the 
century. (91)
Thornton also lists whooping cough as a mortal d isease (126). Even those who 
survived the d iseases were still at risk. "...The Kansa population was further reduced by 
over 1,000, in part because of m easles and whooping cough, in large part because of 
malnutrition and exposure, 'conditions that slowly but certainly m ade the afflicted 
individuals succumb to the ravages of respiratory and digestive disorders, as well as 
outright starvation' (Unrau, 1973: 322)" (Thornton 126).
W here did these come from? Prior to 1836 "... It is said that the smallpox was 
brought to the northern plains by a steam boat traveling the Missouri River, and killed
10.000 American Indians there in but a few weeks including '2,000 Pawnee' and '100 
Kansa' in a 'very short time'... In a Kiowa winter count, the winter of 1839-40 is noted 
as  Ta'dalkop Sai ('Smallpox Winter")" (Thornton 94). Friendly and unfriendly 
intermingling of all the Plains tribes, Northern and Southern, created extreme decreases 
in population. Consider where the Plains tribes were located and how extensive w as the 
territory they covered. Their culture area covered what is currently northern Texas, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, eastern Colorado, eastern Wyoming, Nebraska, 
Iowa, western Wisconsin, Minnesota, South and North Dakota, Montana and about
160.000 square miles north into Canada (Children's 49).
More questions one might ask: Did white Americans know about this? W as 
anything done to prevent it? Thornton reports yes as  the answer to both questions.
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During the presidency of Andrew Jackson the United States government 
enacted the following legislation on May 5, 1832: T hat it shall be the duty 
of several Indian agents and sub-agents under the direction of the 
Secretary of War to take such m easures as  he shall deem most efficient 
to convene the Indian tribes in their respective towns, or in such other 
places and numbers and at such seasons as shall be most convenient to 
the Indian populations, for the purpose of arresting the progress of 
smallpox among the several tribes by vaccination' (quoted in Stearn and 
Steam , 1945: 62-63). There was a huge appropriation of $12,000 to 
carry out the act.
Yet despite the act it took a long time for American Indians to be 
vaccinated, even when they were in imminent danger of smallpox 
infection, for example, during the great smallpox pandemic between 1836 
and 1840. This was due partially to Indian resistance. For example, 
among the Plains Indians, it w as said that 'they see  white men urging the 
operation so earnestly they decide that it must be some new mode or trick 
of the pale face by which they hope to gain some new advantage over 
them' (quoted in Stearn and Steam, 1943: 608-609). Most of the failure 
to vaccinate Indians, however, probably was due to lack of interest on the 
part of United S tates officials. The Kansa Indians were not vaccinated 
though they lived near the Santa Fe Trail, a locale making them 
vulnerable to smallpox and other contagious disease carried along it by 
settlers: 'Not surprisingly, then, their ranks were reduced with a 
vengeance in the middle of June 1855, and before the summer was over 
more than four hundred had died' (Unrau, 1973: 319). Equally appalling 
is a concurrent comment by the U.S. Indian agent for the Kansa: 
'[smallpox] has continued fatally with a greater number of them, it seem s, 
to the great satisfaction and admiration of all those [who] have any 
acquaintance with [them]' (quoted in Unrau, 1973: 319-20). (Thornton 
101)
Notice the reference to the Santa Fe Trail. Obviously in the three-year period 
between the epidemic and Tom's contact there had been no improvement in the 
condition of the Kaw Indians. There is ample evidence to support the fact that even 
more dam age w as done during this period, as  will be discussed later. Notice also the 
attitude that is so unlike Tom's. He did not have "great satisfaction" about this 
devastation.
Brian W. Dippie, author of The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U.S. 
Indian Policy agrees with Thornton and Unrau that the Indians were partially at fault. 
"With Edward Jenner’s discovery in 1797 that a cowpox culture would safely and
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effectively immunize humans against smallpox, all-out vaccination programs were urged 
as  the Indians’ one hope for survival, and becam e government policy after an epidemic 
in 1831-1832 decimated the Paw nees and other tribes along the Platte River. The 
w estern tribes remained highly suspicious of vaccination, while they were healthy, 
turning to it only as  a last, belated resort" (37). As the reader will soon see, there were 
definitely reasons why they may have been suspicious of the white government's 
motives.
These deaths affected not only the tribe's population but the power and kinship 
structures, as  well. In short, the numbers of people as  a group and the numbers of 
people within the leadership were not only being depleted, but also the opportunity for 
procreation was being minimized. "In our own system it is clear whom we can or cannot 
marry... However, according to what system is followed, the Indian may consider those 
people we call distant relatives as  blood relatives. Consequently, some marriages 
sanctioned by our system would not be sanctioned by Indians" (Powers 89).
Remember, not only were these d iseases affecting the common people and their 
potential for suitable marriages (and subsequent regeneration) they were also affecting 
the leaders and the potential hereditary leadership.
D isease w as not the only thing that resulted in starvation. More direct was the 
lack of food. As a  semi-sedentary people the Kaw depended not only upon the buffalo, 
but also upon the crops they could grow. Everyone was involved in some way in the 
cultivation of these  crops. Sick, or dead, people cannot tend a garden. If the garden is 
not planted, or tended, it does not grow. If it does not grow, there will be no stores to put 
up for the winter and further sickness and starvation will result.
As dependent a s  they were upon their gardens, the dependence upon the buffalo 
cannot be stressed strongly enough. The Kaw were being pushed away from their
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familiar hunting grounds by whites who wanted to settle the land and by competition with 
other tribes and whites for the buffalo that were being diminished at a  startling rate. 
Among the tribes Thornton lists as having been dependent upon buffalo are the Kansa, 
the Kiowa, and the Pawnee. "...At each destruction of a village there went up in smoke 
not only the immediate food supply of jerked m eat and pemmican but the product of 
years of hunting and work. Buffalo robes, beaded clothes, thousands of arrows, tipis 
and their hard-to-get poles, painstakingly manufactured articles of all kinds, were burned 
by the museum-load" (Brandon 380). The military, white land-grabbers and other tribes 
could think of no better way to so completely remove Indians from the land.
When thinking about American Indians and the buffalo, rarely is considered all 
that the animals provided to them.
Aside from nourishing the Plains Indians, buffalo furnished them with 
nearly all their tools and trappings. The animal's horns were carved into 
cups, or boiled until soft and shaped into spoons and ladles. Its hoofs 
were turned into glue; its bones into sleds, awls, hoes, and other 
implements; its hair into braided lariats and pillow stuffing; its sinews into 
thread for sewing; its stomach, paunch, and heart lining into waterproof 
containers; its tail into a handy fly switch. Dried buffalo dung not only 
served nicely as  campfire fuel but also could be pounded fine and applied 
to infants a s  a soothing baby powder. The tough rawhide of the buffalo 
w as used to make shields, drumheads, moccasin soles, ropes, belts, 
bags, and coverings for the small rounded vessels known as bullboats. 
The tanned hide, meanwhile, w as tailored into tipi covers, shirts and 
leggings, robes, blankets, and diapers. (Buffalo Hunters 109)
What would we do if our homes burned to the ground? We would cry about the 
pictures of our children, our families, and our friends, that could not be replaced. We 
would then re-build. What if there was no lumber—or trees—to replace the structure, no 
drywall, no more wire? What if there were no longer any stores from which to buy 
building supplies? What if there w as no insurance money and we lost our jobs at the 
sam e time the fire was destroying our home? There would be no way to make more
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money to re-build even if the supplies were available. That was the destruction of the 
buffalo and the more-than-occasional destruction of villages suffered by the Plains 
tribes.
At the risk of belaboring the importance of the buffalo, I would like to point out 
som e staggering statistics that will em phasize the devastation that took place.
The Indians themselves had always sold dressed hides or even raw hides 
to the traders, but it had made no noticeable diminution in the great 
herds... The buffalo furnished the main food supply for the railway 
construction crews. William F. ('Buffalo Bill') Cody, who was engaged to 
supply the laborers on the Kansas Pacific with meat, killed 4,280 in one 
year and a half, with no prospect of running short. In 1868, a  train on the 
Kansas Pacific ran 120 miles through one mighty herd. It took General 
Sheridan three days to ride through another. There had been some 
killing by hide hunters during the Civil War, but the business boomed 
when the war ended. Even so, an estimated fifteen million remained on 
the Plains in 1870... The one firm of Rath and Wright shipped out more 
than two hundred thousand hides from Dodge City, Kansas, the first 
season  after the Santa Fe Railroad reached that place in 1872, and it was 
Wright's opinion that other dealers handled at least an equal amount. In 
the single year 1873, it is estimated that five million of the beasts were 
slain. By 1875 the Southern herd was dwindling; by 1878 it w as virtually 
annihilated. The Northern herd w as about finished by 1883. The whole 
country stank from the rotting flesh, and soon the prairie was littered with 
bones... No white person could understand the anger and despair of the 
Indians as  they watched the source of their whole economic life—food, 
lodging, bedding, tools, household utensils—and even the basis of their 
religion, disappear... With these developments undermining their 
existence, no treaties could hold the Indians at peace. (Debo 213-214)
LIES
In his preface to an excerpt of a letter written by Stephen A. Douglas, Virgil J. 
Vogel stated that Professor Jam es C. Malin of the University of Kansas [1972] argued 
that the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 was not entirely aimed at slavery as has most 
often been reported. Malin opined " '...that the aims of Douglas and his supporters 
were to get rid of the 'Indian barrier1 to westward expansion, to open the way for 
railroads and settlements by halting the placement of expatriated Eastern Indians in this 
region, and to organize governments to protect se ttle rs '" (142). This cannot be a
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surprising development when one considers that most of the actions taken by 
government officials were, and are, wrought with ulterior motives—usually money, or the 
m eans to acquire it, and rarely social philanthropy. The way to open this land to settlers 
and progress was through treaties.
The Mexican War and United States territorial acquisitions resulting from 
it brought new pressures on the Indians by 1850. ...The tribes in Kansas 
began to receive feelers about new cessions... Among the Indians 
concerned, native tribes like the Paw nees and Kaws...was the customary 
inability to resist the proposals m ade to them. As usual, government 
agents presented the plans for new cessions under the guise of tribal 
interest. They argued...that the tribes held more than they could use and 
the surplus was a constant temptation to the whites. The solution was 
new treaties that would establish diminished reserves and in some 
instances allot farms to individual Indians. The surplus land would be 
held in trust by the Office of Indian Affairs until it could be sold and the 
proceeds credited to the tribal account. In 1854 alone, twelve treaties 
resulted in the cession of nearly 18,000,000 acres to the United States: 
the Indians retained less than 1,500,000 acres of their original holdings. 
(Hagan 98)
The United States government developed two treaties with the Kansa tribe in 
1825. The first treaty, June 3, was under the supervision of William Clark, 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs. There is much of interest in this treaty, however, for the 
sake of brevity and the constraints of this paper, I may only point out a few. First, it was 
obvious to me that the document was written using the Treaty of Greenville as  its 
master. According to Dr. Bruce Rubenstein, Professor of History, University of 
Michigan-Flint, "the Treaty of Greenville was the model which would be used for every 
subsequent land cession treaty with the American Indians." This treaty with the Kansa 
did, indeed, follow the formula. It ceded a vast amount of land—nearly the entire state of 
Missouri—for a small amount of money: $3,500 "per annum, for twenty successive 
years..." for a total of $70,000. The treaty also included teachers and instructors with 
"...such lands as  may be necessary for them within this reservation" (Kappler 222).
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As Rubenstein said, these treaties would include the goods and services 
necessary  to teach the Indians to become farmers. Included were "...three hundred 
head of cattle, three hundred hogs, five hundred domestic fowls, three yoke of oxen, and 
two carts, with such implements of agriculture as  the Superintendent of Indian Affiars 
may think necessary; and shall employ such persons to aid and instruct them in their 
agriculture..." (Kappler 222).
Other than the loopholes built in to legally protect whites who perpetrated crimes 
of thievery against the Kansa, the most important thing to present here is that this land 
cession pushed the Kansa Indians westward into Kansas. The twelve Chiefs who 
signed the tribe into the move and away from their homes received an additional two 
thousand dollars for doing so. According to the estimated population of the Kansa at the 
time, these twelve Chiefs presumed to speak for a people numbering nearly 2 ,0 0 0 -  
these  people whose culture was one of the community representing the community. 
Without putting too fine a point on it, this was either greed on the part of the twelve or a 
terrible misunderstanding that put the whites in the position of taking advantage of the 
Kansa people. Either way, this treaty in retrospect w as a travesty only made worse by a 
treaty that was developed two months later.
The treaty with the Kansa and the United States government dated 16 August 
1825, two months after the first, was a concession for a  right-of-way through the land to 
which they had been pushed. The United States wanted to "...survey and mark out a 
road, in such m anner as  they may think proper, through any of the territory owned or 
claimed by the said Kansas Tribe or nation of Indians" (Kappler 249). This right-of-way, 
to be surveyed by George C. Sibley, cost the United States five hundred dollars to the 
Kansa (plus three hundred dollars to the chiefs as  gifts before the signing). It does not 
appear that any of the sam e chiefs were involved in this treaty as  were involved in the 
last one.
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One last treaty I discovered was one between the government of the United 
S tates and the Kansa dated 14 January 1846. The most prominent article in this treaty 
w as as  follows: "In consideration of the great distance which the Kansas Indians will be 
removed from the white settlem ents and their present agent, and their exposure to 
difficulties with other Indian tribes, it is agreed that the United States shall cause to 
reside among the Kansas Indians a sub-agent, who shall be especially charged with the 
direction of their farming operations, and general improvement, and to be continued as 
long as  the President of the United S tates should consider it advantageous to the 
Kansas" (Kappler 553). This removal placed them directly in the midst of their traditional 
enem ies the Pawnee and it encroached on the territory claimed by the Kiowa. One sub­
agent and the few troops that were traditionally directed to an operation such as  this 
would have been like arming buffalo hunters with B-B Guns—completely ineffectual.
In an article entitled "The Present and Future of Missouri" found in an issue of 
DeBow's Review dated August of 1858 the land that had been ceded to the United 
S tates "...are held at prices ranging from $2 to $25 [per acre]; the higher prices being 
asked for land lying near the Mississippi and Missouri rivers." Granted, this was eight 
years later, however many would like to see  a return like this on a $70,000 investment.
Although in exchange for land cessions the Kansa were assured the 
minimal necessities of life by treaties with the U.S. government (Unrau, 
1973: 323), they did not receive what was due them. What happened 
after the treaties between 1828 and 1872 are chronicled in reports by the 
U.S. government:
April, 1828: 'Starving condition, truly deplorable'
January, 1831: 'remarkable improvidence'
September, 1838: 'none of the comforts of neighboring tribes'
February, 1846: 'very ill with autumnal d iseases’
August, 1855: 'have lost all confidence in each other due to destitution' 
October, 1861: ‘many are sick and without clothes'
April, 1862: 'completely destitute'
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June, 1862: 'many deaths for want of medicine'
January, 1866: 'completely destitute'
August, 1866: 'very destitute condition'
February, 1868: 'completely out of blankets and food...have disposed of 
all saleable property and have exhausted their credit'
February, 1869: W e now ask, shall we starve?' (question posed by nine 
chiefs and ten warriors)
March, 1872: 'absolutely destitute; are living on a little corn and dead 
animals they can find lying around'
(Quoted in Unrau, 1973: 323)
So much for U.S. government treaties with American Indians! By 1900 
there were only about 200 Kansa Indians... (Thornton 127).
It truly is no wonder that Tom considered the Kaw the most "degraded" Indians 
he had seen. They were. Now, to continue with Tom's letters.
Tom, the novice wagoneer, had allowed his team of oxen to run toward the 
water, turning the wagon so sharply that it went into "forewheel-on-a-lock," meaning it 
w ent contrary to its steering direction, and busted the wooden wheel to pieces. Council 
Grove was the last stand of hardwoods on the trail and the service station was two days 
back in the wrong direction. The others were several miles back with their own loads.
* * A t'z g e d a t t tie  cA eet to  fioiAA ttie  d iea A g  otA teeA t t f
e o u td . ^TuAteg h a d  to  t a te  ttie  “A im  ” a n d  th e  “t in t  ”  o fl th e  
tn o te n  w d ie e t t a c t  4 5  rn iteA  to  ttc M n c it <S'Um e in  iiiA  tu g g g  a n d  
hoove i t  “f l i t te d ”. & tve a fea /tg  A ouaa d ia g g e d  t g  d o  w ig , t t  te t tg o a  
t i t t  tA e  Aeon te g a n  to  A in t fla & t in  tA e  (W eAteAn A tg  t u t  n o  AignA o fl 
m g  A e tw m in g  eoA n flan ien A  a n d  a t t  im a g in -a td e  cenflectuA eA  f li tte d  
m g  m in d , t t  th o u g h t, m a g  t e  tA e  tfn d ia n A  hoove, A e a tfle d  tiie -m , 
a n d  a  th eu A a n  d  otheA  th in g A , a n d  tA e  floO tne/i A eem ed  m oA t t i t e tg  
w h e n  h t, o n  to o tin g  deutm  tA e  cAeet- A aw  a  h ie o /i o fl ttn d ia n A  
tid in g  towaAotA tn e  a t, i t  Aeevroed to  m e , f lu t t  A foeed. d h ow  tn g  t a i l  
AoeiAed o n  e n d  a n d  n e w  h t tm c tte d  o n  m g  AeAnotveA a n d fo ta e e d  m g  
d o tt/d e  ta A A et Ahoot g u m  w tie /te  h f c e u td  ta g  m g  h a n d  o n  i t ,  g o a , 
m a g  im a g in e , o n  ttie g  ca m e,, w d io o fiin g  a n  d g e ttin g , a n d  t?
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tehieee, they did i t  io ^  and m ate me tan tend hide Ad 
they, m iyht home a chance to Ateat, hod Atianye to Aay, i f  did  
netthe/i hat Atoodmy yAottndhoittty adtete they cotihd Aee me and  
i f  them,, an d  “yteened* ” aA i f  u p o A , i f  thoayht it  u p o A  hetteA to 
fia t on, a hoddface tcdiich ifd id  and teceived them mote aA 
apeteome ftiendA tha n aA teity foeA, and my ceaAaye teAe whon 
they hteefied afi to uphete i f  waA teitfioatfitiny a Ahot a t me,, aA 
use// aA i f  tememheA. t /  waA aA coed “aA a oueumhet ” and i f  thinfc 
i f  ha ve a fiAetty tdeid tecettection o f the o f fa it fot, iffvtaeed my 
teAPohwet Acahhatd in fie n t ttsdieAe they coot/d Aee it  a nd  catAied my 
yun on m y atm, aridupfieneweA they offeAedto Ahahe handA i f  
inApaAiahte yaee them m y teft, and when they commenced 
fiAyiny aAeund <f diocd m y head ee/ty Aiyn ific an tty  a t them and  
Aaid “fwefc -a-ctiee, fiued-a-chee. (yet aupay). fffiey toiteAed 
a/man d  an aye it  Aeemed to me, hat it  ma.d heme heen neady an 
heat,, and finaffy te ft me aA i f  hofied then, and aA it  fiAoeed, fat, 
oveA, then, my neteeA yeme away and i f  A a t etcapn and Ahooh tihe 
one w ith the ayae, hat id apaA A titt in  miAety fcA the Aon had 
yone down, and i f  wocA Atittatcme, * * *
d  teaAned ezfteA that it woa a fiaAty o f the “itCaw6 ” ttihe (thete 
opoA 40 tut, 50 o f thie/m) out on a hanhiny cxcaAAion.
Naturally, Tom was badly shaken. Being outnumbered forty-to-one it would have 
been suicide to begin shooting, but I do not believe that would have been Tom's way. 
Within his schem a was the knowledge of "degraded" Indians, not necessarily "savage" 
ones. "Essentially, such raiding parties were of two types: those m addened by attacks 
of whites and seeking revenge and those looking for loot. As the attrition of years of 
white military operations took its toll, both types naturally increased. ... But it was also 
this long attrition that drove more and more men and boys to the business of looting,
15 Greener was a slang term for being a novice, a rookie.
16 "The Kansa.. .familiar during the mid-19th century to travelers along the eastern stretches of the 
Santa Fe Trail...[were] recognizable by their distinctive haircut: the head shaved or plucked 
except for a lock at the back" (Brandon 252).
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especially since the business of looting becam e constantly easier and more tempting as 
the plains filled up [with] the green pilgrims and settlers" (Brandon 380). For being such 
a  "greener," T o m  instinctively realized that the tactic they would employ would be to 
simply make him run away. W hat he may not have known is how the hunting party was 
structured. There were probably leaders within the group that maintained the decorum 
followed. T hese leaders were probably members of the soldier society. The Kansa 
soldier society w as called A kida  (Powers 98). "Though military societies were 
instrumental in organizing war expeditions, it w as not their sole function. Some method 
of maintaining order in the camp, on the hunt or in time of attack w as needed. Most 
tribes therefore had what is usually called a  soldier society whose job was to serve as 
the camp police" (Powers 98). These "police" were responsible for keeping the more 
zealous warriors or hunters from striking out too soon or too far in front of the rest of the 
group.
WARS
To this point, the Kansa tribe has been presented as one that was decimated 
through no fault of its own, or through circumstances beyond its control. This implies 
that they were not responsible for anything. In essence  it denies the fact that they made 
any decisions affecting their own fate. That is not my intention. They did indeed incite 
problems for themselves, not only with whites but with other tribes, as well. "Prayers 
and offerings were commonly m ade and frequently the suppliant vowed that he would 
render gifts provided his wishes were fulfilled... The contractual relation assum ed 
between the spirit and the worshiper is illustrated in the invocation of the Sun by a  Kansa 
war captain: 'I wish to kill a  Pawnee! I desire to bring horses when I return. I long to pull 
down an enemy! I promise you a calico shirt and a  robe. I will give you a  blanket also,
O W akanda, if you allow me to return in safety after killing a P aw nee!'" (Lowie 185).
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This intertribal warfare w as also responsible for the spread of d isease and the loss of 
accumulated wealth—and life.
It is also fair, at this point, to report a statistic that would deny accusations toward 
the whites for atrocities perpetrated against the American Indian for no good reasons.
Hostilities between red and white remain a  touchy subject since they 
bring into sharp focus the white man's role as a  direct factor in Indian 
decrease. Contemporary discussions tended to minimize or skirt the 
issue, creating a  historical vacuum that has too often been filled with 
exaggerated estim ates of the number of Indians 'm assacred' by United 
S tates troops in pursuance of the government's 'genocidal' Indian policy. 
The available data will not sustain the charge of wholesale slaughter.
One estim ate is that, between 1789 and 1898, Indians killed some 7,000 
white soldiers and civilians and in turn suffered losses in the area of 4,000 
dead—a fraction of one percent of the total number of Indians who lived 
during this period. (Dippie 39)
I posit that the key words in this statem ent are "available data." It is difficult to make 
statem ents that direct fault to one side or the other because of the lack of accurate 
information.
Tom's second letter w as about events that were current. They included nothing 
that is pertinent here. Tom attempts, in his third letter, to pick up the thread of the 
narrative.
* * * ... i t  Seiieee to/dpea hem theAe mea/ip and pet eaceitinp
rnomentk fia6Aedr m tiiie t/ioAe di/dp ttndianb me/te t/iete w ith trie 
andtfatone, tie d  me 6emehom manapedto heef a paafdtoot 
oat tha t niptit and o f c-ou/iAe t/ieAe heinp three, me matched a 
t/a id  o f ttie  nip/it each, ta t a t ta/d, aA it  atmapA m itt pea Anem, 
and emen the nip h i o f death m itt heave itA damn uAhie/dnp in the 
ptolioaA
The tone of this statem ent is less sympathetic than it appeared to be when he 
w as speaking of the experience before. It is an attempt, instead, to bring his reader into
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the danger of the situation—as well as  an opportunity to carry the religious element that 
can be found within his letters, also.
This next entry is interesting because he, once again, returns to his position of 
doubting the veracity of reports of Indian perpetrated atrocities.
* * * . t&&nf o tif fA&ie-.. .ad a  ^ovKifttcftvl ffve
owefafamcf m a if  'e& ” ti ffiin ff f / i f i f  c<h\f  h im  a n if
fii& hi& fin  ( /  fh e it in  a  b/w nf ffm e , o fl c-otvi&e- i f  tinaA
'le/ifi'ifef/ fh a f  ffn> ffn i/ifin ^  h i /h i /  ^ m fiiffva/i/ip, fm f
fi/fh o iiy /t Aawe /i f i i /  fytcMne, &u&fiicifm&> i f  tm /f
fi<>t/ififi.\ -n-eA<ieii he ficAifhwefif hno-upw mfto f/if/  if. * * *
What is important here is to consider Tom's interpretation of the information her 
received. He did not appear to believe everything he w as told without having some 
proof.
In conclusion, the Kaw Indians are still a very small tribe. "In 1872, Congress 
began a series of acts acquiring the land of...the small Kaw or Kansa tribe, and this 
buffeted people bought a tract of land from the O sages, where they slowly recovered 
from the losses of their Kansas experience" (Debo 210). The O sages had been 
"treated" as  the Kaw had been. “The remnants of the Kansa currently live in Kay 
County, Oklahoma” (Powers 36). Kay County is about 120 miles south of Council 
Grove, Kansas where they had the historic meeting with George Sibley who would 
survey the path for the Santa Fe Railway.
It is not very often that new primary information becom es available. It is 
important to have Tom's perspective of his interaction with these particular tribes. So 
often, the only information available is from those who had something to gain, or some 
ulterior motive, from or for the statem ents they m ade about the relationship between 
White Americans and American Indians. Tom was simply telling his sister what 
happened to him and what he thought about it.
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For the most part, in retrospect, he was accurate in his assessm ents.
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Tom’s Late Years
On August 28, 1858 Tom “...started overland for New Mexico and landed in Fort 
Union NM in autumn [of the] sam e year. From F. Union to Santa Fee [sic], sam e fall. 
Occupation Shoe making” (Pension Letters October 1883). Tom worked for Lieutenant 
Wilkins and Adjutant Major Donaldson, Quarterm aster of the Department of New Mexico 
in Santa Fe where he spent the winter of 1858-59.
Fort Union in New Mexico, though important, had a relatively short life span. 
Records are available but difficult to get because the site itself is just now being 
established a s  an historical site. The records have been stored, but the resources are 
just now reaching a point where the records can be archived correctly. In other words, I 
could get them, but I would have to go to the site to help find them.
In April of 1859 Tom moved back to Fort Union where he spent about a month 
making “...Dragoon Pistol holsters for the Dept Capt—Shoem aker com’d’ng the 
Ordinance Stores” (Pension Letters October 1883).
In May of 1859 Tom succumbed to the Denver, Colorado Gold Rush fever. He 
tried his hand at mining and worked herding cattle. I presum e that, like so many others, 
it did not take him long to find that the work involved was hard and seldom rewarded with 
real riches. By July he had returned to Missouri, the city of St. Joseph in Buchanan 
County to work as  a shoemaker.
Before the end of 1859, Tom moved twice more. First, he moved to Weston in 
Platte County, Missouri, again working as  a shoemaker, then he moved back to central 
Missouri, Glasgow, Howard County in 1860 (Howard County census record). In 
Glasgow he worked for a very well respected and wealthy man named Thomas J. 
Bartholow.
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I had an interesting experience in Glasgow, pronounced Glass-go. Few records 
are kept in the small town library. Most have been sent to the Missouri State Historical 
Society located in Columbia, Missouri on the Missouri State University campus. After 
discovering this, I decided to go down to the waterfront to make som e photographs. 
Glasgow is located on the Missouri River.
Characteristics shared by most small towns is that businesses come and go 
while buildings becom e old and torn down, but the streets, usually, stay the sam e as 
when the town w as first established. Once in a  while a sharp corner will be softened into 
a gentle curve, but Main Street is and was Main Street. Streets running perpendicular to 
Main Street are often numbered First St., Second St. and Third St. meaning the first 
street heading out of town, the second street heading out of town, and so on. In the
spirit of this incredible lack 
of originality, but definite 
longevity, the street 
running parallel to the 
waterfront is called— 
Waterfront or W ater Street. 
Glasgow is no exception. I 
snapped a few photos on 
W ater Street including the 
one to the left. It is nothing 
impressive, simply the 
back of some older 
buildings, used mostly for freight entrances.
Afterwards, I walked into a pharmacy on the main street of town because I 
needed an antacid (too much caffeine and not enough food). This old-fashioned
Photo bv author
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drugstore still has a working soda fountain and is the kind that still stocks handkerchiefs 
for ladies, loose face powder and a full assortm ent of denture adhesive. The
wooden floors creaked a welcome and there were no
plastic panels to detect stolen
looking around. I had
Source: Henderson’s  Pharmacy, Glasgow, Missouri 
Photographer Unknown
asked her to be my
second set of eyes. She nudged me with her elbow and when I looked up I understood 
the look on her face. On the wall above the cashier was hanging an old photograph.
Though it is difficult to see, there is a horse-drawn freight wagon sitting in front of 
one of the stores. That is one of the subtle changes that are often made in small towns. 
What was a store front is now the back entrance, where dumpsters for refuse are stored 
and diesel-fume-spewing eighteen wheelers park to make their deliveries. There is only 
one recognizable building left. Throughout this research I have often wondered what 
Tom would think of all the changes. I have wondered if he would be able to recognize 
anything from his life. He spent a very important part of it in this town.
Henderson’s Pharmacy is one of those businesses that were passed down from 
generation to generation. It w as in operation during the time that Tom lived there. When 
asked if they had kept any of the receipts they sadly informed me that they had kept all 
of their records, but that everything had been destroyed by fire shortly after World W ar II.
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They rebuilt on the sam e location, however the present store and the records are only 
about fifty years old.
As already stated,Tom worked a s  a  tobacconist for a wealthy tobacco farmer 
nam ed Thomas J. Bartholow, (Pension Records). The census record of 1860 shows that 
he w as living in a household with another single man, who also worked as  a tobacconist, 
and a married couple. The husband worked as  a tobacconist and the wife was a 
“domestic,” which m eans she kept house for all four of them. I posit that Bartholow 
owned the house in which the four of them were living. The husband reported having a 
“value of personal esta te” in the amount of 600 dollars and no real estate. The other 
single man had 2,000 dollars and no real estate. No values were reported in Tom’s 
columns, at all. Meanwhile, Bartholow, whose occupation w as listed as  “Tobacco 
Dealer,” was enum erated with a  “Value of Real Estate” in the amount of 10,000 dollars 
and a “Value of Personal Estate” in the amount of 32,000 dollars. This work must have 
agreed with Tom because he stayed in this place for much longer than his prior record 
had shown.
What was missing from the letters he wrote to his sister, between his Santa Fe 
Trail adventures in 1858 and the time in which he wrote them, 1872, was a very 
important part of the United S tates’ history—the Civil War. Although there is no 
evidence that his father owned slaves, his church believed slave ownership should be 
legal. Contrary to his upbringing, and in contrast to his brother, Charles, who had joined 
the Confederacy, Tom joined on the side of the Union.
He joined the Missouri State Militia 9th Cavalry under the leadership of Thomas J. 
Bartholow in 1862 (Pension Records). This was a  union allied force, which was also 
strange inasmuch as  Glasgow had a predominantly confederate population and political 
sympathies were with other slave-holding states.
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The photograph above was m ade in 1864, during the Civil War, and this town 
w as the place from which Tom was sent on missions, one of which was to try and catch 
som e “bushwhackers.” Although he was never wounded, his service would eventually 
have a long-lasting affect on his life. While chasing the bushwhackers through the 
central Missouri countryside, Tom contracted pneumonia caused, he said, by a night’s 
sleep in the open with nothing but his saddle for a pillow. After his recovery, in 1865, he 
w as placed in charge of several other men and sent to St. Louis for their discharge from 
the military (Pension Records).
Tom married a woman named Josephine sometime between 1862 (Tom’s 1862 
enlistment records reported him to be single) and 1868 when their first child w as bom.
To date I have been unable to find any marriage record. Among the casualties of that 
horrible war were both public and private records. Many courthouses were burned.
Josephine was bom in Indiana, her birth date w as circa 1834 and her father and 
mother were bom in North Carolina and New York, respectively (Census Records). As 
is so often the case, it is difficult to trace women through historical records.
Tom and Josephine had a daughter and named her Mary Josephine Bartholow 
Newnam. Her nickname w as “Mollie” (Tom’s letters). Her birthplace is listed as  Missouri 
in the C ass County, Missouri census records. Notice Mollie’s middle name. Quite often 
parents would give as a middle nam e to one of their children the mother’s maiden name. 
My hypothesis was that Josephine was Tom’s boss’s sister or cousin or daughter. I 
have found that she could not have been his daughter because Thomas Bartholow was 
only seven years older than Tom. I have been unable to find evidence of any other 
relationship even though I have a considerable amount of information about Bartholow.
There is little more to tell about Tom during these few years. As I have stated 
before, I have avoided delving very deeply into Civil War records. Although the amount 
of information about Missouri and the militia does not equal the amount of that dedicated
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to the eastern states or the federal and confederate soldiers, there is still much to be 
processed and it would be better suited to another manuscript.
Tom, Josephine and Mary were enum erated in the 1870 census living in 
W adesburg, Grand River Twp., C ass County, Missouri. Tom w as thirty-seven years old, 
Josephine w as thirty-six, and Mary w as two. My copy of the census record is incomplete 
and the column listing “Place of Employment of Occupation” is cut off. It appears, 
however, that Tom w as working with “Boot... ” Boot and shoe repair w as a necessary 
service regardless of location and it w as a trade to which Tom frequently returned.
According to Tom’s letters, they had moved to Pleasant Hill, C ass County,
Missouri by 1872. During that sam e summer, they moved to Lone Jack, which is in 
Jackson County, Missouri, and Tom w as working for Mr. O. O. Brown. Both Pleasant 
Hill and Lone Jack are near the western border of Missouri, a  short distance south of 
Kansas City.
Mary Moore Newnam, Tom’s sister, born in 1851 in Louisiana, Pike County, 
Missouri, w as eighteen years younger than he was. She was the only girl with five older 
brothers. She was the person to whom Tom wrote the letters.
*  *  *  dfeAA l^  Ae come& cwet Ai&ie. la lei me Anew whem Ae
e a w iin e jf a n < / H  *AA m e e l  A im  a A  A A e A ta A n .
Given that Tom was writing about his activities from as  far back a s  1857 and he added 
the statem ent “I guess he’d know m e,” I surmise that Tom had not been directly involved 
with his brother in many years.
By the time the 1870 census was taken, their mother had remarried and had 
once again been widowed. Mary, her mother, and her brother George were living in the 
sam e household in Canton, Lewis County, Missouri which is on the northeastern side of 
the state, on the banks of the Mississippi River, about thirty miles north of Hannibal,
* * *
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Samuel Clem ens’ (a.k.a. Mark Twain’s) home town. Paulina, Mary and Tom’s mother, 
w as listed as  “keeping house,” George was a “painter” (family lore says artist), and Mary 
w as a  teacher. This is where she was living, in 1872, when Tom wrote the letters to her.
Tom’s first reference to his patent was in his letter dated 12 April 1872. He 
began his letter, “SPi&t&i tSbew i: . . .  / voa t f o u S f f e ^  ■iec& i& etf /<*:>/ S y . t/ii&
firnn. / f f  3  tet&c&ed, <*n</ </ /infie tfiebe i& wo (touft n/tnf// if, tfi&ie. id. ntwve- in 
>ny mmn.
n-of 'leceiweef finxfie^d ife / otv/nnf, Jf f /iin / in t/ve- ib'in^t/fn/iifi^ f/in irvai/d 
:ncm-. cfo n o t tfunA i t  m iff to  fon^foi, tfuvn fmo t&eefid fofoke nvm 'ivtuftf- to 
d/a/U. ”
I do not know what it w as that he was hoping to help Mary with W / ta /n fa i .  ”
I think it may have been a maintenance chore, or something that Mary, their mother, or 
their brother could not afford to do. Jason, another of Tom’s brothers, lived in Monroe 
County in central Missouri, which was closer than where Tom lived on the opposite side 
of the state. The other two brothers lived much further away, one in North Dakota and 
the other in Texas.
The other thing I am still investigating is why there was a delay in the receipt of 
mail. If this had been during the 1850s, I could give evidence of other Missouri 
communities that had major complaints about mail delivery. The newspapers rarely 
failed to report—and loudly complain—of the delays. Usually, it w as the result of 
w ashed out bridges or incompetence of the local postmasters (Glasgow Times). This 
was, however, twenty years later. Railroads had already been established in the state
u U f/  A e tfi mom newt wvnfek
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and bridges were built to support the trains. No longer were opposing Civil War troops 
creating the delays.
In his letter dated 14 April 1872, written two days after the first letter we have, is 
a clarification of the “papers” Tom had not yet received.
fP idfed d )e a d : * * * S f d e c e iv e d  m y  fa a fe m t, dode e n o u y ti, y e d te b b ta y  
a n d S f  y io e  m y  a y e n fd , o ifeddebd . a ffo n n  ¥  <€o. ofa tfie  
“ffc ie n fifa ic  fjfm e b ic a n  ” cb ed itfa o b  th e  m a n n e d  in  icA icA  f fie y  
A iave d id fia tc A e d  m y  c fa im . S fA a a e  d fo u sm  i t  to  d e v e d a f 
“fv ia e fic a t  ” m e n  Aiebe « « /  a d fe d  th e m  fart, a n  A o n e d f c fa in io n  a n  c t 
f f ie y  a f t  to iffv  one- -voice d a y  i f  id  a  g o o d  t f i in y  a n d  to i f f  ta S e .
Sf do not fcnoto, ta t Sf fflint tfiaf (Qecbye miyfif mate do metfiiny 
Aon c/domc ^  Satiny dome ‘‘tebbitcdy ”, day lAobtA Sadf 
dtiddou/ii, and cfaebatiny if. *4fd Sf Aiawe daid Sefaode if id a tine 
tfiaf fad Seen edifibety ovebfooted Sy otfiedd and yet if id mtrte 
neceddady tfian a ccfafae miff asfiicti any one can dee ty  a tiftfe 
befatecfion. dVom tfiede abe oadiood asnyd to binnfc if do ad to mate 
if ftay, faob indfance, to be-deff tfie feddifody a tfounty of a time, 
wfiicfi can Se beadify done of a fianddome btdvance owed tfie fidice 
d  adt, crt to deft “dAofi biyfifd ” to tBfactdmitfid, (anyone can 
mate fAey ode do dimfate ofa condfbucfion) cd Sy Aaniny tfiem 
made and tAen osfiofedafiny them, and Sf Sefieee tfiaf ffiid faffed 
laoufd Se tfie modf fiayiny ad my tBaSenS Aad 4 7  yeadd fo bttn 
faiom tfie 9tfi ffndfanf, Sot fAid ftian to oafd beyaibe dome 
ia/iiiaf u'Aiife tfie tooufd beyoide comfaadafivefy none, yon may 
oedy beadify adt mfiy tfdo not do fAid? tf  andb&ed, ff Aaee too 
macfi feddifody to fiandfe, tfie wfiofe ffnifed fftafed and 
debditobied, and tfebefaebe, Sf afafaeb dome ofa if foie, one tfoffad faob 
ear A 4 0 0 0 fwfawtaticn, wfie’te one tafced devedaf fooanfied, ofa 
coudde dinyfe ffountied ntodf deft Aiyfied, and ad Sftobefe to 
ffeobye afoot if, Sf dfioff waif tiff ff Aead fadom Aim od yea.
Sf am, dead didteb, yood oBbctfieb 
/T o m .
1 Meaning that his patent was good until 9 April 1889.
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First, a copy of Tom’s patent was obtained from Sears Newnam-Cordner, the 
one who is in possession of the original letters. The patent is in two parts: a written 
description and a  drawing. I have always thought that having an idea unique enough to 
be patented is important, but I was unfamiliar with the history of it or the process by 
which it could be acquired.
This invention did not come from great foresightedness. He was not looking to 
create a new type of heating or cooking device, or to change the type of fuel by which 
they were powered. His invention w as simply an improvement to make the handling of 
the existing method easier. Although I have no evidence to support the following 
statement, I would say that most inventions patented m ade slight improvements on that 
which w as already in place. Progress, not in leaps and bounds, but progress 
nonetheless. We cannot all be Thomas Edison or Dr. Diesel.
According to William I. Wyman, in “The Patent Office and Invention Since 1845: 
How the Government Has Kept Pace With the Inventor,” found in Hopkin’s Our Country 
and Its R esources, the American patent system was founded under the act of 1790. .. 
Thom as Jefferson, the first Secretary of State, w as in effect the first Commissioner of 
Patents and the first examiner.” Wyman further states that “Only three patents were 
permitted to see  the light of day in 1790” (199). The patent system, however, was 
reorganized in 1836 to more closely resemble that which we have today (200). I have 
created a  table using Wyman’s figures to em phasize how early in the process Tom 
received his patent. Tom’s  patent dated April 9, 1872 is numbered 125,480 (Newnam- 
Cordner).
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P a t e n t s  I s s u e d  1 8 5 0  - 1 9 9 9
TJ
0)
3
Years
T a b l e  I
As of the end of 1999, there were “5,855,021” United States patents issued—not
including copyrights, defense publications or improvement patents
(w w w .usp to .gov /w eb/m enu/pats.h tm n. Wyman stated that
“The act of 1793 was the only one which provided for the grant of a 
patent without examination. In 1836 the modern examination system was 
instituted, by which a search through patents and publications was made 
to determine the question of novelty. This act also for the first time made 
a  positive requirement for the inclusion of a claim in the specification in 
the following terms: ‘He [the inventor] shall positively specify and point out 
the part, improvement or combination which he claims as his own 
invention or discovery’.” (Hopkins 200).
By examining nothing more than this article and the documents supplied by 
Newnam-Cordner, it would seem  that the process had two basic steps: application with
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the inclusion of a  written description and drawing or blue print, then archival research 
and rejection or acceptance. The former is the responsibility of the applicant and the 
latter the responsibility of the United States Patent Office.
To continue with the history, Wyman wrote, “Then [after the Civil War] began a 
period of true national expansion—the further developing of the West, with strenuous 
enterprise in reaching out with new railroads, building of steel mills and locomotive 
works—marking an inflation of energy, industry and finance, which culminated in the 
severe panic of 1873” (Hopkins 203). As the investigation of this portion of Tom’s letter 
continues, it should be understood that “timing is everything.”
Who were the agents “M essers. Munn & Co.” and what was the ‘Scientific 
American’?  The answer to both questions begins with a man, an inventor, named Rufus 
Porter (1792 -  1884).2 “He founded Scientific American in 1845 while experimenting 
with electrotyping process and ten months latter [sic] sold it for a [sic] eight hundred 
dollars to twenty-two-year-old Orson Desaix Munn (Jun. 11, 1824 -  Feb. 28, 1907) and 
nineteen-year-old Alfred Ely Beach (Sep. 1, 1826 -  Jan. 1, 1896). ...Beach’s father was 
an editor and publisher of the New York S un... Munn had the business experience and 
his focus was on making Scientific American a commercial success, together they 
founded Munn & Company” (E-Library). The youth of the men explains how they were 
still involved when Tom w as patenting his invention improvement.
“The first volume [of the Scientific Americanl was a four page 15 x 20 newspaper 
that provided the reader poetry, religious news, interesting tid-bits from around the
2 Rufus Porter was a multi-patented inventor. He sold the rights to one of is inventions for $100
to Samuel Colt—the revolving rifle (E-Library, Copyright 1997, Phillip A. Cannon). There may be
som e confusion about whether this was the patent for a rifle as the source stated or for a pistol—
by which Colt is more popularly known. According to Carl P. Russell, author of Firearms. Traps,
& Tools of the Mountain Men. University of New Mexico Press, 1996, Colt did, in fact,
manufacture a revolving-cylinder rifle (63). Colt Firearms, in their website
WWW.colt.com/html/i1 a historvofcolt.html, also states that they manufactured revolving rifles.
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country and technical news and instruction” (E-Library). Today, it is a publishing 
company that issues a magazine of the sam e name as well as books, series of books, 
sourcebooks, and electronic media reporting on all aspects of science and technology.
The full written description and drawing are included in Appendix A, however, a 
brief description and comments are provided here. This was “...a  new and Improved 
Combined Shovel and Tongs... for handling live or other coals, brands of fire, and other 
articles, designed to be use[d] as  a  substitute for the separate shovel and tongs in 
common u se ...” Basically, the handle of a  wrought-iron rake w as placed through a slot 
in the handle of a wrought-iron shovel resembling a large pair of scissors or "tongs,” the 
length of which probably did not exceed twenty-four inches. The rake could be extended 
forward to scoop something onto the shovel, then held in place for any movement 
(Newnam-Cordner).
Tom said that the “...’practical’ m en...say it is a  good thing...’’ and so it must 
have been. Any work-saving device was probably appreciated given the labor-intensive 
chores required of homemakers in the nineteenth century (A Country Kitchen. 1850).
Tom also said it was “...more necessary than a coffee mill...” Personally, I would dispute 
this because I find very little of greater importance, or “more necessary” than a  strongly- 
brewed-from-grounds cup of coffee.
Evidently this patent gave him the right to sell his shovel/tongs either on paper or 
as  a finished product. The area of Northeast Missouri that he was offering to George 
would probably have included the counties of Schuyler, Scotland, Clark, Adair, Knox, 
Lewis, Macon, Shelby, Marion, Randolph, Monroe, Ralls, Audrain and Pike. (This is the 
geographical boundary established by the Northeast Missouri Genealogical Society and 
a logical assumption based  upon viewing a map of the counties of Missouri.) For the
Without further investigation it is impossible to say for certain for which type of firearm was this 
patent.
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purpose of this essay  it would put too fine a point on it to calculate the estimated income 
given United States population statistics of 1872, although it will be very interesting for 
further research.
I do not know whether George ever took Tom up on his offer. An interesting 
point here is that it appears a s  though he w as also making the offer to his sister—I do 
not know, since she w as single, living on a teacher’s wages, that she bought into it, 
either. From my research thus far, I would say no, they had not.
Later records indicate that Tom never saw  this to be a lucrative enterprise. He 
did, however, begin to do a s  he had originally suggested as  the most profitable way— 
“...having them m ade and then wholesaling them.” This brings the reader to the last of 
the extant letters he had written to Mary:
3!ane ^ feacfc, 'feact&an focwnty, ■.M.i&Aaoii
'May. J6t f  4872
QDeat dPibteb:
f f  mowed fie4e tfnee <a(ay& ayo A  ^  weaAon, wtiy you fiawe not 
tfiiA tefecne. t f  am eamyiny an a &/icfi fie^e fern *Mi. 0 . 0 . PB-icwn3 andfife 
f/ie feeofite ■mny mae/i.
df com yotcl fptedfiel £jam~$T. (&. JVeasmam
SP. fP. ty  tfie. way, ejxca&e. me hen deny Ac taiye an anwetcfie with not/uny in it. 
,Jt/oa/cA “ PTom ”.
3 1 do not yet know who Mr. O. O. Brown was, nor do I know what kind of establishment he 
owned.
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Nothing he said here would indicate anything about his patent or his occupation 
while in the employ of Mr. O. O. Brown. When I went to Lone Jack, Jackson County, 
Missouri, I went to the library. While looking in the local history section in an attempt to 
find anything about Mr. Brown, I discovered a small booklet written by a former resident 
of this little town with a  big history. The town will be discussed elsewhere, but the 
monumental discovery I m ade in that little booklet will be discussed here.
Romulus L. Travis wrote Story of Lone Jack in 1907, seventy-five years after the
village of Lone Jack  w as founded. The Jackson County Historical society reprinted it in
1963. In it, I found this:
During Christmas week of 1873 probably the Masonic lodge here was 
assisted  in special installation exercises, a  part of which was public, by a 
neighboring lodge. It w as a success from a Lone Jack viewpoint at least 
but in the next number of the ‘Review,’ the weekly newspaper of the town, 
appeared a letter from the pen of a Christian minister, one of the visitors, 
in which the several enterprises and institutions of this place were 
lampooned and satirized in a  very discourteous and even disgraceful 
manner. Especial mention w as made of the wind mill there of a man 
nam ed Newnam then in the course of construction near the blacksmith’s 
shop where he was engaged. Col. John W. Tate contributed a very fitting 
reply to the above said letter. Newnam was to use the power derived 
from his wind mill, which was indeed the laughing stock of the vicinity, to 
manufacture a  combination shovel and tongs that he had already 
patented, or w as about to do so, but the project fell through before it 
materialized, for it w as never finished. Daniel Parrow4 was a partner with 
Newnam in the blacksmith shop. (24)
Sadly, there is no record that any copies of the Review exist. It would have been 
interesting to read the criticism and the rebuttal. I have found that this type of public 
mudslinging happened often. What is even more astounding is that this community of 
people could not see  the advantage of wind-powered energy. It would seem  that this 
w as much more important than the tool they were attempting to manufacture, however, 
that argument is out of place here.
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The patent did, indeed, exist. It is clear that his intentions were to manufacture 
the product. His location was favorable to marketing his product in both the east and the 
west. Why, then, did it not come to fruition? What prevented Tom from completing this 
project? Did he succumb to the naysaying of his peers? W as it, possibly, the “panic of 
1873” to which Wyman alluded earlier? Though difficult questions to ever answer 
completely, letters he wrote answering his Civil W ar pension inquiry have shed some 
light on the matter. It w as concluded that he had contracted “Lung Disease and 
Rheumatism” during his 1862 to 1865 tenure with the Missouri State Militia Cavalry, 9th 
Regiment (Newnam-Cordner). Although there may have been any number of other 
reasons for the failure of the business—not the least of which is disinterest—these 
ailments would have been a  hindrance to this line of work.
I have m ade arrangem ents with Jam es Bevan, a Kansas blacksmith, to 
collaborate in further research. Jim was the subject of the article “Keeping the Home 
Fires Burning” in the Spring 2000 issue of Kansas Heritage: A Magazine of the Kansas 
State Historical Society. “In 1988 he was invited to join the Kansas State Historical 
Society’s Folk Arts Apprenticeship Program as  its only blacksmith” (13). Hopefully, we 
will be able to discover much more about this interesting patent process and Tom’s 
place in it.
By 1880 Tom, Josephine and Mollie had moved back to Holden, Missouri and 
Tom w as listed in a  business directory as  having returned to his former occupation of 
shoemaking (History of Johnson County 478). While living here, throughout 1883, 1884, 
1885 and 1886 Tom had to submit requests and affidavits for his military pension. He 
did receive it—eventually—although the process was an arduous one. If we, in twenty- 
first century America, have ever thought that the paperwork connected to government
4 According to the History of Jackson County. Missouri, written in 1881, there was a man named 
Daniel B. Porrow who w as a Justice of the P eace during the time in which Tom lived in Lone Jack
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institutions w as complicated, time consuming, or ridiculous, we must certainly empathize 
with Tom and his experience with the pension process.
Without going into any great detail on the contents of the pension letters there 
are a  couple of things I discovered that are very interesting. First, the "Surgeon’s 
Certificate” contained four anatomical drawings. The first two were line drawings of the 
skeletal structure of a man: one from the front, one from behind. 
These were crude and unexceptional. The second two line 
drawings included two side views, sans arms. Note the fig leaf. I 
presum e the restrictive attitudes of the 19th century required 
modesty even on the part of physicians, especially those in 
government employment.
Tom’s written responses were also humorous. In Tom’s 
letter of response, dated October 1883, describing any medical 
treatm ent he had received for his ailments he said, “Never have 
had an attack of any acute d isease since, except those traceable to 
my disability. Have always been my own physician for myself and 
family, and occasionally for my acquaintances. If it had been 
otherwise I verily believe I would have been dead years ago.”
In one of several more letters of response, this one dated 
18 February 1884, he must have been getting a little frustrated. He 
said, “I solemly swear that after having consulted Doctor—Smith in 
Leavenworth in 1865 (he is dead now) I have never been under
Source: Civil War
Pension Records treatment of any Doctor, except an occasionall treatment of Doctor
(334).
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W. W. Dedman in Lone Jack Jackson Co Mo in 1872 and 1873. (He is dead).” Perhaps 
they would not have been so if they had followed Tom’s medical advice, especially if he 
had prescribed the following medications he designed for himself. They are as follows:
44t Pfiotmuia. Pfat fftttelcuto&ib
9fiilit& (wfii&tteg) 90 % atca/iot, one flin t 
ttiaifite AgMtfi o f boot eandg ad Sttitum  
“ “ “ PTota owe- ftu id  ounce
fhtgce'iine 60 dtofiA. mix 
ie a Pfatte bfioonfui to a twine, gtatefut, ad PPititum.
2nd Ptcnmata, fo t Pfciatic Pf&tiumaii&m 
owe flin t agua fiu/ta
4 ou/need ffu/nifieA teviie& CAnaftotafed (totted to tiatfflint) 
one ounce Rennet teawe& in twatek eeafiataied untit a btiong 
deeocttan i& fotmed
2  ottnceA Pfcetand attoAA evafunated in wateb ttie wtiote to 
te fitteted togettiet tottted and catted.
Pl)oAe- a teaAfionfut to a tatde bfieonfut ttvtee time a etag two at 
i/itee tvcuAA afte/i eating,.
■itd Pfitntnuta, coantet ii/iitnnt,
.dlftaA tet o f eanttiuAicteA to i/to affectedfm ’it, at an 
afifiticatica tg  ta ttlin g  w itti “Pfe/t/tg PtaeiA * Ptain P/iitteA ” 
to aim ed in tg  ttie  afifitication o f a tio t Aad iton u n tit a good 
ttiAteA it fetm ed.
2/tti PFo'i Pta/iattgAiA an affiticatien o f etectiictg float an 
atdinaAg ta ttetg .
He immediately followed these recipes by stating, “And I do further solemly swear that 
from June 1865 to the present time I have never been able to do an ordinary man’s days 
work (have repeatedly tried to) at any ‘manual labor.’ “
Although I have presented the former material in a humorous light, I presume 
that som e of these medicines, if not downright poisonous, may have been responsible 
for his inability to function. Although I have not yet consulted a modern physician, it is 
my plan to do so for further research.
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According to the final diagnosis stated in his pension records, at age fifty, he 
suffered from “Lung Consumption also Sciatica Rhumatism.” Given the fact that he 
worked a s  a tobacconist for a tobacco farmer for many years, it is not a stretch to believe 
that he was a  smoker, and to suggest that the “lung d isease” was emphysema.
Sometime during her life, Mollie becam e blind. Family lore says that she was 
institutionalized in a school for the blind in St. Louis, Missouri (Newnam-Cordner). Tom 
was listed in the special Veterans and Widows of Veterans census records of 1890, 
living at 1127 Washington Avenue in St. Louis, Missouri. Although I have no 
confirmation, I suspect that Josephine had died before 1890 and that Tom had moved to 
St. Louis to be near his daughter because of his failing health. I cannot confirm how 
Tom died. I can say with near certainty that it w as prior to May of 1896 inasmuch as  his 
pension w as diverted to his daughter.
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Conclusion
Tom’s letters were full of nam es and places to rediscover and examine. Even 
though I have been examining the letters closely since 1996, I still discover things that 
surprise me or things I had never before noticed.
For example, once I have found all of the information that I can about each one 
of the women in Tom’s life, I would like to examine and discuss their lives. The women 
in Tom’s life stayed home and worked to maintain perm anence for the rest of their 
family. Tom’s mother and sister and young brother lived alone during the Civil War. As 
far a s  I can tell, they had only Mary’s income from teaching. Tom’s brother w as an artist 
and it is doubtful that many were commissioning portraits when more important matters 
were at issue.
Recall that Tom told a  story about a family acquaintance, William Allison, who 
had gotten into a  gunfight and then had gone out west to earn a living. Historians to this 
day believe that Allison’s nemesis, Noah Atkins, was killed in the encounter. I have 
irrefutable evidence that Tom was correct and Atkins was not killed. Noah lived to 
continue his anti-social behavior.
The Santa Fe Trail w as approximately 900 miles long. Camp places becam e 
common to trail travelers. Eventually, these camp places evolved into settlements that 
evolved into towns. Some of these towns had boom times, then went bust. They all 
have stories and they are all interesting. Two historians, Marc Simmons and Gregory 
Franzwa, have written travel guides for the trail. The stories of the important places of 
the trail have often been told, but they are scattered. I would like to collect trail 
narratives and unite the stories for each place.
Religion, particularly Methodism, ran a parallel course with the westward 
movement. The vehicle for that movement was the circuit-riding preacher. There is no
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evidence that Tom’s father was a circuit rider although his home served as  a place of 
worship. Tom did, however, mention a man who rode the circuit and was a rip roaring 
revivalist minister, Tyson Dines who w as a colleague to Lorenzo. The essay  I would like 
to write would be entitled “Politics and the Pulpit.” Tyson Dines w as a zealot and he 
worked himself literally to death to spread the word of God and his church. He spent a 
year during the Civil War imprisoned.
Although there was horror on the trail, there was also humor. Tom’s crew 
w andered around for six days, lost, bullwhackers, team s and wagons, one following the 
other, in circles. There is one story of a  team ster who, having gotten too warm, hung his 
jacket on the horns of his tam e ox, Daniel. Seeing this, other cattle got spooked, 
stam peded, and spread wagons, cargo and men for a radius of fifteen miles (Dary). I 
would like to collect stories like these and put them into a book that is for pure 
enjoyment.
The trail a s  an economic institution has been underemphasized by any other 
than historians of the American West. I would like to collect data to see  exactly how 
great an impact the Santa Fe Trail had on the economy of the United States.
The problem with doing research like this is location, location, and location.
Living seven hundred miles from the nearest point on the trail has been the greatest 
hindrance. I have had tremendous cooperation in my efforts to gather files and 
documents and manuscripts. Many institutions, however, have limited human 
resources, a s  well as  tight budgets. As helpful as they would like to be, they just cannot 
cater to researchers who cannot come to them. There are many document files waiting 
to be collected. Until I can get to them, I cannot call a subject finished.
The point I have been trying to make is that Tom’s letters sparked a lifetime of 
investigation for me. There is so much that I did not know, so much that I learned and 
more that I have yet to learn, so the work will continue.
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Appendix A
" A lp h a b e tic a l l i s t  o f  p a te n te e s  f o r  th e  y e a r  1872"
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 1872 page 133
No. 125,480
Name, r e s id e n c e ,  and in v e n tio n : Newnan, Thomas G.
P le a s a n t  H i l l ,  Mo. 
combined sh o v e l and tongs
P a te n t d a te :  A p r il  9 , 1872
O f f ic i a l  G a z e tte :  v o l .  1, page 141
*125,480*
• u n i t e d  s t a t e s  p a t e n t  o f f i c e .*
* THOMAS G. NEWNAM, OF PLEASANT HILL, MISSOURI * 
m P R O V O m fT  I N  COMBINED SHOVELS AND TONGS.
S p e c if ic a t io n  form ing p a r t  o f L e t te r s  P a te n t No. 125,480, 
d a ted  A p ril 9 , 1872.
S p e c if ic a t io n  d e s c r ib in g  a new and Improved Combined Shovel and Tongs, 
in v en ted  by Thomas G. Newnam, o f P le a s a n t H i l l  in  th e  coun ty  o f  Cass 
and S ta te  o f M is s o u r i .
T h is  in v e n tio n  r e l a t e s  to  a new and u s e fu l  improvement in  an implement 
f o r  h a n d lin g  l i v e  o r  o th e r  c o a ls ,  b ran d s  o f f i r e ,  and o th e r  a r t i c l e s ,  
designed  to  be u se  a s  a s u b s t i tu t e  f o r  th e  s e p a ra te  shovel and tongs 
in  comnon use,- and i t  c o n s is t s  in  a sh o v e l-b la d e  on a s lo t t e d  h a n d le , 
and in  a w ire  b ru sh  o r  ra k e  on th e  end o f  a h a n d le , which works in  th e  
s l o t  o f p a r t s  b e in g  a s  h e r e in a f t e r  more f u l l y  d e sc r ib e d .
In  th e  d raw ing , F ig u re  1 r e p r e s e n ts  a s e c t io n a l  p la n  view  o f th e  
two p a r t s ,  th e  s e c t io n  b e in g  on th e  l i n e  x x  o f  F ig . 2 i s  an end view .
S im ila r  l e t t e r  o f  re fe re n c e  in d ic a te  co rresp o n d in g  p a r t s .
A i s  th e  combined shovel and to n g s . B i s  th e  shovel bowl o r  b la d e .
C i s  th e  sh o v e l h a n d le , in  which i s  a long s l o t ,  D. T h is h an d le  i s
b e n t so  as  to  form  two a rc s  o f  c i r c l e s ,  w ith  a r in g h a n d le , E, a t  th e
end to  ta k e  h o ld  o f .  F i s  a b ru sh  o r  f in e  rak e  on th e  end o f th e  hand le  
G. T h is  h a n d le  p a s se s  th ro u g h  th e  s l o t  D in  th e  sh o v e lh a n d le , where 
i t  i s  allow ed  to  p la y  lo n g i tu d in a l ly ,  and up and down, a c co rd in g  to  
th e  purpose  fo r  which th e  implement i s  to  be u sed . The form o f t h i s  
hand le  G i s  seen  i f  F ig . 1 H i s  a s h o u ld e r , which l im i t s  th e  d is ta n c e  
which t h i s  h a n d le  G e x ten d s  th ro u g h  th e  s l o t  D. I  i s  a r in g h a n d le  to  
ta k e  ho ld  o f on th e  end o f  G.
I t  w i l l  be seen  th a t  th e  shovel can be used to  ta k e  up a sh e s , &
e t c . ,  and t h a t  c o a ls  can be raked  o n to  th e  sh o v e l by a lo n g itu d in a l  
movement o f th e  h an d le  G, and th a t  a brand  o f f i r e ,  s t i c k  o r  wood, o r 
o th e r  a r t i c l e  can be g r ip e d  between th e  p a r ts  and handled  as w ith  a 
p a i r  o f  to n g s .
I do n o t c o n f in e  m yself to  th e  p r e c is e  form o r  arrangem ent of th e  
p a r t s  d e s c r ib e d , a s  th ey  may be v a r ie d  in  many ways w ith o u t d e p a r tin g  
from my in v e n tio n .
Having th u s  d e s c r ib e d  try in v e n tio n , I  c la im  a s  new and d e s i r e  to
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secu re  by L e t te r s  P a te n t—
The combined shovel and tongs A, c o n s tru c te d  s u b s ta n t ia l ly  as shown 
and d e sc r ib e d .
THOMAS G . NEWNAM.
W itnesses:
WM. NEINS,
GEO. STOLY.
T H O M A S  G.  N E W N A M .
C o m b i n e d  S h o v e l  a n d  T o n g s .  
No .  1 2 5 , 4 8 0 .
.  . . r
I p y f i
i n
j L j
i T
B J
Witnesses;
j t
(? ? ■ ;
$=?
■ n  . <  ■r T *
gnrrator: 
$ttornqri
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